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supply invigorating elements,
*ii,wit the stimulating effects of manure.
:
sell v.iur ashes to th«» soap-makers,
-m-

>

mix well with this mulch, and Grub \
'Mb leave on suspicion.
[Ontario
Advocate.
Treatment
M

of

Scab

in

Sheep.

ll' iirv

Wood*, sfrward and chief
tin- late Lord W&lsiugham.
a
i!i<> largest, and choicest South'v
ib-ck* in England, recommends for
nv.-jitv
>utfering with the scab.—One
■u •!
<jij:11 ; »• p pounds of soft soap; one
•in-!
p'lig tobacco; one pint of spirits
turpentine; one-half pint of spirits of
t.u’
three ounces of white arsenic. This.
t“ be safe ami effectual, must be
boiled so
thoroughly dissolve the arsenic, and
'bat
regards as an important point. Put
!.. to -Hero, when boiled, into a flannel
hag
nd squeeze it sufficiently to get out all the
>Treng?h in order to get the full benefit of
Then add water enough to make four
It is not
quart* I the was for each sheep.
a dip but a wash, and to
put it. on, an old
tea-pot or a spouted tin should be used.
The way to make it most, effectual is to
npt-ii the wool by making three marks on
• ach
>ide of the sheep, also one down the
shoulder, one i-n each side of the neck, one
down the breast, and one down each thigh,
•■nd i ito the marks pour the
liquid. In this,
•is in many oilier things, if it is wortli
doing
at ail. iT is worth doing well.
Rub the
liquid well into the skin. After passing it
along the grooves, work it well in with the
hands.
Re in no hurry about it, as if you
wanted to get over it. as quickly as possible.
The liquid will work a cure. There maybe
some spots where the liquid has not penetrated.
Examine the sheep every two or
thro-* days for three weeks, bv which time
the lisease may be expected to be eradicated!
If there an* any little white spots,
rub on some of the following ointment—
Pour ounces of mercury: three ounces of
Venice turpentine; one ounce of spirits of
turpentine. Let them be worked up and
t horoughly mixed together, then add about
one and one quarter pounds of lard, melted
s ow fire, stirring
over a
while melting.
When taken off continue to stir till cold, so
as to mix the mercury well with the other
ingredient.". Apply this in fine weather,
for it will be saier and more effectual.
He
ais<1 'u!vis»*s bleeding the
sheep, but this we
should led recommend our llockmasters to
cases.
practice, unless in exceptional
Western Rural.
c■

if

Planting

Corn.

Land lor corn should be rich, if possible;
ii not naturally so, if should receive a
good
dressing of manure of some kind. The
kind of manure is not so important as that
it should be rich and in abundauce.
Corn
i* a gross feeder, and will. In
the four or
five months it occupies the soil, assimilate
a vast quantity of plant food, even when
it
is undecompose.I in the
beginning. Having
manured the land as far as the available
fertilizing material will go, stop and give
the remainder of your labor to the mechanical prt paration of tin* soil. Plough deep
and closely. Subsoil if possible; (and it is
our private opinion that, except in rare
cases, no land should be planted in corn
without being subsoiled) ; harrow, crossplough and harrow again.
Prepare the
bind as f »r a garden.
When The time to
plant arrive.", open the rows perfectly
straight, lour feet apart, following The
plough with a subsoiler or scooter, running
a* deep as possible.
The corn should be
planted thick or thin, according to the
quality of the land. If treated as above
suggested, it. will bear pretty thick plant-

ing

l'he thin layer of loose earth cannot, supply Milficient. moisture to sustain so large
and thick a growth ; 1 ut if the land is loose
to the depth of fifteen or eighteen inches,
this will not be the ease. The deep soil will
retain the moisture and give it out. to meet,
the demands of the plant. The subsequent
ultivation of corn, if the land is thoroughly
prepared to start with, is an easy matter.
The cultivator or light plough passing often
enough to keep the earth loose and mellow,
and prevent the weeds from growing, and
appropriating the moisture and manure to
their own use, is all that is necessary. In
one thing, however, we think
many good
farmers err
they lay by their corn plough
too soon.
Ploughing should bo continued
until the corn is about ready to bloom or
tassel.
If discontinued before that time,
the weeds and grass will make such a
growth as to rob the corn before it matures.
The Secret he Good Butter.
Many
have been the attempts to account for the
superior reputation of Philadelphia butter.
Perhaps the most popular notion was that
it was due to the prevalence in our pastures
and hay-tlelds of the “sweet vernal grass,”
which often gives so peculiar a fragrance
to meadow hav.
But it needed very little
reasoning to demolish such a theory as this.
This grass is one of the poorest for hay or
pasture purposes, and scarcely exists except
on cold clay lands, in
partially shady places,
near groves or low woods.
We owe much
more of the sweetness of our butter to the
abundance of springs and spring-houses in
our State, than to anything peculiar which
Milk has a particugrows in our pastures.
lar affinity for any odors in the atmosphere,
and water has some: lienee, whatever impurities may get into the atmosphere of the
spring-house are drawn out by running
water, and the very best security is provided against their being absorbed by the
cream,
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We have many inquiries asking advice
about selling farms at the Easi and going
West. This everlasting uneasiness belongs
to the Yankee character, and is one of the
We
elements, perhaps, in his enterprise.
wish, however, to express, with emphasis,
our dissent from the too pr valent opinion,
that farms at the East are past, working
with profit.
If, instead of selling out, the
owner of an Eastern farm would inform
himself as to the character of his soil and
its needs, and then expend the amount of
money he must sacrifice in selling ott all
liis stock, farming tools and other personal
property, in needed improvements and
thorough working of ids farm, he will find
ail he desires in the possibilities ol' the old
homestead. There is no lack of the natural
elements of fertility in these farms; they
possess the undeveloped equivalents of a
thousand crops. The deposits are there;
only draw your check with the proper formaiity and tin- teller of Mother Nature's
bank will honor it. Look at the advatn c of
British agriculture in the last half century
-iter increase from fourteen to t went v-eight
it she had
bushels of wheat per acre,
possessed millions of aeres ol virgin soil,
iter farmers might have abandoned the old
and sought the new fields; but instead ol
that, they added a new kingdom below,
doubling the production of the acres they
possess.
Young men who have no farms,
the old hive being (till, will do well to seek
abandon the
one in the West, hut do not
ancestral acres to the stranger.
LiveStock Journal.

Oatmeal, Bone and

Muscle.

Liebig lias shown that oatmeal is alnc-t
nutritious as the very best English lie I.
and that It is richer than wheaten bread in
the elements that go to form bone and muscle. Professor Forbes, ol Edinburgh, dnriug some twenty years, measured the
| .breadth and height, and also tested the
j strength of both the arms and loins of the
students in the University—a very nnmer! .ms class, and of various nationalities,
drawn to Edinburgh by the famcof histe.iehlie found that, in height, breadth ol
itig.
chest and shoulders, and strength of arms
an I
loins, the Belgians were at the bottom
of the list; a little above them, the French;
and highest of all, the Scotch and ScolchIrisli, from Ulster, who, like the natives ot
Scotland, are fed in early years with at
least one meal a day of good milk and good
oat meal porridge.
Speaking of oatmeal, an exchange remarks that a very good drink is made l>y
putting about two spoonfuls of the meal
into a tumbler of water.
The Western
hunters and trappers consider it Urn best ol
drinks, as it is at once nourishing, mistimuIt is popular in the
lating, and satisfying.
Brooklyn Navy Yard, two and a half pounds
of oatmeal being put into a pail of moderately cool water. It is much better than
any of the ordinary mixtures of vinegar
and molasses with water which farmers u.-e
in the haying or harvest Held.
as

Why Clover Improves the Sou
Professor Voelckei thus explains the action of
in
clover
increasing the fertility of soils:
All who are practically acquainted with tlie
must
have seen that the best crops
subject
of wheat are produced by being precede !
by crops of clover growing for seed.
I have come to the conclusion that the
very best preparation, the best manure,
is a good crop of clover.
A vast amount
of mineral manure is
brought within
reach of the corn crop, which otherwise would remain in a iocked-up condition in the soil.
The clover plants
take nitrogen from the atmosphere, and
manufacture it into their own substance,
which, on decomposition of the clover roots
and leaves, produces abundance of amIn reality, the growing of clover
monia.
is equivalent, to great extent, to manuring
with Peruvian guano, and in this papier of
mine I show that, you obtain a larger quantity of manure than in the largest dose of
Peruvian guano which a farmer would ever
think of applying.
It. is only by carefully
investigating subjects like the one under
consideration tiiat, positive proofs arc given,
showing the correctness of intelligent observers in the Hold.

Fell

Smai.i. Horses. The Southern Farmer
says : The arguments may ail he in favor
of great size, but the facts are all the other
way. Barge horses are more liable to stumble and be lame than those of the middle
size. They are clumsy and cannot till themselves so quick. There is nothing more
surprising to western men than to visit
Montreal and see the small but stout Canadian horses hauling large, two-seated carriages, full of people, with apparent ease.
A horse weighing 900 in Maine takes a chaise
or Concord wagon, with two men in it, and
make fifty or sixty miles a day over hills
that might have terrified Hannibal.
But
their weight is where it ought to be.
It is
compact, and not lying around loose. It is
muscle, not pulp, tiiat we want in a horse.
A correspondent of the Germantown Telebelieves that he saved his plums from
the enreulio, by hanging iu the tree corn
cobs thoroughly saturated with sweetened
water ; which cobs, according to his theory,
are used as a place of deposit for her eggs|
by the curculio, in preference to the young
plum. The project does not look reasona-!
ble to us, but Mr. A. S. Smith, of IndianaL
has tried it, saved his fruit, and never knew
it to fail.

“Not a word hurried to my lodging.
Locking the
from thy lips,” and they forthwith gagged door, I drew forth the pipe, and comhim and commenced to search the room. menced to try the knots; uone of them
Failing to secure the prize, they took moved. The one I was searching for
his watch and some money, and were de- had doubtless grown ,stiff with age. At
1 found it, for it started a little.
parting when one of the rascals spied his length
Then I tried it again, exerting all the
pipe.
It yielded ; and as
“Ah ! that will do for me,” he said ; power in my fingers.
j
“’tis an ugly old thing, but will answer I unscrewed it, out tell the large, brilliant
of my grandfather, Jacob Vanderheyden.
my purpose,” and ignorant of the wealth
Talk of joy! no man can estimate my
he had in his hand the scoundrel proceedI saw Augusta
ed to till it with tobacco, and lighting it. delight at that moment.
in her radiant beauty, apd Peter Krumpassed with his comrades out ot the winmaeher giving her to me as my wife.
dow, bidding grandfather good n ight.
I hurried to Amsterdam; it was the
Bound hand and foot and unable to
best place in Europe to sell diamonds.
move, my grandfather was forced to witA week later, and I had sold the gem
ness the robbery, without being able to I
for ninety thousand francs.
My grandhis
regain
property.
father had been correct in his estimate of

The winds breath low, the withering leaf
Scarce whispers from the tree;
So gently flows the parting breath
When good men cease to be.
llow beautiful on all the bills
file crimson light is shed !
'Tis like the peace the Christian gives
To mourners round his bed.
How mildly on the wandering cloud
The sunset beam is cast!
'Tis like tlic memory left behind
When loved ones breathe their last.
And now. above the dews of night.
I'lm rising star appears;
Sy faith springs in the heart of those
Whose eves are bathed in tears.

So

My

Grandfather's

Pipe.

For generations my ancestors bad traded
Hut
Irom Holland to various countries.
I'll pass them all until I come down to
mv grandlather, by name .Jacob Vanderheydeii. My father married his daughter,
and eventually came back to live in this
I
bis native itv. lor he was a German.

recollect grandfather Vanderheyden very
well, though l was only seven years old
He was an immensely fat
when he died.
old man. weighing nearly three hundred
pounds, and wearing big shirt collars
He began
tint reached up above his ears.
life In- sailing to Japan, and never, I
believe, made any voyages save to that
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procuring

so

much

good.

[Jeremy

The Duke of Argyll once asked EdStone how he, a poor gardener’s
boy, had contrived to read Newton’s
Principles in Latin, to which he replied:
“One needs only to know the twenty-four
letters of the alphabet in order to learn
everything else that one wishes!”
“I never could believe,” said Richard
about to die on tin; scaffold for
complicity in the “Rye House Plot,”
“that Providence had sent a few men into
the world ready booted and spurred to

Humboid,

ride, and millions ready
bridled to be ridden.”

saddled

and

A little school-girl in Danbury has lately
had her dinner stolen. No clew could be
obtained of the thief although it was
sought with tears. Finally a mild plan
A tempting doughnut with
was hit upon.
a
tilling of cayenne pepper was placed in
her pail, and lhe result watched. Before
noon a little boy was seen at the pump,
working it in a lively manner. It seemed
it he had had two hundred pairs ot arms
Tin; fire was
he could have used them.
put out, however, and enough of the
structure saved to take across the knee for
a

few minutes.

The ship

was

A

l’HKl 1IOTION

OF CAPTAIN'

Washington*.

IlAl.I.'s

FA I I'..

May

i>.

dragging
attempted

to reach the shore some disbelow the vessel, but wen driven
back by the gale, drift and snow, and
compelled to haul up the boat on tile re
The vessel was about lour or live
again
miles from the floe at this time.
The
mainland was to the east, about three or
four miles.
All that preTyson sayvented us from reaching the vessel wa•slob' or ‘posh,’ too thick tor us to pull the

ter,

tance

of clear water, stretch-

)
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I have olten been told that
to his last voyage, he had a remarkable dream, in which be was inlot met! that great good was to come to
him when he arrived in port, but that lie
must never go to sea again, for if he did
so lie would be overcome with evil.
He
accordingly made all preparations to relire from maritime lile, and sailed away
with high hope in his heart.
My mother
told me it was more than two years ere
the herring fisheries at Vhaardingen deIt
scribed his vessel returning to port.
must have been a jolly day when grandfather jumped ashore at Boompies.
They
say he was so much altered they could
oil'.

previous

j

■

.-*

him. He liad grown
enormously fat, and was as yellow as
sall'mii.
Well, he was as good as his
promise; lie gave up his sailing, and
settled down upon the land. But he
brought a strange story with him, which
certainly verified his dream. He was in
possession of a diamond of most superb
beauty and great value. I have heard it
said that Count Albert Kaloska came from
Paris, and ottered to pay forty thousand
francs for it, but my grandfather would
not sell it, supposing he could obtain a
much greater sum.

scarcely recognize

■

■

j

known how they did so, for grandfamily were careful not to
mention their future home.
Scarcely had we got settled in our new
home, ere an attempt was made to break
into our house.
My father urged grandfather to sell the diamond, as we should
never be tree from robbers until he did.
But the old yian was stubborn and refused.
Moreover lie was getting well on in years,
and was cross and ill-natured.
Months passed away, and we were free
from robbers, so that we thought they
had departed and would trouble us no
more. Grandfather became more amiable,
and talked and smoked with more pleasWe were
ure than he hitherto had done.
sure at last we were safe, when one morning
soon after my father arose, lie came running into onr bedroom saying that the
house had been broken into during the
night. My mother ran to my grandfather’s bedroom, and had to break open
the door ere she could gain admittance.
The poor old man laid tied upon the bed
with a gag in Iris mouth. Ilis face was
livid, and the veins in his throat were
swollen purple. The robber had escaped
by the window of his room.
“It’s all over," he moaned, as soon as
he was able to speak. “It’s till over.
We are ruined. All I wish to do is to die.
They carried off my pipe. Woe is to
me.”

The account he gave was this: He
awakened by a heavy hand on his
throat, and the next moment ho found
himself in the presence of three masked
men, who spoke to him in German, ami
demanded to know where the diamond
was concealed.
“in tin* bank, lie
replied.
“Thou best,” returned the one who
was

was

body

pinnacle.

>

lather and his

of

:i

a

the eye could reach--it is esb;|VC lllW ;l V in Ml Ml bird !■- nr l- loll 111 pit-111*timated about eighty or ninety miles.
boat through,
li 1 had known who v as
Ol
Vdlclll- lli
bill lilt»!'•' ollril Pi t t.:t.l ill
Many circumstances indicated the ex- to follow I would have gone through it or tli.iii t
,i• r
jmoiI .in
Mr. !;
ty*. “Uu* iistence of an unfrozen ocean hevond the sunk
Had my men co-operated with m
: of
channel
Land was visible to the north I could have reached the ship that day. \i\:tl >.v d < in \v ts iiuMrpt iitif l m tin- MomuVanderheyden.
Jacob.
>:
o
with tlie lowest and worse people to lie
and west of this body ot water a great, The men were tired and exhausted, but lispi‘ii-:ttion** ; \ ol be ii'liuii' that “it vv
found, in hopes ot finding the pipe. Notdistance. Bin here arose that dilference though I had not slept at all the eight be- 111'* 111 Ilk of tvIL'ioll pllfc Mini tin. !<Mile I, llll!
The Polaris Expedition.
ot opinion which blasted all the explorer’s j fore, I was ready for wo-k, but was alone i*r* (I < M'.lf of tile prop! ! » |||*i i\\ Of}' 1 »| TI
withstanding he traveled through Gerinay
The mails have now brought from St.
an I Holland, he returned home weary and
prospects. The sailing master. Budding- ; in my endeavors. It was Haddington's < :tn :iliV IU-rI'TII lwivtl' i. r\. ii Mi* Be.v!i m
di. appointed, to die. ot a fever contracted Johns, Newfoundland, long accounts and ton. had several times
hiui't If,
ii*n :
id un-fer mv J»*_r!m*r
ill*
expressed his! duty to outlie and lake us oil."
in his wandering.
persoml siatements concerning the Polaris anxiety to go no further, and strongly \
v I! i: 111 Mo-', .m
A iron ami otln
r v 1111
Now began the flrdt troin the loth ot
As I grew up, the recollection of my expediton to the North polar
region, the urged tiie necessity ot retreating to winter I October 1X7:’, to the doth of
of llit* 1.
mi I
ic
M
I,"
-ii'iiti.»i.
ili-p
1x7:1,
April.
grandfather’s pipe was indelibly stamped illness, leath and burial of Captain Hall, at Port Hope, in latitude 78 degrees fie or If'7
“lieviv i1- I, i\ 1 I It' l pi
11! i• \
V Icllolli
days. The abandoned party had
on my
memory. Had I, however, never and the drift of Tyson’s party on the ice- minutes, nearly two hundred and forty
two
the
Uiihoii, :i.i. 1 tIn-ir i!iiiVi‘r-;i'if v Mitred* r l,« pi'ob
boats,
remaining
only
fortunately
floe.
seen it, the drawing my lather made of it
contain
much
that
is
of
thrilmiles
of
south
their
advanTiey
present highly
boats belonging to tin IV.laris. The gale :tbi I !li it Mi :ii’< I -: 1 n■ P l Ii \v oil ! hiittro
was so correct that I should have been
ling inteiest, in addition to the te’egraplied tageous position. Hall was determined
tin' night carried the floe t
tin
ii;t? iti «•." \.. r *» lull !
o 11
during
till of it 11 ii i.i ii ii
accounts which were
able to identity it anywhere.
ten
to
published
days
proceed, if possible, and would not
'.ud i- iiiii'i* i! i 11
n
i pi omd urn
Often and often my mother told me the ago, and it we are to credit the stories ot consent to the latter proposition. Had- southwest, and in the morning they were Hire,"or
about thirty miles away from where tlie Him*' ii'l
permanent o >r tl t d'orm.idln* konllm
story of the robbery, fearing test I should the Esquimaux, and the inferences which dington, however, persisted, urging difwas lying at anchor.
A heavy sea into :m
excitement Hit
*i• ^• 11i
t! in I -mu u
:.
forget it, making me promise that I would are presorted in other parts of the account ficulties and dangers in pressing further ship
broke up the flee and separated the party
elemdlts common o ill min1- Ol t tffe iPm
keep my eyes open as I passed through as it come; to ns. Captain Hall was mur- north or even remaining where they were. from six
ot bread, one of their boats
the world, in hope ot meeting with my dered by prison.
i•
b>s< ijoitn
Win
M,i
in,,
\
tli 11
Buddington the sailing- Buddington, being the navigator, was the j and otherbags
articles ot food, clothing, commaster, is imported to be a scoundrel of judge ot these expediences, and Hall at !
emotions c-ase to
I h -i
••»». ;
,i
o
grandfather’s pipe.
«fee.
When
the
abated
gale
passes.
they l\. All relit;ion* r--\ i\ tU tint Ii iv
the worst so:t, who by malicious misrep1 was twenty-one years old when I lost
,,
urn!
length consented to yield, and the ship j endeavored to shoot as manv seals as
posmy mother, ami came into the possession resentations prevented Captain Hall from returned and put up at Polaris Bay for sible for food and
mv observation, li:tve riIlf.I from on mt, n
e well as fuel, but
light
of a sum ol money sullicient to enable me pushing on vith the expedition in the the winter.
The rescued crew said they !
of /'Nil Illl'l e.X< ObUnrlil -t imtll:i!« «l by
1- W u
did not Succeed in getting more than three.
to begin life.
1 connected myself with a winter ot 1871, and who heartlessly aban- could not see
any good reason for adopt- When the weather cleared
-.
cm ••
the party •liviilllaN, Who ill nil.-!
up
doned
man
in
the
business.
riid
He
his
to
their
this
worthy
Tyson
grain
fate, ing
party
course; there was no necessity. found themselves on the east coast or I"*linl by !li:tt kin-1 of
•,
b:ii lln
\
when lie might have got them all hack on Before
was wealthy anil had taken a fancy to nte.
concluding to retreat Hall call *d a
They now I’alil spoke '»f. when lie o l— 1' r I I- ir Mr m
the Polaris. On the other hand a special council, consisting ot himself. Captain west coast ot (ireeiiland.
I was with him a year, when 1 became in
to reach the shore, but the ice being reeortl that limy hav
;il ol 1 ioi. ol :r>
love with his daughter.
despatch to tin* Daily Advertiser says that Tyson, Chester (the mate,) and Budding- hoped
weak they could not transport boats a id eor'lint; I•> knowleilirc." I «!•* :mt >i\ that 'I
I should have mentioned that his name the story ot Captain Hall’s poisoning is ton, to consider which course was most
1
provisions to shore until it grew stronger. Beecher IS oil .*!! It (I
a<
!,
;
discredited by tlit Secretary of the Navy, advisable. At tins council
was Peter Krummaeher. and his daughter
Captain Tyson
here discovered the other ev .•it.-uv-n' : M »t I Mi it i li’• n»jt v
was called
p. y,,
Augusta. We loved each and shows causes for personal enmity be- strongly advocated Captain H ilt's views, Fortunately they
boat, pr. visions, &o., from whieli thev some others 11 >;
other from the lirst; and 1 went to him tween Tyson and Buddington which may but they were overruled.
WeldilUT be a'
yet lie Want*
Although
The “When
and frankly told our mutual feelings.
He account for the charges which the former thwarted in his grand designs for the had been separated, and saved ail.
von wish to \v< I too iii-v r a > pie,
ice
at length grew stronger, and they
listened to me quietly, and when 1 had j makes. From the accounts by mail the time, the explorer did not abandon his inof oppugnant iron, if von trv them cold you
made another attemot to reafh the shore,
finished, said :
following is made i.p. beginning with the vestigations, but, in company with the
will become warm your* f !>••for you ,i«-. »i:i
in
the
bonis
anil
“The only objection I have to you is j story of Joe, the Esquimaux, whose state- F.s piiinanx men and the mate, started currying everything
pii-li if. But heat, them am! the tiling is ea*i'v
them
on
The
their
keels.
iee
that you have not money enough io wed ment is given in what purports to he sub- upon the sledge expedition, from which dragging
done.” That i* to ay, whei a man
one*
stove both
being
excessively
rough,
they
I
lii.s
own
tantiallv
Don't
misunderstand
words:—
he returned to die.
me;
nty daughter.
boats, which did not. however render them heated by religious excitement dial lie i* w >\
I admire your character and could give ;
STATEMENT OF THE ESQUIMAUX.
useless, t'n the liist of November they m.4 to he welded into Mr. ..hei’s church.
WINTERING IN POLARIS BAY.
my daughter a dower large enough to :
fond of Captaii Hall. Didn’t like
Very
succeeded ill getting about half wav to that is sultl-dent. “No b*» ly i* afraid of \ it,*the
remainder
of
that
winter
the
maintain you both handsomely, but I do
During
;
in p i'i *. or in
not choose to do so.
When you can come j Buddington always talking behind back. weather in Polaris Buy was very mild the shore, when night and stormv weather ment," says Mr. Beecher,
Ship’s stern broken. Blow hard when lor that
In the rao"iiWall street, or in the ordinary round* of
that ! prevented further progress.
to me rich enough to keep her in the style j
says
locality.
Tyson
Captain
drove from ship. Couldn’t get aboard.
the temperature was generally zero, or .">, i ing the iee was broken, and the Hoc drill- festivities. If i* only when m. n he^in to wake
she now lives, you .liav take her if she is j
Some men here (in St. Johns) and some
No more land up in the region of rdirion that we hear
10 or l,j degrees below.
About the latter ing south very swiftly.
people
willing. That is all 1 have to say. Good ! in ship used to quarrel.
I went with Capof the first winter it was < no day dS was seen l<>r several days, and bad weath- croaking about moderation.”
That may !•<
day.”
part
tain Hall purpose to go sledge to north.
er continued throughout November Then
This was a great happiness, tor it was
true, and there i* a 4<-od reason for it. Mr
degrees below. March was the coldest
Aftei'lIIall died Buddington wouldn’t go. 1 month,
the thermometer being below 10 giving tip all hope of present rescue, thev Beecher makes no distinction 1 >. tw• -n secular,
unexpected. 1 went to Augusta and told see with two
and
two
I
ear.
tell
Budbuilt
snow
houses
on
the
constructed
eye
ice,
There was much
her all.
and what he would call relic on* and spiritual
I come to go north. He wouldn’t i degrees throughout.
moisture in the air. weather very foggy, of a circular form at the base, gradually matters. No body in secular .dair* imd-u tak--*
“Have courage,” she replied. -I will dington
let me go. Buddington and 1
quarrelled aurora borealis seldom visible. The iee converging towards the top, the sides sur- to harness
wait tor you until 1 am an old woman.
peopli with a ea*t iron creed. and
aTgood deal about it. I went with Hall on !
mounted by a block of snow.
The
What do you propose ?”
1
constantly broke up and was swept away
I >
last sled and Hans and Chester
upon lliein aj-dn*'
(the mate), j south. The wind went at the rale of fifty entrance was a small hole at the base, they r«*fii>i■ have if fa*P
“I will goto some place where money j
\\ e went fifty miles north ofthe
!heir own rood sen*** ,.nd iud4n»*-iit, d "oil!
ice
for
a
to crawl
man
enough
shipon
barely
large
li often blew them
or sixty miles an hour,
can be made taster than in Bavaria, and
and land. Found musk ox tracks on land.
I
v\ uh
not
flat on the iee. The cloudy weal her. logs j through. Their food from this time was them for tlicir reins
as soon as 1 can accumulate enough I
Sun m arly gone when came back to
ship.
and mists led him to believe that there a prudent allowance of -noli provisions as lir'oils ivvivali*?*. N'.» matter In-w ••lifatuafe.;
will return to you. my darling, if you will
Dali told me when sick somebody gave
they had, with a large proportion ot seal they may he,you must adopt hi 'irvr*w* or you
was an extensive ocean immediately north
remain true to me.”
him something bad.
He was sick two
of where the ship was—an oe.-an lu-et llesh bit. and. subsequently, wlvti the ar-» put down a* an opponent of r■■■!;•*■ on. In
“Have faith, have courage.” she anweeks. Buddington did not take care of
with drilling iee. They might, ho says, seals were scarce cv u sealskins. On this fact lie* the foumlati.m of a!! the oppo*j?a>n
swered.
him
Sick man good man, too.
Throat have continued north and
the last of February thev had remaining there i* to
I dissolved business with Peter Krumran!** de. i.m
religious \• it• m»■;■
passed into the j oi their
swelled something; couldn’t drink. Said
provisions brought from tin1 vessel ti"iis are as rood .itdln-ri'y on on.ocean through Robeson’s Channel, as they
maeher, and went to Trance. I did not he burned
p..jnt a* u.
inside. I stopped up with him
two
cans
ot
and
Fib pounds
pumiean
had plenty of coal, lie thinks the land only
find things as good there as in my own
other. In writing
a!: the *a nt* d !’!p|;;e
with another man; he sleep I
there, which separated them Irom the : of bread- the latter wet and mouldy. One w il!) the
land, so I went to England. Worse and every night
bishops and d. icon*, lie ii |,
wake, I wake lie sleep. Hal! was in cabin.
of the boats was cut up to make fuel to
worse.
Sea, is very narrow, but no
I talked with Hall much.
moderation
known unto ail men."
He no talk to Spitzbergen
Mi
melt the iee into water to drink.
During
Back 1 went to France, and fortune
was
cross
it.
made
to
others much as me. 1 didn’t see Hall in attempt
the time they were without blubber their Beecher seem* to O'*
,*?er mail III c» tile -ta
favored me. I was one day sitting in a first
Captain Tyson continued : I don't know provisoes were eaten eohl.
night after he came aboard from sled.
Starvation Apo>tlc of the «ren';'-s. lie sax *. *\o.,\ linn
cafe at Bordeaux, when some saliors
Came board with him in afternoon, lie what, the reason was lor wintering in now stared the
A lot of tbr life!
i'liere i* n• * here*\ on carle like Iff
party in the iai e
for
came and called
wine, sitting down al j looked well,
Polaris
The
Budmaster,
sailing
Bay.
nice. The I
happy, and
Ksqnmiairc dogs drifted on the Hoe. most urrv. Tiiere is nothinr *o damud.!- a* hxn
a small table.
They were all Frenchmen, i four of us. Hall, Chester,spoke
to stop ;he
times
wanted
several
dington,
j of which Hans and hi< family regaled all the fountain* of if t’celmrs iro/m.” IT
Hans and Joe
and soon became very noisy in their talk, j
had coffee when came aboard. I had vessel and go to winter at I’orl lle.pe, I themselves
The whites were at
upon.
All at once one of them pullejl a pipe ottl
•Itiesfi .1 tic;' Pan! i*v- l ,*; hi* < wiiitli,
j mine in my own room, underneath cabin. where Hayes wintered. Captain Hall that time a little
delicate, htit would subot his pocket, the sight of which all but
tin n. Mi Be.
-ii
to
wanted
to
but
believed
it
was
not
on.
Hall in cabin, and two others in galley,
go
thev
a
have
calen
roast
sav,
sequently,
made me faint. The fellow commenced j At lo
vo look or thine* alter the
upward app.-ai
o’clock that night my wife told me possible from Haddington's misrepresen- dog
Alter
the
out
the
provisions gave
anee?M If so. In* p i**<-s ,i roiiirli and *e\.
smoking my grandfather's pipe. 1 scarcely Hall very sick;
tations. Buddington was next in com- men ate
eat
not
the
llesh
ot
tin*
and
fat
vomiting;
something.
only
knew how to act, I was so afraid of he- l
; Hi
in..-'
judgment upon lie- o do r-. -m
Next morning 1 go see him and sav, mand after Hall's death, but lie kept no seals they were fortunate
enough to get,
fraying my leelings. Could the diamond I “What matter?” He
Hall was a strict, disciplinarian. but also
m u
I.
n
discipline.
“You
tlie bones, skins and ill in test i ties. <|ui«' unassii n m
say,
pretty- We
still be concealed in that pipe?
Oh, what | well, Joe?” 1
despised Buddington on account oi In March they got, among the seals and sects in the world. Mr. B. \--i\ .widmifd
say “Yes.” He sav, “Yoii
tumult reigned in my heart at that mo- drink
The
nl a* to the *:
:..io
bad coffee last night?” Isav “No.” his lying, cheating and stealing.
1 procured
plenty of meat upon which thev pa*-- iudrm.
ment.
1 ask him, “Did he drink bad coffee?” lie crew did not like Hall at lir.-t, but belore were
One i.tius ».i leelinr's” b> III-'amount oi n *i*\ .-a
after that.
entirely
supported
1 called lor wine, and filling mv glass
his death they liked him very much, findthat may manifest iiselt on parti- iPai oc a i m*.
a polar bear approached their ensay, “Something bad in coffee I drink last
sent the bottle over to the sailors.
They
that his diciplinc was tempered with love. { night
me sick and stomach bad."
B.'lwe. n M r. I
I if r and ('b i.
I -in
and
skins
night,
making
the
seal
campment
began
eating
looked at me, and nodded as they drank. Same
morning lie get very sick, vomiting. and that what he did was for the interest- lying about. Tyson tired one shot, which tiiciv i* a wid-' dill- m.f <11a*
to
Then one of them spoke to the others,
of
all.
Alter live days lie feel better; wake
wounded the hear, who thereupon faced li^imis dcvoti.iu an-! *enl iuicn:.
,Mf I. nni
up
1 went over
and they beckoned to me.
I.
I
IS
>1
ON
THE
II
and say lie want to see my little girl, and
1
and attacked him.
Tyson had to retreat s.-tys, “(ili. w!i. n ;Ii.- spii
ha-'ia
to the table.
Junes, Is7'd, another attempt was made i to get more ammunition, and returning, tired to siekne** oi fh i m -'m.say to her lie think he would leave her,
1 .i
..
“Sit down,” they said ; “you seem like
!
but didn’t like. After lie got better lie get under command of Mr. Tyson to reach despatched him.
This
was
a
welcome
xv
I
What is your country ?” I
noise* of tlie
r
a clever fellow.
n
i.-l -o e
lour doctor books to try and sec what the north in two boats.
One boat, in addition to their scanty storehouse, so
1 told them 1 was a eiti/.eu of the world, j
to 40 and sea
< II i. I ha.f-iio.il.
Voili* d for
|
make him sick. He study hard, and say charge of Mr. Chester, the mate, was they took the precaution to save
up under some
.,-n
although I was born in Holland.
undi*pu •! * ->i «*i .»>
to me, “That name is ntakin’ me sick.”
crushed by ice about July 7, the other bears’ lies!), seals’ skins, entrails, etc
They all laughed, and slapped me on | Joc explained that he
amour 1 he -cn! le Otr, i.
and
the
on
the
was
hauled
boat
shore,
and
in this way eolleeted enough lood
up
(Captain Hall)
the back in good humor.
a
But it is a kc ! if
-..i
u, i,
here pointed to a name in one of the men, who were about twenty-live miles to last them till the middle of
May
I ordered more wine ol the best quality,
n
*..iu
i*e* m
f.-x*.
books, which lie read out.J
It was some- otf and were within communication, re- About the end of March a heavy gale era/.v by revival, 'i
and we soon became good friends.
about poison, 1 think.
onsfilit -I in-:
i.|ual*.
1 *i;f
u.
turned to the ship overland, as the sailing drove them out to sea, and broke up the periiliarlx
After
Hall
thing
“And so you came front Holland ?” re- die
h 11 .-in f h
ii
everybody watching one another. Me master was calling loudly for assistance Hoe. Their Hoc, which had been nearly ex cr w'er.i e a/x ip m\
marked lie with grandfather's pipe.
no understand what
-u* up!
in
they mean. All afraid because the ship was leaky. They were live miles in oiieumfcrrnrc, was by this and I 'l ive talked \v i! i
“No, indeed,” 1 replied; I only said I
somebody put down poison in water, at that time watching an oppr rtunitv to untoward calamity reduced to a pan ol ice I t ate of l‘e | je io 11 P
IT
I have lived in Bavaria
was born there.
bread or something. It looked like it he get north, but none occurred. Northeast no more than twenty yards in diameter. inv ow ii 11ei dibi-rf-.' :
ever since 1 was a child.
|
was poisoned to r.ic all same.
Budding- gales were putting up the iee. which drift- The consequence was that they concluded, ; ollii r reasons, .m
“You wouldn’t bi> any the worse for ton didn’t
like to go to cabin. He was ed south. Arriving at the ship they lottnd by ilie advice of
and
after
Captain 'Tyson
:■*!
I slant I\ I..
oi.
being a Hollander,” remarked the sailor. quarrelling all time.
She was leak- j much altercation and ditlcrenc
her not in much distress.
ot opin“I had a messmate, John lloolt he was
h- a- u
o-.-l x mi i-- \.
Hans Christian’s statement upon this ing, but from an old leak caused by her 1 ion, to abandon their late home and en- j brain or hard, hup*
x.
v
I
for tip
called, though 1 never knew whether that
subject, although much briefer, is to flie beaking away in 1K71. and swinging I deavor to regrain the main pack. ThF *;-y any tiling aboni ;h- m\n-l
was his true name or not ; but a better
I
r«>od reason :
bodx ip*:
that th.-x ai.
same effect.
of
OctoOn
the
loth
an
was
of
done
the
on
1st
iceberg.
against
April, and. with
sailor I never knew; yet lie would get
the ship lmd drifted from iaiiinde So the line and inns, (hey also abandoned ill j ample* that l-lilel* Oil:!.I to follow
drunk. East voyage he fell overbord at OTHER STATEMENTS CONCERNING < Al’TAIN ber,
But i! is not
in ii! .1 urn to
do
>uio. p.
!
minutes
to
77
degrees 2
degrees minutes, their slock of meat, a large quantity of
HALL.
Hague, and was drowned. Poor fellow,
where she encountered a heavy gale front ammunition, clothing, skins, and other I !i.4ioUs excitements. No matter Ii ».x six nd
the
John Heron,
this was his pipe.”
steward, makes the southeast and was
:h
jammed by a heavy j articles. A small portion of the meat was fanatical they ma> be. p.-op! nc.i !
“You ought to smoke a better pipe following statement: “Captain Hall had
which lilted her out of the i put into the in at, in which
of
ice
pressure
they now again sau. I■ i. and approx ai. or V- •-. u*. 1 •.| *a- i.
than that,” I said, “that’s nothing but a good health up to the time of returning
water, so that she only drew six feet, anti took to the w iter; but, owing to the bom “111 collcre. iVVh d* ill-.ihi be e\pia 'ed, ll 'll
Iroin the sledge expedition.
He was not
chunk ol wood.”
Al
on her beam ends every low tide
j being too heavily laden, il became neces- idea of their axvfulne*s ul.l I-. r;ol rcl
lie replied,
sick when he came oil hoard, blit com- lay
‘•1 saw a beaulilul pipe,
the six feet water mark she broke her |
to throw that overboard.
On the :!d They are oitiy iviirio ;* lei im
n
in
1 would like to
“in a shop up the quay.
plained soon afterwards and said the heat stern and started wood ends. On the sary
and 1th of April the outer edge of the social form, and coniari--us. Mx \p.-rieiic
have such a pipe as that, hut it costs too of the cabin affected him. He got water
be
ot
she
would
the
loth,
main
ol
iee
was
and
some
fearing
regained,
body
a colli re prolc'-or i* *.• r<
.-nt tli P I am »a.
much money. Twenty francs. .Inst think to wash and put on clean underclothing. night
and tile vessel being reported progress made inwards. The elements
1 asked him what he would have—was crushed,
to state why fix ix
Is .11-* ;.-** tv« -pleul at 'l
of it,” he was speaking to his comrades.
shift
was
to
an
order
still adverse, a treiflendons gale and heavy
given
“Iiali,” 1 answered, “twenty francs is anxious to get him something nice. He leaking badly,
Amherst and Wil.iam* than I -rmeriy.
Ii
from -hip to iee.
They con- sea breaking the iee into yet smaller
Let us go and see it.” didn’t care about anything but a cup of provisions
a mere bagatelle.
fee
or
three
two
tinued
hours, pieces, continuously hindered and threat- probably on aeeotlllt -»t fh doubts ip. a excite,i
landing
“Pardon me,” he said, “but I could not coffee and didn’t drink even that. I had
when the pressure ceased. Tyson then ened them with destruction, so that they on t he transition al state of public opinion. In
accept such a gift if yon intend to purchase no conversation with Captain Hall when went on board and asked the sailing mas- were
such circumstances fh<*i.• can be no revivals, tor
obliged to con Km; themselves to
itand bo winked to the others.
he was sick, except to ask him if he was
men havc.4ot to beliexc like thm. 1
ter if the vessel was making any more
small
their
from
changing
pans,
position
“That’s a smart follow,” 1 thought, better occasionally or how he was, and
it i* .piile apparent that Mr. B .a T,
*c.
tic
water than unual; he reported that she time to time as danger necessitated.
Il
He
such
like.
was
sick
a
“but I'll be Stuart also.”
(ortnight and was not. Tyson went to tiie
and was
transition slate of llie popular min i, and that if
to
launch
the
no
pumps
boat,
impossible
“Come along,” 1 cried, taking him by tamed very little, lie was perfectly dothat she was not making any
seals could Ik* taken and actual starvation
has given rise to si .rung doubt in his mind,
lirous for the last few days. I think he ascertained
the arm.
more water than she had been all sumIt was at this crisis that, well as in tin* minds »; college students.-i* ;
was inevitable.
“Here, garcon, bring us another bottle was paralyzed on one side. Heard no one mer. He then went on the ice
again. on the gist ot April, fortune sent the Polar the truth of much that lias hern heretofore -ii
of your best wine, and you my friends say so.
It was my own opinion
There
The rescued party were on the ice along- hear, which they obtained possession ot tinned as
was nothing sudden about his death.
drink until we return.”
indisputable fact.*, lie lias uuv-idv
He
side the vessel; the remainder ot the ship’s as above described. The boat was afterI paid for the wine, and the sailor took was attended by Dr. Bessells and Mr.
done considerable in lilting the popular mind
The
on
board.
ice
were
wards
woi
bed
into
the
and
began
water,
got
they
Morton, who did everythingin their power company
out of the old grooves that tradition and Mipei
my arm and sallied forth.
to crack, and, in a tew minutes more their way west and southwest every day
“You are a noble hearted fellow,” he to alleviate his sufferings, but without efsition have worn. To get up one of the old
The
vessel
broke
broke
into
pieces.
in the hope of reaching some part of the
up
fect. His illness cast a gloom over the
said.
Irom her fastenings, and was soon lost to Labrador coast. The only then remaining kind of enthusiastic re igunis revivals. In si vs
“Bah!” I rejoined, when one meets entire company, and was the first dissight. ():t the broken ice were most of shelter was a canvas tent, erected after ! “men have got to believe j p,. thunder.” “Noil
good company, it is no merit to be gener- couraging circumstance which had oc- the
provisions that had been taken from the annihilation of the winter camp. On j ing is so likely to lead you astray as that despot ie
curred in connection with the expedition.
ous.”
the ship, of which they securing fourteen the _:.'d of April the boat happened to be- nmjht." Blit it Is ju>t as despotic and more abHis
all
us
feel
“Thank you,” he replied.
death made
very sad.
eleven and a half bags come separated trom this tent some seven surd to tell people they “have got to believe like
cans of
We soon came to the shop and I purCaptain Tyson, speaking of Captain ot bread,pemican,
ten dozen one and two-pouud or eight loi l.
A terrific storm accom- thunder;” as though
was an involuntary
chased the pipe and presented it to my Hall's death says: Hall was sick fifteen
cans of meat and soup, fourteen hams,
panied with sleet and snow, sprang up thing to be forced on the mind against its owe.
friend. lie was delighted.
days. At the first he was paralyzed and one small
bag of chocolate, weighing and without any warning sounds what- reason. “1 have seen men vastly m\ superioithen delirious. He was insensible when
“How can I thank you ?” he asked.
some musk-ox skins, a
ever. the ice between the boat and tent i
“What a beautiful present! I shall he died. He started from the ship on a twenty pounps,
in all intellectual matters vvh • become as !ir11.
a number of rifles and
burst asunder, with a loud and deafening
take a great deal of pleasure in smoking sled expedition northwards on the 10th ot few blankets,
children in revivals.” No doubt of that. The
abundant
ammunition.
Fred
in
the
darkness
Myer
explosion.
it, and will always think of you when T October. He was absent fourteen days,
most intellectual man, in oilier m ii ter-, if InThe prevaling impression among the managed to reach it. though, in attemptdo so. Well, I shall not trouble John’s and returned on the 24th ot October to
mind is darkened in religious matters by tin*
to
do
he
so,
narrowly escaped being :
tiie ship. On the 8th of November he unfortunate nineteen who were left be- ing
old pipe much now.”
murky clouds of tradition and superstition, and
“Ah ! I know what you shall do. You died, and was buried on the 11th. His hind was that Buddington had willfully swept into the chasm caused by the sep- is readv to
accept anything n r t ruth, vv it lem:
Heron aration of the ice floe. Having reached
will give the old pipe to me. It will re- grave bore south-southeast, and about abandoned them to their fate.
the boat his first act was to look round for proof or reason, beeatisr ih vmetilied name of
“I
a rush tor the vessel and
made
five
call our first meeting.
hundred
distant
says:
from
the
obIt’s my fancy,
paces
not his companions.
None were to be seen, religion is given to it. h religious views will
yon know.”
servatory in Polaris Bay, which was in sung out for a line, but they would
and
save the roaring of i be no more elevated than those of techier in'me
one.
Chester
and
heard,
nothing
Buddington
“Yon won’t smoke an old pipe like latitude 81 degrees 38 minutes, longitude give
could
the.
To
r*
main
where he was lects. If they are both alike superstitious, tin v
and
on
the
were
01
tempest.
that ?” he replied, gazing at me with an
standing
gangway
degrees 44 minutes, on the shore. We
I was with four would be destruction.
The pan upon stand on the same plane of n ugiotis though!.
erected a board over his grave, with an have thrown me one.
expression of wonder.
had pro- which he tottered was becoming smaller The intellectual powers are not brought mt
“Truly not,” I returned, “but I will inscription cut giving his name, age (fifty others on the piece of ice thatand
went and smaller every moment, and he deter- action at all. Such persons are moved by inhang it up by my bud, and think of you, years), date of death and command of visions on it. It cracked off
North Polar expedition. All hands, ex- adrift. We got back to the main line in a mined, il possible, to launch the boat again, fluences that are mainly passionate and cm
my line fellow, when I look upon it.”
He grasped mo by the hand with a grip cept the cook, attended his funeral. It scow or boat, which sunk under one ot and, though desperate the attempt, to tional. Dr. Kinny, to whom Mr. B. refers. ma\
cross the chasm that divided him trom his
the men, but we all got safely back.”
was a dark, dismal, cold, windy and disof iron.
betaken for an example. “1 am is subject to
“Take it,” he said.
Next morning the vessel was not to bo companions. The sea was breaking wildly scepticism as any man can be, but l avoid it by
agreeable day. I held a lantern and by
The next moment it was in my pocket, the light of it the beautitul service of the seen, and, knowing that their stock of over the pan, and the boat was heavily
keeping up mv faith by contact with the
and I would have wrestled with a giant Episcopal church was read by Mr. Bryant. provisions was not sufficient to last laden. Several times did he make the
Why is Mr. Beecher so subnet to
Few of those who were present at the the whole company till winter, they tried attempt, and twice was he washed from people.”
before surrendering it.
doubts if he lias a lull assurance and confidence
sea. The cold was intense.
the
into
the
We found the sailors at the cafe still burial will forget the deeply affecting to make the land.
pan
Having got about half
of the correctness of bis present views? There
as if by magic, the storm
drinking the wine. I ordered something scene. Old sailors wept aloud. Captain way to the shore, and the boats being In a moment,
the
must be something operating on his mind that
and
and
he
lulled
subsided,
surge
Hall was universally beloved, and his heavily laden, progress became difficult
to eat, and we all had a good dinner.
Then they shook me by the hand, and death atIt time when the enterprise promis- on account ot the drifting ice, and they discovered the two Esquimaux, Joe and shakes his present faith. But most men would,
each standing on a small piece of probably, “believe like thunder,” for jrjo.ooo ■»
went away.
They were all worthy men ed so hopefully was felt by his survivors were compelled to haul their boats on Hans,
* Mto be an irretrievable loss.
At that lime the vessel ice and paddling towards him, in a few year.
and big-hearted.
the ice again.
1 seemed to tty over the pavement as 1
Lineolnyillc Centre, May, t'wd.
Captain Tyson thinks that the death of came in sight, under steam and canvas. minutes the boat was launched and they

ing

far

on

The
21.
Hveiling Star savs, with reterence to the
southwards, opening a little bay to the I aecount ol the Arctic adventure, as it apot
Northumberland
Island. pears in i s telegraphic columns to-day:-northeast
file suspected poisoning >f Captaii
There was the vessel in harbor, her sails
furled and no smoke issuing from her slack. Hail recalls a prediction made before the
They then attempted to bring the boats sailing of the expedhiou by a person in
this city, well ai'i|uainted with it- personacross the floe in an easterly direction,
hoping to find water and reach the shore, nel. that Captain Hall would never return
alive, Imt would fall a victim to tie env\
to board the vessel from there; succeeded
ol some of the party.”
in
one boat across, took the wa-

devoted to his work,
and all his efforts were exerted toward
the North Pole. The winter of 1871 was
favorable to his purpose, and lie had
reached, as already stated, the highest
known latitude, where tile difficulties
which obstruct his progress did not materially increase. They had passed what
Kane supposed to he the Polar Sea, which
now proved to be a sound.
Beyond this
they penetrated into Robeson's Channel,
ami were there on the first day of August.
1871.
Some idea of their locality may lie
given by the tact that from the observatory
erected in Polaris Bay. in latitude 81
degrees fix minutes, Cape Leber bore west
;’) degrees south, distant about forty-live
miles, while their present latitude was .S;?
degrees lti minutes. But a few miles from
here was

oar

i-

never

Taylor.

HALL AND HI DD1NGTON.

Captain Hall

an

at this time about eight or nine miles from
the lloe, and must have seen the signal.
She was soon lost to sight in the bend of
the land and behind what they took to be
Northumberland Island. The wind hauling
to the northeast, the lloe began drifting

■!
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—

1 know not which is the greater wonder—that prayer which is a duty so easy
and facile, so ready and adapted to tinopportunities of every man should have
so
great etfects and be productive of.such
mighty blessings; or, that we should be
so unwilling to use so easy’ an instrument

Back 1 went to Peter Krummaohor and
showed him m\ money.
"1 will keep my w >rd,” he said, “you
shall return to me in the grain business.”
1 took the. old fellow by the hand and
danied lor very joy. Augusta and myself were married, and up to this hour we
have neither of us regretted the act. Peter
Krummaeher died a tew years since, and
left ns his great wealth; hut had it not
been for this old pipe, it
might have
tui ui'ii mi' mss hitppii \
lor the grandson

to

•.

■

ed.

the effect on his system- its value.

CAPTAIN

ot coming to the rescue she
steamed along down the shore.
Thev
then sent up a black rubber cloth lashed

■

in

well

was

Instead

Hall resulted from apoplexy, as was
stated in the first despatch, hut he and
Mr. Myers are believed to lie in possession of information which they are unwilling to communicate yet, but which
will become public at the proper time.

■

11 is ship used to lay at Hoorn pies
Hotterdaiii. It was where In* lived.
Mv grandfather, as you may suppose,
saved u]i a goodly pile of money, and
was
considered by the people as being
e<

great

that he began to fail at once, liis appetite, hitherto good, was now eone.
lb' eould not sleep, and was soon ill.
Gradually growing worse day by dav, lie
died within si\ months, repeating with
his last breath. “It’s all over now ; we are
all ruined !"
To say my father and mother did not
share my grandfather’s grief would lie
talse. My father made an accurate drawing of the pipe, and deposited i! with my
mother, and then took to loaming wvt-r
the country, and making acquaintances

Bui soon the morning's happier light
ll- glory shall restore,
And eyelid- that are sealed in deatli
Shall wake to close no more.

My grandfather was a peculiar man;
he would not trust the gem in tiie possession of any hank, preferring to keep it in
liis own custody.
His friends often told,
him he would be robbed, for it was soon
noised about that he had the stone in liis
house.
But the old man laughed when lie
heard the advice, and would not give up
the prize to any other custody.
There are
various stories told as how lie came to be
possessed of the jewel, but liis own version
was that
a certain native of Japan took
refuge in liis ship and tied the country.
The unhappy man fell sick unto death,
and as my grandfather attended him with
great kindness, he gave him the treasure
before he died, and in this way lie became
possessor. Some ill-natured people said
that if the truth was known, it would tie
foun 11 lint grandfather Vanderhevden had
entered into a compact with the Evil One
to secure the wealth.
Of course none hut
The Model Hog.
In a recent discussion !
superstitious old women listened to stories
before the Partners’ Club of St. Louis, Pro- like
these, and they did not affect grandfessor. <’. W. Murtfeldt said: Since tiel ither's good name in the community.
I
attention of farmers lias been given to decan see him now, sitting on the bench,
veloping the hog, animals eleven months with liis old
pipe smoking away, appaold that weigh 300 or 335 pounds are niton
in a dream; but lie was never
seen.
It used to lie considered a good hog rently
that reached 300 pounds in his eighteenth caught napping when smoking; he was
month. This is the most desirable hog for too shrewd a man, for you must underpackers, and the “Berkshire” tills the bill stand the diamond was concealed in the
nearer than any other breed.
The “Poland cavity of the knot in liis pipe.
My father
China” is considered unprofitable, except and mother were the only ones to whom
for the matter of lard.
In ibis latitude, and he imparted the secret.
He reasoned this
south of it, a black hog is preferable to a way ;
white one, because it can stand the heat
“If,” said he, “thieves break into my
better.
Ill wanted a pig to eat, drink and house they will ransack
every nook and
1
should
choose
the
“Suffolk.”
but,
sleep,
corner they think contains valuables, but
the model hog is the “Berkshire.”
this old pipe might lie about anywhere,
and no one would take the trouble to
In the course ol a sermon delivered by
carry it off, for you see it is worth nothMr. Beecher the other day he referred to
ing at all."
the subject of humbling one's self before
And so he concealed the diamond in liis
“I beseech you,” he said, “to avoid
God.
and made his mind easy.
But at
pipe,
that kind of crawling, that piostration that
the predictions of his Iriends began
length
out.
of
I
takes the manhood
a mam.
don’t
to prove true.
Thrice was his house
think that God wants to have anv man
I don’t broken into, and although something valcrawl before Him like a worm.
think He is any more pleased to see that uable was carried away eaeli time, the
Grandthan you would lie to see your children act. great prize was not discovered.
tathi r at length began to tie worried, and
| so. I have a little dog at the farm that
saw. when it was too late, that it would
when 1 come is so exceedingly glad that lobes down and squirms and rolls over on have been more prudent to have kept
his hack, so that 1 want to kick him.
That silent regarding his jewel
His mind
same dog, although he is so affectionate,
grew uneasy, yet with strange inconsisNow, a dog don’t tency, he would not sell the diamond,
j vviil steal chickens.
know any better, but a man vines, and it
lieeau e In could not obtain the price lie
seems to me as if men think that if they
asked, and he considered it more valuable
humble themselves before God and say all than it
really vas.
manner of scrouching tilings, that will lit
On
day he said to my father: “I am
them for the work. There is no manliness
distressed that there are so many bad men
in this.”
in the world who desire to rob me of mv
wealth.
Where shall we live and find
A Pittsburg firm
Messrs. Rogers & virtuous people?”
Burchfield—claim to have discovered a
Aly lather quickly replied : “Aly counprocess by which they can make, the trymen are honest, and never was a robThe latter is
famous Russian sheet-iron.
bery heard of in the town of Freising;
made in Siberia by a secret process, which you might leave a sack of gold on your
no other nation has hitherto been able to
doorstep and find it safe in the morning.”
obtain. The British Government lias ot“Is that so?” inquired grandfather.
tered $50,000 for its discovery, but even
“Of a truth it is,” responded my father.
the stimulus of that large sum has failed
Then 1 will go to your country.” said
to achieve the result.
American enter- grandfather, and he soon alter sold off his
and
have
prise
aeomplished it, properly and came hither.
ingenuity
and Pittsburg, it is said, can furnish all
But thieves are rarely at fault.
They
common markets with Russian sheet-iron
quickly beard that a lemoval was conat even lower prices than the Russians templated. and had no trouble, 1 imagine,
themselves. The process has beent patent- in tracking us to this city, though it was

jCermautown Telegraph.

held the lantern to his face.

Asleep.

Behold the western evening light!
It melts in evening gloom;
So onlmly Christians sink away,
Descending to the tomb.

|
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•!><> 2!)tU of April two
mners hove
in sight.
Signals were made, but win1
probably not observed, 'mis disappointment was however atoned lor on the imaruw, when tin' sealing sleamship Tigr.
ot St. Johns. Newfoundland, accidental!,
in a den.-c iog, steam.d against the very
lloe of ice which was theii* habitation.
Three cheers were given by the rescued
company and scut back by the IJO men
who composed the TignsJs crew, The
adventurers were cu 1 for with the
utmost kindness, the sailors giving them
their own suits and underclothing, boots.
all necessary apparel, and their private
stores ol'tea, sugar, eotfee and many oth. r
tilings. The Tigress, Inning called a
liny Roberts, arrived at Si. Johns on the
12th f May, in the afternoon.
i

_

Fanners on small wheat farms often find
difficult to keep up the fertility of the
>'dl. not being able to keep enough stock to
make manure. These same farmer- buy
■>stlv and sometimes useless artificial m •
m>s. little thinking that the much of their
•'
amps and river beds, if judiciously ap'd. would greatly add to the
fertility of
<il.
1 tried three experiments with it
>-* -sasoi,. on three different
crops—clover,
u' ea\
and potatoes—on three different
k.nd- of soil. The clover grew on light,
v loam
The field was Summer fallowed
t wheat two -masons before, and received
a
ivv e »at
of barn-yard manure.
Last
p-ing 1 : kid out the poorest strip in the
Id. and
p-dressed it with muck at the
at- of fort> loads to the acre.
The result
w i- wonderful.
That strip, in comparison
t" t lie re-tof the field, yielded one ton more
'•» the acre.
The wheat grew on a gravelly
an
The field was prepared in a Summer
i.
ov tin- year before, and received a
heavy
ire-sing of barn-yard manure—all except
half an acre, on which twenty loads of
murk were spread.
The straw on this
>h't gr< iv stronger and healthier than on
.uv other part ol the field.
I had no chance
of comparing the grain. The potatoes were
;wanted on a d' V, limestone shale.
Those
that i< reived muck were large and dry,
w.’
vt-rv f--w small ones, while the
potaOl. the r. -! of the field were of
poor
uah■
ai t to
small for market purposes.
To prepare murk properly, it, should he
hauled out ot the swamp In the spring,
bed on ;; dry knoll, and mixed with a
> a!
suppl\ m lime, ashes, and common
a!i >uring the summer it should be turned
three or f<»ur times, until thoroughly
veii/ei
and the
impost completely
i.x--d.
1 -ave
the action of the frost.
: lie- winter, and
apply to the land in
"I >iug. livery intelligent farmer knows
‘h>- liquid manures are of more value
■nan the -olids.
There is sometimes great
litfi- ultv in saving them, especially if the
< ar«-built on a,
hill-side. Now, muck
p ’Werfill absorbent, and if used freely
as *1
Ming and in pits beside and under the
staid*-*. the liquid exerements would be
sa\ed
1 have found it to be of great value
M'phe 1 a- a mulch to the roots of trees. It
—»•
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The fol1 «wing despatch has been received in
Y.cka. daled Fairchild's ram-iie. May 20.
lour o'clock P. M. :
“While Gen. Davis.
Inspector-Gen. Hanlie, Col. Green. Col
Sinnner. Col. Gillem. Co'.. Hoyt, attd
Limits, Book well and Adams, with their
mte to Van Bremer's,
escort, wer, eu
the lava lieds about t-u; o'clock
having
in the morning, a courier interrupted them
and deliven 1 a despatch to Gen. Davis,
whereupon the Warm Spring Indians and
scouts in adaanec werereeali. il, and the
programme instantly changed, and Gen.
Davis determined upon Fairchild's rancho
instead of Van Bremer's as Ins future
head-quarters. The place is about twentythree mile- northwest of the lava beds.
•
’apt Hasbrouck left Boyle's camp May
7. and has been scouting ever since
His
command consists of Battery B. Fourth
artillery. Troops B and G. First cavalry,
and the Warm Spring Indians, numbering in all two hundred and ten men.
■
aptain Jackson had charge <.i troops B
a'ld G. with which he harassed the Indians.
His men fought well in every particular
at. I
paid little heed to hunger s,, that
they vanquished tin Indians. Capt.Hasisini.

May 23.

"louek specially praises the gallantry ot
B troop and a portion of G it. the charge

Dry lake.

at

The

FRANCE.

sealed a ri lge twenty-live feet
high in the face ot the Mmln s. and drove
them away.
(’apt. Jackson led the right
and Lieut. M
the loll. and Incuts.
Bontelle and Kyle held the other bold
positions, ('apt Hasbrouck- ha-not lost
a
man since the Dry lak
engagement.
A teiia ('l)okus. I. mg Legs
One-cved
D ve and two Modoc-, residents ot
he
lam-lie last evening interviewed the live
w.'tnen captured
bv ('apt. Il.i-br.mek'comm .ml. and from them
gleaned iaiermen

and Thiers

Resigns.

After several stormv sessions ot the
French Assembly, in which it became apparent that the opposition to the adminis-

Mrs. Waehmetel, B ston Charlie's twi>
-i-ii1 r-, the mother ot Black Jim and one
maiden whose relatives have attained no
notnhh
!i-'inetion. They reported that
Shack Nasty Frank. Shack Nasty Jack.
v'
Bill. Steamboat
Frank.
I leu's Man. I looker .lint's father, Boston
Nice ate -e\ .‘ri! of tier Moiloes have been
ki Ih-d and many wonnded Curley-headed
11

■lack carried a piece ot lead in his
body
several days. u”d when last seen was
apbooked
for
the
parently
happv hunting
grounds
ITie inability of Litth John to
travel at a rated pane delayed the band.
Hasbroiu k eneilunteieiI and g.it 'he Moil n
into the last difficulty.
'I he an "tint of the cause of disaffection
among tin Moiloes i- interesting.
Capt.
lack eoi suited a stolen chronometer, and.
alter sundry gestures and cxolamaiior s.
pi >mised }.is followers that they would
■died rill*- »uilets :t< \ duck does wafer
and escape unharmed.
The 'ontidenee
f!)i" "‘atenienf inspired was rapidiv dis-

following—
For three long mortal weeks fIm Journal man
has been in a terrible suspense and agonv about
an investigating committee.
It would be real'v
amusing, were it not for bis suffering. Now
"Billy.” so rigid ahead; ferret out and bring to
justice your friends, whom you professed” to
have k-nmen as engaged in smuggling, and pay
over to the Government what you received
by
collusion with smugglers. When you have
completed this job. other employment will be
found for you. It is pretty well known just
irhot you are good for! In the mean time,
whenever a committee representing the citizens
of Belfast, and one commanding their respect,
shall wish to examine the Custom Home
records for the last two years, they will tie received with great pleasure, and have all the si.l
I can give them. Mr. Simpson slightly mistakes
in supposing that he is Belfast.
B. M. Robbrts.
Tn regard to the investigating commit-

tration

ot

majority,
to

President Thiers
want

—BY—

of confidence.

Thereupon the President sent in his resignation.
The cable report proceeds—
Gen. Chan gamier and Duke De Broglie
mov' d that the Assembly
immediately appoint a successor to Mr. Thiers. This
motion eausc d a terrible uproar.
The
Left moved that the resignation of President Thiers should not he accepted.
The
motion was rejected by 369 against 339.
Tin- resignation of President Thiers was
then accepted.
M. Buffet fruitlessly attempted to eulogize M. Thiers. The members of ihe Left endeavored to secure an
adjournment

ot the election ot a successor
M. Thiers, but the Right insisted upon
chosing :t President of the Republic imA vote was then taken and
mediately
resulted in the election of Marshal McThe
Mahon. who received 390 votes.
deputies of the Left abstained from voting.
\ committee was then appointed to wait
noon Marshal McMahon, and inform him
that he had been elected President of the
Republic. The committee was then headed
10 M. Buffet, yvlio upon retiring temporarily. handed the Presidency ot the As.
semhly to M. Goulard. Upon the return
ot
the committee to the Assembly M.
Buffet resumed the chair and announced
that Marshal McMahon accepted the Presidency ot the Republic, though not within! pain.
M. Bullet also stated that minto

would temporarily remain.
The
wds in the streets and in front of the
legislative chamber increased as the night

H.
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tlc rc were loud shouts of "Vive la Thiers.
Yiya la Republic."
There was no attempt
at disorder, and the people quietly dis-

persed.
A Sunday evening dispatch says tiie
change in the presidency has been accomplished without the slightest disturbance,
l'e feel order prevails throughout France.

The troops have been confined to their
barracks -inee Sunday morning, but all is
ouiet iti Paris, and there are no signs of
disorder in the departments.
Tin- radical journals of Sunday are calm

11 ’one.
They recommend prudence and
wisdom on the part .of the republicans,
and urge peace and strict adherence to the
law.
(limbetta lias issued a manifesto calling
on Republicans to respect the law.
McMahon has sent a communication to
M. Bullet, President of the Assembly acknowledging tin- receipt of the official
notification ot hi- election to the Presidency, and accepting the office in the folpelled hy ( apt. Hasbrouck's encounter, lowing term.-: T will obey the will of
"rhen several Modoes were kill to ] and the Assembly, the dep. sitory of the Naothers wounded.
Indignation rcig-md | tionai Sovereignty. It is a heavy respenbut with (rod's aid and the direesupreme in Capt. Jack's household. The -ibilitv,
’ioii u; the army, I will continue the work
< ottonwood branch of the tribe lrom Fairchild's decided that they would light no I of liberating the territory and restoring
more.
This resolution led to Capt. ! order, and will maintain tranquility and
the
on which
Jack's clandestine
society rests. To
departure. The ('ot- | thi- principles
1 pledge my word as nil honest man
tonwood-.

tee we

will say that it was neither desired,
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suggested or asked for t>y us. The idea
had its origin in that wonderful brain of
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York, will receive advertisements tor this paper,
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the Collector's.
In one of those remarkable letters to the Age. the like of winch
was never seen in the heavens, the earth,
or in the sea under the earth, occurs the
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wore

Border Troubles.

The Prog. Age ot' last week has the
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When the result
the proon.
esting aeeolin!.- ot llle Moiloes' tipOl'Ations
during the past few months The captives em-dings in the Assembly was made known

are

Barnabas Peeps Out of His Hole.
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The Government Defeated in the Assem-

Approaching

Letter

Information has been telegraphed trom
Texas that the United States forces on the
Mexican border, weary of the watch of
and fleeing savages, and indignant that the adjacent territory of Mexico should be made a base for raids
upon
the people of Texas, boldly crossed the

depredating

border, and by a forced march surprised
a settlement of hostile Indians,
completely whipping them out. We know not how
this act may bo viewed at Washington, or
how the subtleties of

applied

may bo
doubt what-

diplomacy

to it, but there is no

that the invasion of Mexican territory
tor tlie purpose was justifiable, and that
the people of tlie country will demand
that Gen. McKenzie, tlie commander, he
sustained. A government which knowever

ingly permits its territory
butchering and marauding

to be used bv
savages as

a

retreat from which to make forays upon
peaceable, neighbors, has no reason to
the
the

In answer, Mr. Simpson, to your repeated insinuations, I have to say. that’with the consent
of the Treasury Department—which I h oe no
doubt can lie obtained—t committee of the citizens of Belfast, a majority of whom
shall be
Democrats, are at liberty to thorough'r investigate the affairs of the Custom House, mr (lie
two years T have held the office, whick ! believe
to have been kept with scrupulous exactness
and fidelity.

prevent such
use ot 11s territory by
savages, tlie same
conclusion follows. Tlie duty of the government of the United States is to protect
its citizens trom any and all assailants,
and it is much more likely to err on tlie

Nowr this means, it it means anything,
that the Collector, stung by tin accusations of gross violations of the law and

think that the universal verdict of tlie
country will be that Gen. McKenzie lias
acted properly, and ought to he sustained.

glaring frauds in

Whether the administration will do it
not. is another question.

his conduct ot the

cus-

tom house business, which we have often

to

side of forbearance than otherwise.

We

or

Two things there are which have great- made, and here repeat,—conscious of
The
Census
on
Punishment.
Capital
ly excited public curiosity in the last two condemnation in the public judgment
hundred years.
‘•The pseudo-humanitarians.” remarks
One of these is the proffered an investigation into i.s affairs
authorship of the letters of Junius; the by a committee of honorable eitzens. lie the Springfield Union, "who advocate tin
other the name, station and causes of de- was to obtain the consent of the Treasury abolition of capital punishment, are adtention of the prisoner ot state known as Department, by an official
reqtest. Ppon dicted to quoting mythical statistics from
The Man in the Iron Mask. Over one the face of the matter, we say, this is the experience of Western States, as to
hundred books have been written in the what appears. But it was reilly. like the the advantages of imprisonment over the
endeavor to identify the bold and dazzling greater part ot his acts, a Iraud. Good gallows as a check to murder Now these
writer who over the signature of Junius faith had no part in it.
Wien the offer same Western States never fail to furnish
assailed the British ministry, and about lead been promptly accepted, he was for a enough statisticts of tlie other kind, and
forty different persons have in turn been month wholly silent, and nrw commences ot equal value, to make a tie, but careful
invested with the laurels of this brilliant to claw off'. 11 is proffer originally was to reasoners must regard such data as all
author. It is now as certain as anything have a committee to "thn'oughly investi- alike valueless material for valid induc—

in connection with the matter that Junius
was the sole repository of his
and that it died with him.

The June number o*' llie

own

Galaxy

secret,
has an

article which professes to give the solution of the other great mystery, ami to
lilt the mask from the historic lace so long
veiled to the world. Precisely two hundred years ago there was in the French

gate the affairs of the custom house.”
That was as broad as w desired. Now.
however, he talks abort examining "the
that is quite
house record?.’
another thing. It is rot to be supposed
that he has placed his cheating on record.
custom

He is very careful no to do that, and very
wratliy that we have done so. An investi-

The United States

tions.
has

something

which lias
1850 there

a

to

little

were

sav

however,

census,
on

more

this

subject,

authority.

Corrcspondenee

Soston,

of the

Generalities.

Journal.

Boston.

_>ti.

May

Summer is fairly here, and we are at
last settled upon the three important sub-

jects,

drink, and to wear,—
agitated the minds ot
both male and female, while the weather
what to eat.

r

A

man. when strawberries, red.
juicy and
sweet, steal upon the tea table every
evening, and green pease and encumbers
are used as
trimmings for the roast at
dinner. Unfortunately the late
upsetting
ot beer barrels, and its
companions the

IV

litfl
\ •rwieh found and returned
girl
a pocket book
ining a large sum of monev.
The grateful owm r rewarded her with—a two
cent pi»stage stamp!
A

>>

dis-

Mi. -Tlist

Supreme
<

tail to mention who was hidden
to the feast.
Last, though not least, is
where withal ye shall he clothed.” Gentlemen have folded the light
spring over-

In

in this country •_’! exccu-

tions. am! 227 murderers in :i population
ol 23,191,970.
In 1 Sij11 there were ,59
executions and 9S9 murders in a
popula-

and

are

radiant in

(which
Washington

cause

tion oil
look gay and
of

happy
Lace

summer.

street these tine

almanac.
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sight-seeing a! the illustrious
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The telegraph a lew days
-iuce brought an account of the ravages
caused in Texas iiy grasshoppers, who are
rapidly eating their-way through tlie
growing crops; and now we learn that
si uthern California is visted liv the same
plague, and that the greater portion ol the

counties in licit section of the State are in
a
lair way to lie laid waste by them.
When the grasshoppers are full
grown
and have once commenced their work of
destruction, there is no way to cope with
them.
But when tim insects are first
hatched, their destruction is easy, in this
connection the San Francisco Bulletin

says:

Entomologists are familiar with the
fact that grasshoppers deposit, their eggs in
a very limited
space—seldom more than'an
area ot two or three acres. An exp< rt has
n<
ditliuelty in the proper season to discover
the hatching lied, and ascertain when the
young insect is likely to emerge from the
egg. It is not many years since Russia was
infested by the grasshopper plague, and
its broad wheat lands devastated year after
year, as completely as Utah has been
devastated by them duiing late years.
The Russian (rovernment lias enlisted
science to aid it in carrying on the war of
extermination against the grasshopper,
and has succeeded so well that the armies
formerly hatched in the plains have totally
disappeared, and but few of those incubated on the great
steppes of the Ural
Mountains ever reached the valleys. The
mode ol warfare is as simple as it is effective, the insects being captured before
leaving the hatching grounds, by small
boys with liy nets. Experienced entomologistsare employed to ascertain the locality
where the grasshoppers’ eggs are deposited and the time when incubation will take
place. If by these simple means the
grasshopper plague can he expelled from
the land, it would certainly seem desirable
that the experiment should he tried. It
would lie a yearly saving of millions of
dollars worth ol produce, which is now
devoured liy this ravaging insect.”

The documents appear
to establish this beyond doubt. There arc
on
record authentic declarations ol the
Dauphin and Louis Fifteenth to different
sinate the

king.

persons, that il

they

knew who the masked

speech:

“Honored on a previous ocI have been again at this time,

casion as
with this important preference, it may
not be improper for me to say that 1 am
deeply impressed with the responsibilities
attaching to the position. As a partisan
I was elected.
As a partisan 1 have been
elected Speaker of the House. But now.
gentlemen, I am the organ of the House,

they would be surprised to
so
find
him
a personage.
uninteresting
Why
Iowa newspaper asks the following conunthe man was not at once put to death with
drums :
his associates, and thus made an end of, if
“Do I he spirits of the departed ever apthe
earth
?
Are
pear upon
they permitted is impossible to say. Probably the whim and it becomes me to
say that flic hour
to return, and hold visible communion
for a fantastic punishment may have been
with former Iriends? Do they hover the
for partisanship has passed away. In tin
motive, and for the reason that the
about us?” Now for the reason of these
Bastile for life was more to be dreaded construction of committees, and in the adinterrogatories! A young man died at
than
the scaffold. Thus is the light of ministration of that parlimentary law
Princeton township, leaving a widow who
tor the proper government of
subsequently engaged herself to a man day let in upon one ot the mysteries ot necessary
in California, with whom she had been
deliberative assemblies, 1 pledge you in
history.
acquainted formerly. But No. 1 appeared
advance just and impartial action; and,
to her, and lifting his linger said :
“Postltoss has put on the Penobscot in return, I solicit, what I doubt not 1
—Capt.
He came again a
pone your marriage!”
few nights after, and repeated his “Post- a new and powerful tug boat called the shall receive, support and confidence.”
Such is the language of a democratic preShe was very Howell.
pone your marriage.
much frightened, but her friends told her
officer on assuming the gavel of
—It is generally believed that there siding
it was the
nightmare. Still the dead
These are words
husband kept saying the same thing. was serious trouble on board the Polaris, parliamentary authority.
of gold. We are gratified that a democratic
1’hon he appeared to the mother of the
and that there is a tale ot mutiny yet to
lady, and this time he varied the monotony
presiding officer has had the high-minded
be told.
of the warning, for lie said:
“Have
liberality to utter them. And we hope the
Sarah’s marriage postponed.” So the
—The President has issued a proclama- rebuke will be fell
by those who have in
poor widow wrote to her affianced and tion
against the Louisianians who hold that similar positions acted as though their
had the nuptials put off. Now, what came
next? What, hut a San Francisco news- the Kellogg administration in that state sole allegiance was due to party, to which
paper containing a marked account of the is illegal, commanding them to disperse, all other claims were to be subordinated.
arrest for robbery of the California lover,
&c. Ac.
A (fin ist, an11 What Came of It.

An

and of his incarceration for want of bail ?
Furthermore it spoke of his wife and
children as deserving of sympathy, and
assistance of the charitable. So ghostly
Number One did not appear for nothing;
and the widow is, perhaps, in her gratitude, more in love with her husband’s
shade than she was ever with the sub-

prisoner

was,

Tiie Verdict.

returned
to

a

meet.

announces

verdict “that Dr. Baker

his death

by

from the hand of

a

came

pistol shot discharged

Lucy

Ann Mank.”

—The President is catching trout in
while Ben. Butler follows
the same noble pursuit in Maine. It is
supposed that his excellency will allure

Pennsylvania,

the trout

Why are your eyes like friends separated by
distant ilimesf' They eorrespond, but never

despatch

that the Coroner’s jury in the Baker murder case have completed their inquest and

stance.
St. Louis, May 24. A number of the prisoners in the State Prison mutined yesterday, one
eon vict was shot and several others were Hogged
belore order was restored.

A

by promising

pay. Benjamin has
for spoon bait.

a

to increase their

decided

preference

The officers of steamer City of Richmond are embarrassed by a corpse on
their hands. On Wednesday of last week,
a man came

to the boat at

Portland,

say-

he had the body of a deceased person
to be forwarded to Bucksport, and that he
had brought it over the road Iron Boston.
It was received and forwarded, but on

ing

arrival at Bucksport it w:v*diseovercd to
have no direction, and nobody came forward to receive it.
What mystery is
connected with the affair can only be con

jeetured.

riages

of this firm

are

unequalled.

Kimball is himself master of the business,
and is aided by some ol the best mechanics in the country. A gentleman of this

city

he

A

It

who has for several years used one of

—Coal is to lie higher this \ear. the
result ot a combination among tin- gentle

Pennsylvanians.

their jump-seats, says he had previously
no idea that a
carriage could be made to
look so well alter so much wear and tear.

-The trial of Wagner, tin- alleg. 1 Isle
of Shoals murderer, will take place next
month, at Alfred.

James \V. Wallaek, the famous actor,
died on Saturday in a sleeping car, while

—The President is vainly seeking lor
some one in his
party to semi to Russia.
But many of them are to he accredited to
a warmer climate.

New York, from the
His disorder was
consumption.

traveling
South.

toward

It is suggested that the Bowdoinham
Hank robbers, now in State Prison, were
only alter back pay when they investigated that institution.

radical papers of Maine aic
Idling their columns largely with Kent’s
Commentaries. They don’t care so much
lor the law as the prolits, however.
—The

—The collector of Belfast

Barnabas M. Roberts.
lor mendacious.

name

writes his
The M. is

—The Boston Globe

says

the

era

The N. ’i

Tribune is of the opinion that “we
man's memory an injn «t i« <•, nor any
harm, if mi the same day. and even
bv the same hands, the graves <»f the Ihiion and
Confederate dead lying side bv side in all the
South are made fragrant and b< aiitiful with the
hlossonis ill a lender and a licetinnate remem••dm! I do

good

brance."
This pleasingthough slight!v per-onal munoii
(’oiign'ssinaii lla\en< of the l\ th Mi -oim
District is published in the m vvspai»ers of that

t<>

of

State
Havens was a Congressman,
Havens was a tlii« t
Hum ns took his back pay,
A ml Havens came t" grief,
Die people called to Havens,
11 e wouldn't pay it back ;
The
said to Hav. us,
It isn’t ch< k vou lack.

is to he revived, and

clipper ships
gives
interesting reminiscences ot tin- Galilor
mu last ships.
These vessels are now
wanted for the China trade.
—Bat mini has just lost by death hi.
famous Man with the Iron daw. A man
in this city thinks of olferiiig his wile is
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to ply between this city and Boston
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Only the outskirts ol the vein reached
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I he spirit of mischief, and
perhaps
<*ther spirit, impelled some young men to m
startling changes in the appearances n| tli
on Main street last
Saturday night, sign i-oam

Western exchange, concerning a lady in Kentucky who was striken with Hie sudden failing
of the optical nerve, and was told that die
could not retain her sight more tl an a few days
at most, and was liable to be totally deprived of
it at any moment.
She returned to her home.
«|UleHy made such arrangements as would occur
t" any one about to commence so dark a
journey
o| lit**, and then had her two children attired in
their brightest costumes, brought before her;
and so w nil their little faces lilted to hers, and
tears gathering for the great misfortune they
hardlv realized, the light faded out of the
mother’s eyes.

substitute, and will hack Iter’s against
any jaw recorded in history, except the
one with which Samson persuaded the

,gi
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surpii-m.'
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vet V

people
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—The Maine State Magazine is the
—Mr. T. U. SimoiU.m of Camden, lias in iiis
title of a new monthly by True. Hallet & possession a
“permit to settle" in tile town of
Co., the letter, press and engravings of Camden, hearing dale “Boston. Nov. 14. ITT'-1."
Whig.
which have a familiar appearance, very [Bangor
Lest there he misapprehension, we will
much like the New York illustrated pastate that Mr. S. did not avail himself ot
pers.
the permission until some years after d
The author of a communication from had been
granted.
YValdoboro’, relating to the Baker murder,
—Last Friday six murderers were hanged in
forgot to send his name. And besides the United Stales, with all 11n- horrors ami disgusting scenes of conventional killing. The
there are serious charges
against parties next ilay the newspapers Imre the news of live
who could have bad nothing to do with murders, within .'10 hours of the hanging, mm
ill the West, two in New York, one itt^New
the affair. Miss Mank is accused of the
Hampshire, and oil-1 in Maine. [Portland State.
murder, and must, stand or fall by her
A single point in this connection our
own acts, and not
by those of her family cotemporary has neglected to state, and
connections.
that is whether any of the later killings
—The postal cars have got another bad were done by the murderers who were
bit ol irregularity, and bur exchanges ol hung on the day previous.
II so, we
back dates come wandering to us, like shall doubt the ettieaey of
hanging— lint
children lost in the wilderness.
not otherwise.
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Three hundred men are now employed on
road l»> d <>f the Ktieksport and liangor Kailid, and by next week men will In engaged
on everv mile.
It is expected that l»v August
Hie entire road will he graded from lluck^port
to a point near the toll bridge in brewer. and
bv next December it is thought the rails will
he laid and trains running regularly.
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The lion. W. IV. Eaton, upon assuming the duties of Speaker o! the Connecticut House of Representatives, said in his
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royal nor noble, legitimate or natural, but
simply a gentleman ol Lorraine named
Marchiel, who led a conspiracy to assas-

>n

s-

n

a rest*

ounpani---

«*

remarkable titan that in their midst
—they had with them Duke De Broglie
who was a protege of the Empire.
No leal' of a disturbance is apparent in
Paris. The people on Sunday attended
in great numbers the Charity races, giving themselves up to pleasure and earing
little seemingly for polities.
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Fharles .bu d in of Spurvvink Riv. r. S. at
boro*, brought to market from 2A.000 to :;o,oo0.
This plant tloiiri-he- tin he-t m the vieinitv "I
stilt water, being originally a marine plant.
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—Attention is invited to the advertiseol the tine carriages manufactured
by 0. I’. Kimball it Co., of Portland.
The elegance and durability of the car-
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And the Man in
the Iron Mask proved to have been neither
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secret.
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awaken tlieenthusiasin of liis Iriends when
charged with lining the protege of Radicals, he retorted that there was something

.ipened

oinei
in active demand.

paign

tion til 31,443,321. ami in 1970 there were novelties of
31 executions and 20.57 murders in a
popu- Huh.
gation like the out originally proffered
I nim our exalted seat, on the ollieers’ lives.
Bastile, a prisoner by order of the French and accepted, is net to he one sided ; for lation o! .38.025,,589. When one murderer
< >ur townsman F. IV Kimball,
Fsq.. was the
King, concerning whose detention there the accusing partvtsto have an opportun- in cadi ton was executed there were only desks, in the corner : we got a grand \ iew
guest of the Wilmington ear'tag. makers durwere certain remarkable facts.
He was ity to present and substantiate his charges. ten persons in a million murdered When ot the whole room, including the dock :ng hi- recent -ta\ m Philadelphia, wh gave
a banquet and had airoption in hi< honor.
guarded with the utmost rigor, ret the Else it would lie a farce. And we again we executed one murderer in every six- where the prisoner* were huddled to- him
[ i’oi oid *st ate.
tin*
teen,
murders
rose
to
always
stood
in
a
the
uncovered in his pres- offer to accept Me tribunal that the Colcall of the stern elerk
gether, waiting
jailor
thirty-one
An old i idy named Hr-own lias hist died in
ence. with the deference that
belongs to lector proffered, and to make good before million, and when we executed one mur- It were useless to try to hide a woman's London, leaving 1 .uod.noo and nobody to inh
rit it.
'I'hi- will
m-e a
vast commotion
derer
in
princes. His keeper, St. Mars, was the it our chargi s against him of maladminisevery sixty-six, the number ot curiosity, when the keen wit ol Judge
numbering twenty warriors and a soldier."
among th" two «a-threi
families of that name
and titty wmnen and children, hurried to
only ne who saw his face : in the presence tration, malfeasance in office, and frauds murders was (iffy-three in a million. Churchill would cause a trembling pris- ii; 1 In Fnite 1 Stales.
Tlie President lias issued a circular to
the Snow mountains, at the southern end
These figures show that the smaller the oner to own himselt ton tnl 1 ot' tin- fruits
the prelects of the departments, promis- of all other persons the features being upon the government.
K/r
Mitchell mil his thive son-of F unpoof the lava deposit, preparatory to travelwn-e ti-hiu_ in a -mail boat in the harboi
ot executions to the number ot of the new law, at six o’clock, to
ing to th“ ^ ainox and imploring ]>ardon ing that no attack will be made or*the always covered with a black mask of velgive a hello,
It will be noticed that the collector ac- proportion
when a ve--el
down the riv. r from ''i.
bom tiic (Treat Father at Washington. ; iaws and institutions of the country. The
vet.
His jailer slept near with loaded
murders, the larger the proportion of the satisfactory account of his whereabouts; Andrews ran coming
into and -auk tin a. boat.
The
cuses us of
'(illusion with smugglers
The sudden and unexpected advent of tormation of the new government is not
bove
three
wei
murders
Irovvm'd.
to
the
pistols, and the guards had orders to kill The foundation
population. We fear the and in the next breath admit lie was
It i- said that Duke De
upon which he has built
Hasbrouck's cavalry and the Warm Spring yet completed.
advocates ot the abolition of capital pun- making love to a North street
When a vo.n:_
him on an attempt to escape. His food,
dy. in -* l’■ •>: wh it -h redamsel,
the formidable accusation is this
Indians disturbed their peaeefu1 medita- Broglie will have, the Ministry of the InAlter
garded
hop.-ie-- religion- gloom, anie to
ishment will find this a very hard nut to about that hour, who relieved him of bis eoiilterior a -1 M. Pierre Magnc that of Fi- drink and clothes were all of the most his
*
tions and caused them to run or
r
vv
i’h
1
I'd
Ward
lb
-ail:
ascension to the Colleetorship, we retight.
crack.”
loose change. No wonder the wan- pen ••Slop re ling the Hihh -md pr mg. and walk
During the stamj de Mrs. Ilendii< ks. nance. and that the Baron De Larcy. M. costly description. He lacked for nothing
marked
to
him
that
was
conhalf
smuggling
do/: n timeM. Km.ml and Bathbie will also enter the
day round Ho-t.m Fainit 1 i:is
‘‘Limpsey.*1 th.rew her six-month"1but freedom. St. Mars appears to have
of the Herald reporter, who sat silent !v ,t moil." She did so. and
her fei lings earn- all
A
was tendered M.
Affairs in France.
! cabinet.
hi ‘nfant to the ground in the
stantly going on in the district, especially
hop** of (ioullard. lab- portfolio
right
ag
mi.
his desk, surrounded by diver.- v. How
Minister of Finance inline- been entrusted with the secret of state at this
escaping, but was soon afterwards killed
port, and that, instead of selling
The
ot
rulers
in
France
change
Mr. Fr. 1 H. Perkins, in hi- .-lever story of
may or sheets, scratches down the doings o! the
by the Warm Spring warriors. Tin* babe I di iteiv alter President Thiers' deposition, concerning him. and when his keeper was snuff and raisins by the cent’s worth, at
not he important.
■‘Serope," tells ;i -tory of a lawyer who never
That will depend Court each
but lie declined it.
A large number ot transferred to other
was brought hitln r and turned over to a
fortresses, with him Stockton, he should be looking after it. as may
day, ill such glowing colors; w rote hi- name in his law books, and whenever
Kepublican functionaries have resigned. went the man in the iron mask. Once
upon future developements rather than up- tor the
found
law book in anv of hi- triend-* otlieesipiaw.
the bis
complicated specimens ol humanity lie
New Yoke, 20.
duty required. We declined to become on tin* tact itselt. The
Artena also learned from the Modoc
; with no name in it hr alwav- carried it oil'
was acchange
from
there,
would
need
his
a
window
tine
Pickens
to
a
A
prisoner
from
presented
hiown.
Paris
He
had a valuable law librarv at his
tlung
women that the Cottonwood Indians earn- ;
sjkcial
a specific informer, and
gives the following
thereupon he as- complished under the forms of the consti- do
them justice.
The smallest prisoner j death
estly desired peace and would yield to the 1 a- the text of President McMahon’s ad- shirt, written all oyer, which was picked sumes that we are in collusion with smugtution, and does no violence to any ot its in the dock, and most turbulent one. was
soldiers it opportunity were ottered them. ] dress to the prefects. “I have been called up by a prison watchman and carried to
The London'rim.1- -area-t ally points to the
glers. lie forgets that persons in such provisions. The general
fact th it France ha- m- paid over to Formally
(Jen. 1 havis rep. »rt s that ('apt. Hasbrouck's i through the confidence of the National
is that ail infant, who defied all rules
St. Mars. The man protested that he had
opinion
and
order,
ten
millions striding, without making the Fight
collusion never give hints that accuse
Assembly to the Pn sidency of the recommand fought a pert ion of the Modoes.
the Bonapartists have small occasion for
ni l
anno’ pav a
and raised its small voice lustilv, till its <-t til" bout it, while le
No immediate change will be read not a word, but next day he was themselves.
iic.
pu'
them
//>
and
J
knows
insist
them
to
beating
badly
compelling
third "t thar -um to the bn,'. 1 St:
enough
without
their great exultation at tin*
prospect ot a fond mother invited it to dine. When the re-orting to every possible d- l .v. and then borto surrender me onditiouallv.
The re- j made, in the existing laws, regulations or found dead in his bed. A silver plate that there isnoillicit trade. We obtained
restoration of imperialism, for lie* emperh
rowing
in
to do it.
mainder of the Modoes. under the per- : institutions. 1 rely upon mint dial order, scratched all over with a fork was picked
money
court adjourned, we were shown to the
our knowledge in the same
way that we or is dead, the heir is a mere
sona! command of (.’apt Jack, are being | and 1 count upon your vigilance and upon
Tlie Oberlin New Kra says ot a suicide there,
boy, and no tombs,—a place which delies my powers
up under his window by a fisherman and did of the fact that a tew
assistance.
vesThe
your
ago
patriotic
years
that “pair of shoes he Ion mg
ministry
the dee i-ed
brain of the requisite power and coolness
closely pursued by the troops, and mavtaken to the Governor. “Have you read
of description. Park, damp, deep down w-n-e t»mid sitting on tin- rrmnd ne:.r the
will be. formed to-day."
is expected at any moment that Capt.
sels from the British Provinces secretly
to seize the throne in the interest of BonaThe seem s were extremely exciting in anything?” he was asked
“I cannot
and dirty!—a solemn evidence that “the cistern." We hardly know which l*> admire
*laek lias been captured.
Among the Modropped smuggled anchors in Stockton, to partism is
mo-: in tint paw ..f -hoes, their intelligence or
docs captured by Capt. Hasbrouck's com- the National Assembly chamber, pending read,” was the reply.
recognized.
The man was de- be
way of the transgressor is hard." Hideous their touching dev ot ion.
afterwards fished tip and used ; in the
the
discussion
which
resulted
in
the
deThe majority which defeated the admand are Bogus Charley, Shack Na<tv
tained until this was established, and then
noises and rough language hastened our
Ii.-* Ib publi in conventions are determined
same way we did that
Jim and several noted warriors.
cargoes of iron ministration ot Thiers is but a coalition of
The position ot Thiers, and the exaltation of he was told to
with
the
remark
“You
walk through the narrow way beside tin- t" stigma /e the-alary-grah. We trust their
go,
In
McMahon.
the
President’s
box
were
total number <*t Modoes captured is forty
were secretly landed there at
in factions which
night;
pur' min.;- will note the fad tliat Heiieral
may fall apart any day,
Madam Thiers, the
of the depart- are fortunate in not being able to read.” the
warriors and boy-. The party under
cells, where often five and six persons Hrant mignt have -topped it with a wish, but
same
we did
that. Collector while the late President has the
Capt. incut of thi- Seine prefeet
way
and
others who were Alter thirty
confidence were confined in
•1
he ook si00.000 and bade the -alarv-grab Fo.I
must
each.
very small. No soidiers are j
years of weary imprisonment, Robert’s business
partner, placed in a of the country. His brief Presidency has
speed. [N. V. World.
reported wounded. Gen. Davis further j gesticulating quite wildly, and once the the Iron Mask died. He was
Once
into
the
we
thanked
our
daylight,
obscurely tight corner by the detectives, paid a been a
Prefect was called to order tor the ardor
Halifax. Mav 22. 'I'here are no signs of tire
reports that Capt. Hasbrouek found the j
great success, for be met the dis- friend for his kind attention*, but failed to
buried, quick-lime was put in his coffin, thousand dollars in duties and fines, that
at the Drummond colliery.
The number of
portion <■( 'lie Modoc- mentioned in the j ol his enthusiasm.
that
followed
the
crushmaying
exigency
The diplomatic corps was well repre- all his lurniture,
hint at a desire to have them repeated. live- io-i by the explosion is AO. There are dO
previous tlespaieb on Sunday, near Fairclothing and bedding the firm might escape prosecution ; in tlu;
widow
and
02
fitherle-eliiidren.
Fi\e ! lion
ing disasters ot the Prussian war, reduced Polite and courteous we found the
child's ranche, and attacked and route<1 sented, but Lord Lyons, the British minis- was
burned, and everything in and about same way wo learned that an attempt was
Judge, ! 'Mild b-llars h-tve been subscribed and further
chaos lii order, strangled a cut-throat conthem.
If* cha-ed the Modoes several ter was not present, being engaged in givafter his duties were over ; who Haltered | i-out ibiitions are being made.
his room destroyed.
made to smuggle a lot of carpets for the
mile--, killing one and wounding several. ! mg a dinnet and reception in honor of
spiracy gave to the nation tranquility anil us with the compliment, that “the Court
For hieaklast. luncheon, or refreshment altei
Who was the personage
I lies'* are (’ottonwood Indians, and sur- i Queen Victoria’s birthday,
concerning collector’s house, which was detected—in
late evening. Walter Hiker A Fog- <
the enormous war in- room did not often
paid
prosperity,
celebrated
of
Main
women
i
so
tail- ail requin hut one trial to e-t-ibb-ii it
rendered unconditionally to (Jen. Davis.
Napoleon’s whom such remarkable precautions were the same way, in short, in which we learn
present
the nio-t
court
as
in
well
as
short
of
the
to
the
world
indisdemnity( apt. Jack
de-irahle beverage.
Since IsgO. their lie idgave
republic, occupied taken ? A dozen different theories have
party
reported as being
appearance; the little parly in the corner
of all the miserable frauds which the colbe:
have
n
m
and
remained
Ho-ton.hut
their
;
until
south ot tin* M (’loud range of mountains. conspicuous places,
popular
; quarterputable evidence of the first qualities of
One of these was that lector ot Belfast nurtures and covers
brightening the dismal seem- to an extent I good- mav i.e had of any grocer in Hie land.
the J >1 it Lull change was consumated. As been broached.
Gen. Davis lias ordered a close
up, statesmanship.
The French people are
pursuit.
u
a
the
soi
the
was
the
vote
taken
A
which resulted
members.”
La-1 Saturday the lb', k of -v op owned by
f urther advices from (.Jen. Davis, at
fully appreciated by
prisoner was a twin brother ol the rather than do his sworn duty in the not
likely to forge! the great services of visit to the
W
\lhert Uiek-g. of W<
r\
wh !» for
f lirehild's ranehe. -ay Hooker Jim de- in tic- deposition of Thiers, the represen- king. Louis Fourteenth, and was thus disMunicipal Court ought to be i’ si/e wa- ..ne of Hu he-! in Iv mi 0- Fo..
premises.
M.
istives
nl the different countries immewhatever may be in the future
Thiers,
serted Capt. Jack, .arid came into camp
considered an incident of interest.
wa- set upon by two dogs, and out ot the whole
posed of to prevent awkward questions
and surrendered eight days ago.
Why should there not lie smuggling for the country.
Disaf- diately left the chamber, and telegraphed
"l ! v uty-niiie. only
-ix e-.ap. d in angthe succession. Another, that
State street has been in dire atflieibm dock
fection arose in C »pt. Jack's command, the news to their respective governments. regarding
here? The collector, in violation of law,
K1 c\ n weiv killed outright, m hav.
ling.
'Thiers
-at a close watcher of the events,
he
was the issue of an adulterous connecfor
week
or two.
a
-nice dil d.
Stkuck
hi
Kmbczziemetits.
hank
and
LicitrxiMi.
A
barn
left
him
ami took t<>
great portion
belonging
is a grocery dealer at Stockton ; Mr. Thornand constantly using the exclamation tion between the
tue mountains, wlw e they fell in with
F V ri’OlM M iV 21.
rile re-ldl'llee | D. 1.
English Duke of Buck- dike, the first deputy, has a store in Bel- to W. II. Pitman, of Appleton, was struck By robberies, and torgeries developing each
“Kb,
messieurs."
Once
lie
caused
bien,
who
O'Dell Wa- diseo\. e:l to i.e oil li
li.oiil -even
as-timed tin* comBogus (’barley,
lightning last Saturday, striking the ridge pole, day, to agitate tin- busy I rokers.
ingham and the queen, Anne of Austria. fast which receives his
o'el'
til!Idle dame- were e\
mam!.
attention,
niorumg.
(‘hurley was formally introduced immense excitement when he said, “They
personal
shivering that the whole length, tearing up the
Another that he was the Duke of MonAscension day passed quietly away, Fiiigui-lnd with seine ditli.-nltv.
havt
ol
The
Lot th.
when
it
has
to Gen. Da\
-p>.ken
negotiations,
near fin* line.
and another in Bath ; Mr. Tucker, another hoards, passing down on one gaBle end t. Hie
He smiled j
iioti-i was hum* 1 and the main hou-e badly
sweetly on lie* general, and grasped his occurred to me they only wanted the gov- mouth, natural son of Charles Second ot officer, stays on his farm in Bincolnville. ground on the other end of the Beam, then to very like the other six days ol the week ; damaged by -moke and water. I .o-s about
hand warmly.
Fhe remainder of the ernment to be transferred to Paris, but England.
and no white-robed dam-el- were seen "2..'>00. Insured.
Fifty-two books have been The
only person to be seen about the cus- the corner post ami down that, leaving a plenty
warriors wcv led forward to greet Gen. ilie army would not enter.
written upon the subject by different
of kindling wood about the premises.
dying through the air, though several
The Maine ('• ntrai Railroad F mipnuy. it iThe
I
have
them
iii
order
to pretom house is Mr. Parker, a worthy gentleDavis.
repelled
Bog
Charles said: “We have
'id, have pur. Iia-I'd t ll«‘ oil bridge aero-sthe
in
to
the
Barn
is
worked
authors
various
zealously to have their inuuaeulale
covered
damage
insurance.
vent
By
the
of
of
streams
languages.
blood, at
•■oim*
t*> talk peace.'1
shedding
Nol wit list anding
man whose education and habits of life
Kennebec river at Fiirtield, t• >r s-O.oOO, and
Il there is a
suits becoming.
At last comes into the arena a writer
their avowe | !iiendIimess. (Jen. Davis the expense of the army.
have presented it to the town vv ii h t he
nidiunfit him for the office ol detective. Thus,
A (MneimnUi reporter, who had investiman who counts tlie cost of this effusion
tree bri !ge.
took tin precaution of
Active measures have been taken by tion tliat it I.e kept in repair,
who is conceded to have discovered the
disarming all the of blood it is
with
the
doors
wide
for
The
the
of
right
of
wav
land
Mr.
through
smugglers gated the city sewers puts his experience the
open
warriors.
He placed them in a corral oi
myself. 1 have lallen, I
Hoard of Health to prevent sickness Hunker was also purchased bv the ( ompanv
long buried secret. Major Jung, a French to come in
with
and
into
the
thus
guards, all of whom were full armed. rather wish to say we have fallen. For a
unchallenged,
rhyme,
the coming season. A number of tene- lor S J .000. 11 rie.usider.ibl v’ above the id la I
time 1 had hoped that this detestable officer with a taste for historical research,
1 he whole party, under Bogus
officials of the custom house up ti their
value of the land.
“Go see what 1 have sawn,
Charley, long
The close of the sentence was and having access to the French archives,
ment houses have been condemned, and
numbers <ixty-three, ineluding twelve faction.
Uo feel what I have felt.
The Press -ays that last season a large numeyes in neglect of duty and corrupt pracGo fill'll I with me at early dawn
Bm ks. twenty sipiaws a number of chil- losi 111 me tremendous uproar winch the stumbled
cellars have been thoroughly examined
ber of. P 1 .ages wei. raised m the vicinity of
upon some forgotten documents tices, the collector wonders that
And smell what 1 have smelt.”
Innl excited
did
Thiers
up I
and several aged
beginning
Again
anybody
< >;. Richmond's
sipiaws scarcely
No lire-works in lloston on the l-'ourth tin- >-itv and marketed hen
which reveal the
able in move about on account of infirmi1 Im children are all naked without
ty.
exception. Even Buck had a Springfield
dle in bis possession.
From the talk of
these Indians it is evident that
Capt. .Jack
tailed in his etl'ert to incite the Pitt River
Indians to join the Modoes.
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il-delinquent -ubseribers. recently received
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party of ladies, af.er taking
the elephant, one bright da\
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<m dune eh Bangor is to vote whether they
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,V Bile’' --.ort railroad.
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Il'tinw
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imuiey will go to build a bridge uero-s the
P liob-rot.
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Ward Beecher w a- thrown from his
irri tge on Saturday in New Yor; ,bv a collision
with a heavy truck. Ills vehii .• w t- badly
broken, but the reverend gentleman w a- unhurt.

too much Barnum. which
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tin-honor of being the father
one chili ben. but lias during hi- life
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boa constrictor, who died while hi- name
as -i hie snake stood
high on the ladder of
fame ; and no fond mourner is left to weep
it
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found
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only

vestige ot the great show-man. who
has paraded his attractions in such be\.,
wildering style tin past ten days
tomb-stone marks the resting place ot the
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ford Block, and a very
exedlent stock.
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Itanium has gone! and with him many
hard earned dollar.
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lias swept the great space clean
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mantles, fall gracefully over the puffed
and rutiled light dresses, and even a lew
while suits are seen in the brilliant
pro-
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The -had fishermen of < irmgtield ire very
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Sixty-one tliou- md two hundred pound- of
Itiiek-iher is used e\.-ry month in California
in -tin in.: up torpid liver- and separating gold
wa-

!»l

The Fast Maine Conference. >1
be held next year in Bek .-r.

this city w..ii!d lind nai,

the quartz and

for firm
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w*

ar-

Vlfred I ''t v of De. r I-le. mate of tti<- brig
v of Bo-ton. which arrived it
M. C. «
\ew
York Monday, from Seville, fell overboard
lost.
.Vrri! L’Ttb. ml w

from

the greater attrac-

crowded in»u-

a

The flies havn't come y»-t, but thev
for the summer camp ugn.

II

Court ot the

■-

white vests, and those delicate shades ot
pants. Straw and Leghorn hats fit nuntily
ovor the lett eye: and the cream colored
kids flutter Irom the hand that d ies not
tlourish the slender walking-stick
('lutein i nines

Clirt'ord. as senior iu-tiee of the
United States, will a t as
successor of Chief-.lusti

*■

had

Sisters

The afternoon train now leaves
thn e. in-te id ot three oVbvk.

hief-Justiee until a
ha-e i- appointed.

<

u

evetrng.

The eherrv trees indulged ii
*2oth. f it was Sumlay.

nut

1
< learly -liown on reliable
authority, that
in Germany. I loll: nd. the United States and in
tobaeeo
cost*.
t
more
han bread !
England

we

pea.’eiitlly away,
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Fairy

Capita1 w. ather til*' past
and gardening.

! arrived at Portland, on Thursday.
’uha. with a deck load of mahogany, the
ort, 1 thetv for many years.

v

on

tir-t

cussion of that with which we wet down
the delicacies ot the
season; so if a
cobbler or iced punch are guests at our

coat

The

tbuiel

at*

ket.

mat

Friday

hundred salmon have been caught in the
uni will -oon'•«■ taken to the Salmon
i ng W «rks at Bueksport.

n

are now

Shad, niewivrs and >aitn"ii
the

Two

B-

iVn

son.

The Ha-fern and Maim ( entrul railroad are to
run
dai'y line of coaches (Y«»m Bangor to Bar
Harbor through the summer.

been whisking al nt hither and
thither. No one has a right to complain
about the unsatisfied longings ot the inn r

mm

-ration

Boating parties on the river

years.

vVt'ii

has

table,

Friday will be 1**

An Iowa clergyman who had a donation
P r! v iate.y has beans enough to last him tbirty-

facts which have

ardents, strictly prohibits the public

Mew* of the County and Cit/.
The hand-organ h a«

Hon. Eugeni Hale, of Ellsworth, ha* gone to
Detroit. He will return about the middle of
•Tune.

■

complain it the injured party pursues
enemy therein, and punishes them. If
government is too weak

L'rom

15 a l.TIMOKF, May 2C>.
Miss Kmm.i McKee, who on the I ltli inst. made ail tinsticeesslul attempt to shoot her uncle,
Oswald Mack, was more sueecsslul today. Having obtained a warrant lor bis
arrest, charging him with abusive eonduet she accompanied 1 lie olVieer to Mack's
place of business to identity him. The
oflieer made the arrest, and as they were
coming down stairs Miss McKee drew a
double-barreled pistol from under her
shawl, and discharged both barrels into
the body of her uncle, one taking etVeot in
tin* back and tin* other in the call of the

right leg. The wounds are not necessarily mortal. Miss McKee was arrested.

interelianged,

b v
making lishnionm n
V high prop ting sign w
»Ve.
»t
n. ra i\
ornamented with a useful but
l he 1
eonspieiious article t*f to. -ken vv u
hoard at Himes’ corner w
tippe«l into tin
street. And a great many other pranks w.
indulged in. to the disgust of th victims.

goods

men,

Woods, Mathcyvs A linker ha\
-diipp
small cargo "I hay by s,di. II.ao to lio. kpoit,
mak. up a freight lor a vessel loading at that
port for the South. Sam. parties are diseliaig

ing

a cargo «»l e.*rn from sell, Idella Small from
Baltimore. Pitcher .* < Jorham have loaded sell
Martha A. Brewer with potatoes lor Newpoit
K. 1. rile iieyv stdi. Lillian is loading grain.,
at Oily Point for Boston.
Win. MeHilvery n

discharging

a cargo of hard pine timber iron
s«'h. S. ,1. <Jilmore from Ueorgetown, S. (

ooo
Bosiou hotel man oilers to build
on the site of the one burned at Skowhe
gan, provided tin* eiti/ens will subscribe mir
third ol the cost ol the**biHiding, and the vvlndi
to be exempted from taxation.
TImt’s the kiml of man yve \y mt I«» see in
Belfast. Our city can furnish one ot the nicest
locations for a hotel of summer resort, and Ibi
a good business the year round, that can be
found in the country. And the citizens want
to see the man who will duplicate for them the
A

hotel

above oiler.

v'r.’nrr-V'

And now the

plaintive
Dollie

even in

mosquito

appear.-*

with his

song.

Bidwei

give-

Monday and Tuesday

two

entertainments*

evenings.

.lui.o 2d and

3d.
and W. 11. Rogers have
mil! at Stockton for $”>.500. Tt
had fallen into the hands of th Penobscot Se
Digs Bank.
N.

<i.

Hiehborn

bought the

-Team

The
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Eastern

11

— ■
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Normal School.

The elegant new edifice for the Normal
School at Oastine, was dedicated Wednesday lasj, and the exercises of the graduating class took place on Thursday. The
examination was on Wednesday. During
the forenoon classes in geometry, rhetoric,
algebra, physiology, geography, chemis-

Duty of Rest,

(lit;

we lit

v.>>Ugli

\J»

The Best Evidence!

a

■

family which is sustained by charitv almost
perished from hunger the other night. The littie girl who daily makes the rounds in
quest of
food was prevented from going out that morning by losing one of Ipt car-rings.

!

PRICE CURRENT.
Weekly for the Journal.
Belfast, Wednesday, May >.

Corrected

Corn Meal.

Kye Meal,
Kye,
Porn.

Barley,
Beans,
Marrowfat Pea-,
Oat^,
Potatoes,
| Dried Apples,
| Cooking Apples,
Butter,
Cheese,

j

Lard,

Veal,
Dry Cod,

SaO

$20:i22

saO
yoal.OO Lamb per lb.,
17a0
sOaui) Turkey per lb.,
loaOO
eYm’i Chicken per lb..
17a2n
;su20
per lb.,
1.25al.;jUiGeese per lb..
i.Yuh)
per ton,
$U il5
(»5aro; Lime.
$1.4ua0.00
fins Washed Wool,
lykm
'•*!<)«> I mvashed Wool,
3.Yiec
2 i271Pulled Wool,
47>a50
isa'20 Hides,
>a0
Li ilti|Calf Skins.
LsaOu
J2aI4!Sheep Skins,
51i.oua2.Ou
i»a 11 Hard Wood,
$7.Uu.iS.OO
Wood,
£4.i'"a0.00
41-2a5
fiats!Dry Pollock,
7aS'Straw.
$S.00a0.00

2.;Vi.i3.0Ujl>uck
fiOafiojllay

Kgg<,

Beef.
Baldwin

1S73.

$P.50al3.50 Hound Hog,
SOuOujciear Salt Pork,
l.Uial.LYMutton per lt>.:

Flour,

Apples,

s5:il.00|Soft

BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.
Mon i> \ v May lt», LS72.
BUT IKK -Wf quote tine fall New \ ork and Verblitter at 33a34c per lb; prime lots of old at
2fir„'se; bakers’ at llalac.
CHEESE—We quote Vermont and New York
at lfrulfi l-2o per lb; medium lactory at 12al4c; conicheese at O 11c.
EGGS— The market to-day is hardly so linn, ami
sales have been made at 17a 17 1.2c, and Southern
and Western sell readily at l.YGfi l-2e.
We quote choice mediums $7 70a2 7.'»;
BEANS
choice pea heans it $3 2.Y1.3 ‘»o.
APPLES—$3 5o.i 1 00 per bbl.
DK1ED APPI,ES--\Ve quote at 7 1 2a s l-2e per
lb for Eastern sliced; fi l-2a 7e 1-2 lor Eastern quarters; 7aS l-2c tor New York sliced, and fi l-2a7c for
quarters; fancy Southern sliced sell at 7 l-2as 1 .'c,
and common southern apple al5at»-12e per lb.
VEGETABLES -Early Rose potatoes sel I at S5c;
Jackson Whites ami Davis Seedlings WaiKJe: per
bush.
GRASS SEEDS—$4
per bush tor HerdGrass; $t OOat 37 per vick lor Red i’op; S 3-4al0 l-4c
tor Western and Northern Clover.
HAY —We quote prime hay at S27a2S per ton;
common $ lfia22 ; Straw $2>> per tou.

BRIGHTON

PORTLAND,
I take

some discharge from the
was lanced, we have the
a little time he will be per-

BATCHELOR

S_

HAIR

FOB

A BOOH

EVERY

experience.

Many

variety selling

1840. Over
Wince

Thirty

the

I

nt

prices.

Tallies A Trent*
Bold anil

Years 1 873.

reduction

Opera,

Plated

I.eonftine

and Vest

of

Chains,

threat Variety
of Wtyle* A Patterns.

iu

I'l iim

itu

in'

Wets of Jewel
from AO cts.

Finger Rings
Wet with Wtones,
Engraven Band
and Plain, all
Prices. Wleeve

1‘tn.kiuEK
Is equally applicable and efficacious to young
or

old.

THE l-AliV.KILLER
is the Great Family Medicine of the
X
Ago.
the PAIA.KILLER
Will cure Painter’s Colic.
X

COIN
Spoons,
and

■

|1«E PAINKILLER

Is almost a certain cure lor
X
CUOLUKA, and
has, without doubt, been more successful in curing
this terrible disease than any other known
remedy,
the most eminent and skillful

Physicians.

India, Africa and China, where this dreadful dis-

ease is ever more or less
is considered by the

residents

iu

those

prevalent,the Pain-Killer
natives, as well as European
climates, a Sure Remedy.

THE PAIN-HUiER
Each bottle is wrapped with full directions
for

use.
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DOMESTIC

>

FREbH FISH!

DOMESTIC BLESSING!

A

A

DRY FISH!
Knglish Codli.sh, Pollock, liakc

LUXURY !

Haddock and Cask.

DOMESTIC NECESSITY !

PICKLED F I S II !

THE "LIGHT RUNNING"

17

Mackerel, Halibut’s Fins, Tongueand

Sounds,

Codli-h and L.
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No power Is so costly .is that
titty per cent, ul flic power
Sewing Machine may he saved t

and

•no.
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miiim

re<|uir«<!
u.-dng tin-

run

u

to

UO KIM I,!.

(111 II!

Till h N|»leu«li«l Stallion is eight
years ohl,stands 10 hands high and weighs
1100
pounds. He was brought from Vcr
(***
mont by I). K. Lucy, and his pedigree is as
lollows :—Morrill Chief was sired by Young Morrill,
Jr., he by Young Morrill, aud he by Old Morrill, li.
by Woodbury Morgan, be by Justin Morgan. Old
Morrill’s Dam was by Harris Hambhtonian,Morrill
Chief’s Dam was hy Napolcan, he by Flint Morgan,
he by .Sherman Morgan, and he by Justin
Morgan.
Morrill Chief's Grand Dam by Sherman
Morgan,
Jr., he hy Sherman Morgan.
Morrill Chief will stand at my Stable In North
Searsport oil Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and
Fridays. On Saturdays he w ill be at Belfast.
TERMS:—To warrant, $10.00.
By the Season,
$8.00. Single Service, $6.00. Colts holden for ser
vice of the horse.
E. W. SKAYEY.
North Searsport, May 16, 1873.—4w46*
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harboring

or trustmy account as she
lies left my bed and board without
I
cause.
any
shall pay no debts of her contracting alter this date.
WM. TERRY,
Monroe, May 26th, 1873.
3wl7*
•

Being about to be absent, at sea, I hereby forbid
any and a|l persons from building knees upon my
premises in Islesboro’, and from trespassing thereon
manner

during

my absence.
MARY A.
27, 1873.—3wl7*

s
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2

OKZILLA HADLEY,
Jackson, May 21 1873.—3w4?
Administratrix,
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THE FLORENCE & HOWE
Prepared from lie- Recipe ol

DR.

MOSES

GALL!
IP*

U H EAT It E II E II V

r

For s.ilf on l | BK |; \ |
:nt.i !•;ASV I I KM.s.
M;;i him<>| ill
kinds, ueh ri*
II:

FOR

*

15 1. A | 1>1 M
TI * K INC.
I.‘l I I l.l M.
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Stomach,Costiveness, Dizziness,
Headache, Indigestion, Faintness

tin*

and

prices.

at the

A«

.I.r
<*|||

>

I II M
\

,|
KlMi I

the

Sinking

M M l M;.
IK I 1.1 Mi.

I’lHililMi,

Jaundice, Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, Loss of Appetite, Foulness of
I

n

Sinn; J MUM I.
Florence Sew ill:* Maehiln
A I

I

I

I

,|
(

no

.at

no*

III M.
.1- Uh

t

r.a-

>ii

■

I. I.

Stomach, Erup<1 A H \l I. N T S
tions on the Face and Neck, and for
Of all kinds CIM AM* MAI'I
looKDIK.
ticular attention paid (a tin mal.i
(.1 ,\ I
all Impuritios of tho Blood are ]MINUS
AM* I V 1 1 1I M»ki: (.AUMINi

a

i,

not excelled by any other Medicine.

Sold by all Dealers in Medicine
WHOLESALE AGENTS

J.W. PERKINS & CO,
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.
GEOKGE S.

?th dr. wattrrs’office win
After
'.’freniii veil from RouNton’n Illock to the late
RESIDENCE Of

Searspurt,

co

BERRY’S

I

(’API. DAVID NICHOCS.
March 20.
jmos4f.

-•

hw

£ (fl

POTE & QtfIMBY.
Itclfast

DODGE.

rilHE SUBSCRIBER hereby gives notice that she
A_ has been duly appointed administratrix ot the
estate ot Warren C. Hadley, late ot Jackson, in the
County ot Waldo, deceased, and ha.*' given bond as
the law directs. All persons having demands
against
the estate ot said deceased are desired to
present the
same for settlement, and all iudebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.

>•
r~

="

T\
U

?£

:

No. 56 Main St.

persons
on

^

r"

With the least and most simple machinery ol :.n\
SHU I I LK Sewing-Machine. It, therefore.\V I- \ |;s
l.KSS than any any other, a mi combines, u it h i's
Tcmarkable simplicity and ease of inning, ^r^ it
juietness id operation with a wonderful range of
work. We are also Agents lor the improved Singer
Machine. VV’e sell on very liberal terms. Don’t
fail to call and examine.

1873.—1!47
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J. L. SLEEPER,
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BLOOD !

If

1

“LIGHT RUNNING”

PES Hi. STICKNEY dealers in

BEST

ip.M,
11

FIFTY PER CENT. SA FED!

Boors, Shoes,
STO«
A i’i
CTA RUBBERS,
i-sp^atully
the citizens ot Belfast and

THE

.1

i,:

|

A.
ID I l;t >1, Mai

it

no

■.

-,

P

announce to

GET

.<

t

t

vicinity that
they are now prepared to give as good bargains in
the above as can be had in the city, and hope by
strict attention to business to merit a liberal share
of your patronage.
(font’s calf boots, sewed or pegged, made to order
on short notice. Repairing
neatly and promptly done.
NO. 28, CUSTOM HOUSE SOLA BE.
J. C. CAPES, Jr.,
K. L. STICKNEY.
Belfast. May 27, 1873.

mu
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Belfast. May 5, 1873.—3w47,
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B. B. WENTWORTH.
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Salmon, Halibut, A lewi\
and Iladdies.

i

rri-

as

&. Painted

Mew Firm.

>

Salmon, Halibut, Oodtisli, Hr Idoi k.
Mackerel, Shad and Lobsters.

QUIET DOMESTIC!

A

A

Repaired
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“DOMESTIC”
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ami MIS'-

A. D* DURHAM

BELFAST.

No. 6 Gothic Block, Main St., Bangor, Me.
*

!

.1 At
r( iiifii*.

■

DWELLEY & CO.,
yv

MIS

G. W. BURKETT & CO..

mail.

4

Call !

a.
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.i-

11.

I

Parchment Paper Patterns supplied at regular
prices to parties doing stamping. Extra quality of
Powder in Blue, White and Black, lor sale in any
quantity. We manufacture these Patterns of the
best quality ot Parchment Paper. Any
design made
to order.
Cash orders filb d

s

&c.
tint

tori

al-.i ;

LATEST FA

Gum!

Fancy

tons, Fringes,

TABLE DAMASKS

exhibition,

It.

Goods of all kinds. Kid Gloves
with one and

On

'tin.’

Sack and Dress Trimmings.

NAPKINS AND

i s .1 rjj /.

Spruce

A ELLS.

F.

GRAND OPENING

LINEN TOWELS,

S. L. DODGE.

Pure

*

EMPORIUM!

hand

met

1

LA ID TEAS’

TOILET QUILTS,

nut

junk

CALVIN HERVEY,

B

n

Mrs. E. R. JOHNSON & Miss JACKSON

Brooks, May 29.—1147

Islesborough, May

Colcks,Watches and Jewelry repaired

on

2'

«»ii »• N

more

Mt''

and

Scissors, Welected with care from the
best makers.
AF*K can sell you a good thing. Port
Monies, Calf Wallets, Hair Brushes,
Teoth Brushes, Razors,Wtraps. Album*,
Combs, Fiddle Bow sand Wirings, Including the Celebrated Naples Dry E, the
best Tmporteil. Also the usual
variety
i»f FANCY (WOODM and TOYW.

jw47

qualities of HOSE
prices that cannot be

All

And in connection the Proprietor begs leave to inform his former patrons and good -.•w.-rs generally
that he has just returned trom P. -ton and has a
large stock ot vests on hand.

in anj

SCISSORS & SHEARS.
A

dozen

goods received, selling
17c, former price 25c.

FAMILY GROCERIES

A U T I O I
Time

100

id these

<

This is to forbid all

and Forks.

assort-

^1

GOODS!

ing Lucy E. Terry, my wife,

Wetts, Casters. Baskets, (Woblets,

in the best

sold by all Druggists and Dealers in FamTHEIs PAII-KILLGH

ily Medicines.

dee.,fall made to order

CLOCKS! CLOCKS!

THE PAINKULEIl
Has tile Verdict ot the
X.
People in its favor.
rilHE PAINKILLER
Gives Universal Satisfaction.
X
THE PA IA-HILLER
X
Bewareoi Imitations and Counterfeits.

In

Forks,

large

a

just received,

ment

STORE!

Just opened at Brooks consisting ot
FANCY HOODS also a good stock t

>

■,:.

PARASOLS,

-AND-

Belfast, May 27th,

FINE PLATED WARE.

Theis painkiller
good lor Scalds and Burns,

or even

SILVER WARE.
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FAITC^ GOODS

bridge.
Congress Hall will be open day and evening tin
dei the charge of a competent person for the use oi
visitors to the Fair from out of the citv.
A
W. H. CLAPP,
Chairman Executive Committee.
CuaE. Jose, Secretary.
Portland, May 17th, 1873.
f

7
r?

of

-1

are In ing made for reduced tares
all railroads and steamboat lines in the State
during the Fair, the particular- of which will be an
nouneed June 1st.
City and Fluent Halls will be connected by a

y

Buttons, Wtuds,
Lockets. Charms,
Bracelets,Crosses

THE PAM-KILLER
Is both an Internal and Kxternal remedy,
X
PAINKILLER
rpHE
X
Will cure Fever and Ague when other remedies have tailed.
THE PAIA-KIELER
X.
Should be used at tile first manifestations ol
Cold or Cough.

to

Oolil

PAIN-KILLER!
The

r.y

\ I U STM h ?

MILLINERY

styles.

just, arrived, striped
figured Paisley id. I >w prices.

and

space.
Arrangements

DOLLIE BID WELL

THE MOST POPULAR MEDICINE EXTANT

oj.eied

••

SHAWLS

!

ness.

One of the largest .mil best assortments of
watches ever offered iu the market.
Hunting and
open cases, with American anil Imported movements, bought low and will be sold at reduced

at JO per cent, less

t>> l!

his

-A N l

n.»iis iOL

Glazing

HERYEY’S JEWELRY STORE,
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ot
I’ellast and vicinit>
H< ! ..; 1 1 n r rt me lit in
>nne»
whetan
wholesale
will k<
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manufactured at hi- jd.n
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A full line of URENADTNES

f

And Materials for Sale.

Opening

*

7

r|THE

Ferguson, Ferguson, Ellsworth ; Orion,

New

tt»

than last year

PATTERNS!

GOLD AND SILVER

Dental Plates.
making and inserting

n 11»

latest

JAPANESE SILKS in great

Executive Committee announce that tieI
arrangements ioraCrand State Fair in aid ot
the Maine Ceneral Hospital are about
completed
and the Fair will he opened in City ami Fluent
Halls, Tuesday atternoon, dune l"th,at 2 o'clock to
continue eight days and evenings, Sunday excepted.
On each day after the loth the Hall will be opened at
1 > o’clock A. M.
Application.- for -pace at the tables must be made
to the Executive Committee on or before the 2.1th
ot May,
The tables will be numbered and drawn
by lot.
All articles marked
Hospital Fair, Portland,
Me.,’’ will be brought free bv any ot the railroads or
steamboat lines running to Portland or bv .be
Eastern Express ( ompany.
The Executive Commute desire that contributions should be tor warded at as e
irly a dale as oossible that turthor arrangements may be made in tin

HELFANT.

j

Improved

r?

Portland,
June 10th, 1873

Commencing

24.
25.

j

s

F>TJHE

To be Holden in

SAILED.

|

ENGINE!

DENTAL

♦-

STAMPING

complaining with dull pain in the side, the
bowels sometimes costive aud sometimes too loose,
tongue coated, pain in the shoulder-blade, feeling
sometimes very restless, and at other times drowsy;
the fooil that is taken lies heavily on the stomach,
accompanied with acidity aud belching of wind. | The most beautiful and accomplished actress on the
American stag*-. Ackowledged to be
These symptoms usually originate from a disordered
condition of ll e stomach <>r a torpid liver.
Persons I
THE STAR OF THE EAST
so affected, if they take one or two heavy colds, and !
if the cough in these cases be suddenly stopped, the I will
two enter*ainmei.ts on MONDAY and
give
lungs,liver aud stomach clog, and remain torpid and ! TUESDAY evening-. June 2 and 3. Do no fail to
inactive, and before the patient i* aware of bis situ- see her Secure joi r seats in advance.
1
ation, the lungs are a mass ot sores, and ulcerated,
and death is the inevitable result.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which
does not contain ny opium nor anything calculated
to check a cough suddenly.
Schenck’s Seaweed tonic dissolves t he food, mixes
with the gastric juice of the stomach, digests easily,
nourishes the system, and creates a healthy circulation of the blood. When the bowels are costive,
skin sallow and the patient is of a bilious habit,
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills are required.
These medicines are prepared by Dr, J, if.
SCHENCK & SON, Northeast corner of Sixth and
-ATArch streets, Philadelphia, Penn., and for sale by
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 4x Hanover street,
Boston, and JOHN b«. HENRY, X College place,
New York, Wholesale Agents.
Eor sale by Druggists generally. —Iy3sp

yard

CAMBRICS,the
styles selling very cheap.

and*

PORTLAND, ME.

Old Furniture

consumption.

33 cents per

DR ESS

u a t k s ?

Machias, May 20. Scii Zina is undergoing repairs;
new masts and spurs and thorough refit
throughout.
She will probably be ready to load the latter part of
this week.
Are the only medicines that will cure Pulmon ary
Launchki*.
A tine schooner of some 400 tons I
DUNK IN WOlOlMAN 1.1 KK 51ANNKK.
Consu mption.
from the yard of Messrs. Samuel Watts & Co., at i
Sometimes medicines that will stop a cough will
on the 14th inst.
She is called the
Thomaston,
often occasion the death of the patient. 11 lock- up ; Cathie C
Berry.
the liver, stops the circulation of the blood, hemorWillard A Burnham launched from his shipyard i
rhage follows, and, in fact, clogging the action of on Thursday a line sell of 102 tons carpenter’s
j 4®-Orders left at »nv shop near tlu* SHOE FAC
the very organs that caused the couch.
measure.
She Is owned by Messrs. Dodd L Tarr of \ 1’OKY or at
CAULK & MOKISON's store will reLiver complaint and dyspepsia are the causes of
Gloucester, and will be employed in the fishing busi- j ceive prompt attentiion,
two-thirds ot the cases of
are
now

UK,

—

Particular attention pn«
artificial teeth.

DRESS HOODS,

Arlington

on

SCHENCK’S PULMONIC SYRUP,
SC 11 E N C K kS S E A W E E D IONIC,
SC HE NCR’S MANDRAKE PILLS,

eludinp
MORRISONS

Low

TH 410

i r. tniei. d much !'-s painful
y which the
and tediou than hv tlie old nndhotis.
lentil insert
id in b’ubber or
.<•/
13 persons
lie has t he count} ri d: t
t In u
t

in the best

Osborn, Salem; Railroad, Webster, Bangor.
24. Lizzie Boor, Dickey, Boston; Hero, Foss,do;
Idella Small, Robbins, Baltimore.
Fred Dunbar, Perkins, Boston.
2b.

CONSUMPTION £AN M CUBED.

and

(

llr.

io

Hid
C;:t the <>1,1 Mailll ot
orner et
Church and
I *r
Moore,
drfl Tf St rinir ^tre«t*. Has HI the iat. st
impiovnd instrument- toi oj rating upou teeth, in

t

MAINE GENERAL HOSPITAL FAIR!

19.

Castine.
2G. Geo B
Osborn, do.

P."LOMBARD,

DR. Ci.

p. knmvii

3mos47

May 21. Fannie and Edith, Ryder, Salem.
Malabar, McCarty, Bangor.
VV G Eaddie, Ryder, Dix Island; Jack Downing, Patterson, Rockland; P M Bonnie, Burgess,
Carver’s Harbor; Gen Meade, Patterson, Boston;
Volant, Dodge, New York; Railroad, Webster,

THANK C. 1*1 IVIll.i;.

Dr. Folsom

to

u^

FINEST CARRIAGES only

<

Sells Fannie and Edith, Ryder, S alem;
Malabar. McCarty, Baltimore.
20, W G Eaddie, Ryder, Dix Island.
23. Jachin, Kane. Baltimore; Geo B Ferguson,
Ferguson, Salem ; A Hayford, Shute,--; Orion,

Iv39sp

HOODS, New Shades

invited to visit the
finished earraiges.
the material
work, whether they desire to purchase or no?.
All curraiye* mrnle by vie are fully warranted.
•S’”The public are respectfully e unioned about
purchasing earraiges represented to be iu make nn
lees tlieyhaye my name-plate in lull.
ffUHUKilsi loimicil and nroiiiutlv
1
tilled
49s*Hooks with cuts, descriptions and prices sent
mail
to
all
to
by
desiring
purchase.

ARRIVED.

May

at

DZITTISTRT!

Experience

*#“A1! persons are cordially
warerooms aud examine our
Also our factory and examine

MAH.

happiness’.

Years

l o w k s t

N PAY s.

POUT OF

Ill’sII. CligiCK UAIh

>(H>

—AT ini;

Two lovely flowers have passed
away
1 o bloom beyond the skies.

THE “SCIENCE OF LIFE, OR SELF-PRESERVATION,’’ a Medical Treatise on the Cause and
Cure of Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline in
Man, Nervous and Physical Debility. Hypochondria,
Impotency, Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weakness,
and all other diseases arising from the errors ot
youth or the indiscretions or excesses oi mature
years. This is indeed a book tor every man, Thousands have been taught bv this work the true way
to health and
It i- the cheapest anil
best medical work ever published, and the only onion this class of ills worth reading.
190th edition,
revised, much enlarged,illustrated, bound in beautiful French cloth.
Price only $1.
Sent by mail,
post paid, on receipt of price. Address PEABODY
MEDICAL INSTITUTE, No. 4 Bulfinch street,
Boston, Mass., or Du. W. 11. PA R KE R, Assistant
Physician. N. B. flic author may be consulted on
the above as well as all diseases requiting skill and
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Obituary notices, beyond the Date, Xante and .-it/e
must be paid j'or.j
In this city, May 22d, Joseph Sanborn,
aged '.*0

never

.»(•

..

|

A. CULLNAN.
Painting and Papering Front H ills, Parlors and
left on my
Sitting rooms made a specialty, ordi
slate at Albert C. Burgess’ Store or at my House
attended
to.
tnelnsp
promptly

the

exhibited

patterns made only at

This spleudd H air Dye is tlie brat in tilt' n'orld,
Short was his stay on this beautiful earth,
The only Truei and Perfect Dye. Harmless, Reliable
Four weeks he suffered in the passport of death ;
and I ustautuneous ; no disappoint meat; no ridicuby Miould we weep, lor hi* sufferings are o’er
lous tints or unpleasant od.»r. Remedies the ill etSoon we shall meet him on that blessed shore.
fects ot bad dyes and wishes. Produces l.M >1 Ei>i- ;
In W aldoboro, May 20th, Drusa Della,
vouugest
ati ey a superb Black on N atelal Blown, aud j
daughter of Wm. Boyd and Sarah Ludwig, aged 5
and
lead mil.. j
leaves the hair ii.ean, x«>;
vearth •> months and 27 days.
Another dear one
W.
A.
Sold
all
The genuine signed
Batchelor.
by
j gone. Again a sudden gloom has fallen upon a
Druggists.
household and moaning, hearts are
saving gone,
CHAS. BATCHELOR Prop,,.V. >.
iyiy.sp
gone forevet, Oh relentless death, “Thou Invest a
shining mark/’ But how desolate is home without
their cheering presence. None but those who have
drank from the same cup of sorrow can know the
feelings of the parent’s hearts. May God he very
ut ai to them and
and
done
in
tiltGlazing
Paperlcuiging, Graining
may they meet again an unbroken
best manner by
family in the beautiful land where partings are

M.

announcing to

ever

nearly every style

years and 20 days.
In Sacremento City, Cal., April, Mrs. Jane A.
Ames, formerly of this city, aged 80 years and 1
month.
In South Thomaston, May 14, George
W.Coombs,
aged 72 years, 11 months, 7 days.
In Rockland, May 1G, Waterman Kales,
aged bl
years,
mouth, 9 days. May lb, Henry Clay, son oi
Thomas Colson, aged S years b months.
May 18th,
Mrs. Margaret, widow of the late James Turner,
aged 54 years, 5 months, 29 dry*.
In Cherrviield, May 12, Mrs. Sarah A., wife of
Lewis Flood of Ellsworth, aged 29 yrs. and 22
days.
In Belmont, May 19, Converse G. C. Collins,
aged
47.years, 4 mouths, formerly of Searsmont.
In Frankfort, May 22. Willie, son of A. L. and
Helen McCorisou, aged 7 years, 2 mouths, 27
days.
Willie has gone to the land of rest,
llis spirit has flown to the home of the blest,
In the arms of bis mother, on that blessed
shore,
Who deuarted this life a lew months before.

DYE.

pleasure

in

elegant carriages

died!

SPECIAL NOTICES.
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Seed Oats!

Georgs W. Burkett l Go’s.

ME.

have on hand the largest rind best assortment ot

now

In Lincolnville, May 25, bv F. B. Dunton,
Esq.,
Mr. Albert A. Gould and Miss Addie C. Wade, both
ol Lincolnville.
In Boston. May 91,at the residence ot 8. f itield.
Esq., the bride’s father, by Rev. James Freeman
Clarke, Mr. George 1’. Rote ol Ibis city and Miss
Eila F. Fitield of Boston. No Cards.
In Saco, April 91, Mr. A. J. Stevens and Miss
Nancy M. Trimble, both of this c ty.
In Wiviterport, May In, Mr. Abiather K. Downs
and Miss Sarah Nichols, both of W.
In Yinalliaven, May 17th. Mr. Richard S. Ellis and
Miss Abbie E. Harriman, both of V.
In Ellsworth, May 17, Mr. Allurt S. Kincaid and
Miss Laura E. Dorr. May 19, Capt. Isaac Lord and
Miss Almatia 1.. Austin.
May 19, Mr. Alfred H.
Haynes and Miss Sarah 1. Moor, both ot E.
In Renobscot, Mav 17, Mr. Melbourne A. Smith of
Hampden, and Miss Melissa 1. Staples of R.
In W aldo, May 91, bv Rev. Joel Adams, Mr. Benj.
K. l asker ol Bradford, Me., ami Miss Clara M Brier
of Waldo.
Miss Brier, having desire
For married bliss,
Mr. Tasker ventured to ask her
IT she would be his.

(
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MARHIE I).

CATTLE MARKET.

|

-AT-

Salerooms, Cor, Preble House,

46sp

Wednesday, May 21, 1x74.
At market this week— 4417 Cattle; (>420 Sheep anil
Lambs; 109(10 Swine ; Western (kittle 4292 ; Northern Cattle and Working Oxen and -Milch
Cow*
125 Eastern Catt le,
Prices ot Beet (.kittle per hundred lbs.live weight
Extra quality, $7 2'>:i$7 5o; Eirst quality, $0 ?5a7 0u ;
Second quality, $»'• 00a$i> 5o; fhinl quality,$4 75a5 5o
poorest grade ot'coarse Oxen, Bulls, &c, $4 50.(4 5",
By the pound, dressed weight, from 5allc per lb.
Hides—Hides 9 l-2e; 'fallow 0a0 l-2e per lb;
Country Tallow 5 a 5 l-2c ; Count ry Hides 9c per It.;
(kilt Skins IGagOo per lb; Sheep Skins $1 77a
2 50.
Working Oxen—We quote sales of 1 pr, gth 7 It
2 in $255; 1 pr, 7 tt $225; 1 pr 0 It, x in $190; 1 pr
0 tt X in, $175.
Milch Cows—Extra $'>5a$90; ordinary $25a$5o.
Sheep and Lambs—Western Sheep and L in s
cost, delivered at Brighton, Irom 0 l-2a7o per lb,
Wool Sheep trout 7axc per lb.
Swine—Store Pigs wholesale Dike; retail 7 4 lain.
Eat Hogs, 15,000 at market; prices t nO l-2cperlb.

etl

FANCY GOODS

BM CHUB!

mont

j

i!

AND

DRY

OF

C. P, KIMBALL’S

The range of disorders which yield to the influence
of this medicine, and the number of defined diseases
which it never fails to cure, are greater than any
other single medicine has hitherto been even recommended for,by any other than the proprietors of some
quack nostrum. These diseases are Scrofula and all
Eruptive diseases and Tumors, Rheumatism, Gout,
Neuralgia, and Spinal complaints, and all Inflammatory symptoms. Ulcers, all Syphiltic diseases,
Kidney and Bladder diseases, Dropsy, the whole
train of painlul disorders which so generally afflict
American women, and which carry annually thousands of thorn to premature graves; Dyspepsia, that
universal cur>e of American manhood; Heartburn,
Riles, Constipation, Nervousness, inability to sleep
and impure blood.
This is a formidable list of human ailments for any
.•'ingle medicine to successfully attack, and it is not
probable that any one article before the public has
the power to cure the quarter of them excepting the
Ykgktink. It lays the axe at the root of tin tree
of disease by first eliminating every impurity from
the blood, promoting the secretions, opening the
pores—the great escape valves ot the system—invigorating tin1 liver to its lull and natural action,
cleansing the stomach and strengthening digestion.
This much accomplished, the speedy and the permanent cure ol not only the diseases we have
enumerated, but likewise the whole train ot chronic
and constitutioul disorders, is certain to follow.
This is precisely what Vegetine does, and it does
it so quickly and so easily, that it is an accomplished
fact almost before the patient is aware of it himse.f.

BELFAST

ARRIVAL;
wholesale trade.

fullest confidence that in
fectly cured.
He lias taken about three dozen bottles ot VEGETINE, but lately uses but little, as he declares that
he is too well to be taking medicine.
E. S. BEST.
Respectfully yours,
MRS. L. C. K. BEST.

A

FRESH

Ernst Apples

MITCHELL’S.

at

Natick, Mass., Jan. 1, W-’L
Mr 11. R. Stevens:
Dear Sir— We have good reason tor regarding
your Vegetine a medicine of the greatest value.
Wc feel assured that it lias beeu the means ol saving our son’s life. He is now seventeen years of
age; lor the last two years he has suffered from
necrosis of his leg, caused by scrofulous affection,
and was so far reduced that all who saw him
thought his recovery impossible. A council of able
physicians could give us but the faintest hope of his
ever rallying, two of the number declaring that he
was beyoud the reach of human remedies, that even
amputation could not save him, as he had not vigor
euough to endure the operation. Just then wo commenced giving him Vegetine, and from that time
to the present lie has been continuously improving.
He has lately resumed his studies, thrown away
crutches and cane, aud walks about cheerful and
strong.
Though there is still
opening where his limb

..

kkypwl

The following letter from LEY. 12. S. BR-T, Bus
tor M. K. Church, Natick, Mass., will be re.nl with
interest by many physicians. Also those suffering
from the same disease as afflicted the son oi the
Rev. E. S. Best.
No person c iu doubt this testimony, and there is no doubt about the curative
powers of VECfETiNE.

Mil James l Fellows.
Dear Sir: 1 have just finished the tenth and
last bottle of your estimable Svrup of the
Hypophosphites. To its use I ascribe cessation
of cough, sharp pains in my back and chest, and
of copious expectoration; also, return of appetite. buoyancy of spirits, increase ot flesh and
strength to perform my daily duties with a degree of pleasure unknown to me for a long
time. The good I have experienced from it is
bevond description, and L advise all persons
afflicted with consumption not to delay a day in
in taking it. Feeling sure that were it not* for
your Hypophosphites, I would now have been
in mv grave.
Yours truly.
GEO. C. FOUT.

<

—

qt'ESTiON Of 'l'l.iib.

cold, that without proper treatment may befalse idea prevalent about come chronic ami la>t for months, can be radiresting enough in a lew weeks in summer cally cured by a 1 w doses of that invaluable
to last the year.
However full of delight pectoral elixir. Hair's Honey of Horehound
and Tar. Sold hy all druggists.
am! peace the lazy hours in the country,
Pike's Toothache Drops cure in 1 minute.
however Ireighted with rest and strength
the long day by the sea, we cannot hoard
A Massachusetts farmer
recently advertised
and carry away enough ot the precious his farm for sale, and now he i> asserting that
he lias fed out over a hundred barrels of oats to
store. Every twenty-four hours is a circle
the horses of persons who have come to exof its own in which to tear down and amine
it.
build tip. ami whatever is spent between
Coii'iuniptiou.
one sunrise and another must be made
Mansion House Hotel, Baltimore. Md.,)
good from food, recreation and rest. WhoOctober 20, 1$71.
S
ever commences the
There is

try, history and geology -too ! the test of
searching examination and acquitted
1'here have been several meetings on thesub- themselves
Didactics
very creditably.
■'
of tb** coming Fourth of July celebration, ! and
general exercises took up the time
tu<
follow in.-, committee of arrangementAt a meeting of the
from 2 to 4 P. M.
T!—<
B. 1! c/cltin *. \. Hayp.rd, Wm. t i. j trustees subsequent to the examination,
morning already
Fog!er. Wm. K. Bickford, Phi1 lb r-. y. A. 1>. Hon. Sidney Perham was elected presi- tired is spending too much somewhere,
and will find that a system of paying
h-.i-c, J. T. Frost. David Lam-ester, F. B. dent of the board, and Stanley T. Pullen,
and by a unanimous vote, nature’s past debts by drawing on the
Fi. lv rick. (L K. Brack'-tt.
The Committee Esq., secretary,
the services of the present board of in- future will make him a bankrupt.
But
were emj»ov\ .-red
add «>t her members, as may
structors will be continued for another we do not need to wait till in the fullseem expedient.
year. In the evening, beginning at 7.80 ness of time we can join the throng at
IP F. W« u> i- cut again, alter a severe attack of
To any one, unless
o’clock,occurred the dedicatory exercises. watering-places.
Journal.
of
face.
tlie
erysipelas
The building is of brick, 48xt58 on the shut up between four brick walls, if there
\\
think tliui Mr. Simpson*- informant must
ground, with a front projection 14x40 feet belong a green spot somewhere around
haw been mistaken. Mr. Wells assures us that
and a rear projecting 8x40 feet.
In the the house, it he can sit at least under one
lie i-n*t utter anybody's erysipelas; that he has
u-t recovered from a -even- attajk of that dishigh and well lighted basement are locat- vine and fig tree of his own, there is at
t-c
and doesn't want any more of it.—not a ed the steam
heating apparatus, space for hand a perennial spring, if he but knows
drop.. [Belfa-t Advertisei.
a chemical
laboratory, ef,e. Four recita- how to drink of it. Perhaps you will say.
Dr. Woree-ter, wh * i- -aid to kuow sometion rooms each 21x28 feet and 12 feet ■■1 cannot stop to rest; I have no time; I
thing ot the meaning of word-, detines “after*’
high are located on the first floor on either will by-and-by, but l must do my work.”
as “following, or later in
tun- ; since.” Our
side of the hall which is (34x8 1-2 feet. Ah ! but are you sure of your by-and-by—
seen, dies
at high
vouug friend, it will !*•
The two entrances, one in the front and the one this side of eternity I mean ? Are
\V< hope that the man who made the
garni
one in the rear of the
building, open into you not doing the very thing now that
the hall, and from it one may enter the may lose it for you, or. if entered upon,
dictionary will be able to save hi- scalp.
recitation room spoken of, or ascending the will it not, instead of being spent in rest,
Man Drownf.ii. On Sunday morning la-t,
stairs the main school room, the dimen- as you fondly hope, be spent rather in
Enoch ''•vkiiis, on board sell. Win. <L Eddie,
sions of which are 60x48 feet and Ui 12 vain regrets for the strength so unwisely
lying at Swan’s wharf. discovered the body of
feet high, and front tins the teachers’ and hopelessly lost ?
[Herald Health.
a
until floating -n
Hi,- water pa-t the wharf.
room, library, apparatus room and cabi\tb-r making tb** body fast w th a rope be m»net The third floor is at present occupied
How it Feels to he Drowned. Dr.
111i I Coroner Pool-, whoidentitied the remains
as a gymnasium.
A beautiful toned bell
Huffman of Dixon. III., who was one of
t| Stephen Knowlton ot Belmont.
a- thos:
Inweighing five hundred pounds, a present the victims of the recent bridge disaster in
vc-tiga!ioi, nvealed the fact that he wa- partrom Deacon Samuel Adams of Oastine. that town, and was
very nearly drowned,
t-ally ih-aic and hud b. cn -een about the city
bangs in the cupola, an 1 a Howard clock, tints describes his sensation while in the
tor tin :■
two >.r thro. days.
Hie watchman presented by J. 11 Jarvis of Boston, is
water: 1 could leel the water
running
m Car
-1:1; yard -ays he passed through attached to the wall over the teachers’ down my throat and in my ears, and all
1
with
some
valuable
w
These,
on Saturdav evening.
At ten
platform.
at once experienced the most delightfu 1
o’.•look
on
veiling Mr. W illiam Sanborn dis- specimens as a nucleus for a cabinet, pre- sensation.
1 seemed to be at peace with
sented
Mr.
II.
W.
Pennell
of
Portland, everything, and perfectly happy.
by
■o,,
d him
.-1 a- oep upon the walk leading
My
the
thus
far
received. whole life passed before me like a dash of
presentf: mi Sanford's wharf.
Being interrogated he comprise
The appropriation of i?8imm> made last
iiUoi u,ed Mr. Sanbeni that If had neither home
lightning, the events appearing in sewinter will provide the necessary lurninor monev
quence, thi' most prominent appearing to
and that gentleman kindly took him
ture and a part of the apparatus needed be
indelibly impressed upon my mind.
To io- hon-r when* h> passed the larger portion
in the illustration of principles in phvsies. Circumstances I hail
forgotten appeared
of tile me lit.
Thi- was the last seen ot him
chemistry, astronomy, etc. The building vividly, and 1 did not want to be disturbed.
,.i ve, tor In Tin*
morning Mr. s. discovered that is well lighted and ventilated.
1 should have preferred to remaiti where
lodger had left the lions,. >.,tne time in the
The dedicatory exercises began with 1 was. While in the midst of a beatific
li i- supposed that lie must have laid
Oi 111
music by the Oastine band, reading ot reverie,
thinking what my wife would do
I wo upon the-liore. and the tlood tide coming
scriptures by Rev. Mr. Mvriek and prayer it she were saved and i drowned, I felt a
Alter the prayer and hand on
-wept him away, for when found his hat by Rev. Mr. Ives.
1 was pulled out
my should) ■’•.
was upon hi- head.
Mr. Poor deemed an in- sinning by members ot the school, Hou
atnl placed on a rock.
I was almost intl
E.
of
the
committee
on
Harlow,
i' -1 iinnccr-viry, and the
public sensible, but grudua.ly came to mvselt.
body wa- placed in
the citv tomb to await the arrival of friends. buildings, delivered a brief addres-, and oh. how sick and wretched I felt!
I was
lie concluded by delivering to the presiMi K
’vvlnm wa- abuib b*0 yeat
of age, and
greatly astonished at the number of events
dent ol the board of trustees. Hon. Sidnev that
ii’• and family at Belmont.
passed through my mind while under
ha- •.
Perham. ihe keys.
the water.
Nothing that occurred during
uov remain on receiving (he keys rechildhood was evident, but everything
Terrific Tornado in Iowa.
sponded briefly, and in a few well chosen since 1 was about lit years old appeared
remarks presented them to Mr. <;. I'
belore me as it photographed.
The senFletcher, informing him of his rc-elecliou sation 1 experienced
I'l-.s Moinks, May 23.
while the water
as principal of the school, for the seventh
A ti-M ie tornado or whirlwind, acwas
going down ray throat was not
companied by hail and rain, passed over year, and committing to his charge the unpleasant. It seemed as il I was going
and
the
M idevolvabout
six
miles
of
north
'building
responsibilities
on
a
country
journey, and was surrounded by all
\t kinds n| beautiful
Its ing upon him as head of the school.
Washington, yesterday afternoon.
things.
ith was about a mile in width, and it the close ot Mr. Fletcher’s remarks. Hon.
Warren Johnson delivered a polished and
tore
into imgmenls everything in its
Nor Arm; Election. The Ellsworth
course.
Houses, barns, fences, trees, highly instructive address, alter which American repeats a good
story which was
members
of
the
:ittle and human beings were caught up
graduating class sun;- a t«>l<l at the Kent
dinner
in Bangor the
ode
written for the occasion !.y
and whirled through the air iike tovs. dedicatory
other night :
Mrs. M. A Lawrence.
old t licit lashed to the ground with such
Gov. Perham, Hon. Sumner A. Patten.
violence is to produce instant, destruction.
When Kent was lirst chosen governor,
For miles around the fields arc dotted Stanley Pullen. Esq.. Hon. R. \V Files, and after weeks of doubt was
finally
with large timbers, driven info the ground Mr J. W. Dresser,Deacon Samuei Adams. counted in, and was
proceeding to Auat an
mgle oi ninety degrees. Cattle Mr. C C. Rounds and others made hriel
gusta to assume the office, he stopped at
remarks congratulating the teachers and Enity with his escort for dinner.
were actually driven head foremost into
After
the ground.
<)ne can scarcely conceive | scholars on the fine building devoted to dinm-r, when the party were all in their
the dev [station or realize the force of the I their use. the people of Castine that the ■deighs ready to start, Kent bethought him
tornado
Already we have heard of school was located in tludr town, and ot his smoke and asked the hostler to go
thirteen farm houses and many barns wishing all prosperity to the institution
iii and get him a cigar light.
The hostler
that were literally torn to pieces and and those connected with it. The exer- did so, and came out, pulling the
cigar
closed
cises
11
at
o'clock
with
bv
which he took from his mouth and offered
A school
prayer
many others badly damaged.
Rev.
Mr.
was in session at a school-house six miles
Mooreland, singing of the doxol- the Governor elect. “No my friend,” said
north of here, and the tornado tore the ; ogy bv the assembly and benediction by Kent mildly, “I could do it before election
but 1 can’t now.”
building to pieces, and carried the four- Rev. Mr. Pillsbury.
The graduating exercises occurred on
teen-year obi daughter of Henry Rotlimel
about a quarter of a mile from the school- Thursday, according to the billowing orPills, Potions and P ungencies.
house.
Sim was found mashed to a jelly. der ot exercises
Bi UMNO Oils in Pennsylvania. A new
Miss Smith, the teacher, and six or
Prayer—Music.
eight
law lias just gone into effort in
scholars were injured, some severely, What for V Mattie U Black, Sandy Point.
Pennsylvania,
English Literature,
regulating tin* <al of burning oils. Ii forbids
file wife ol Henry Walters was killed.
Nettie S. Walker, N. Brooksville.
sale of any product of petroleum to be u>. d
|hc
M usie.
A Miss (Jardner and a sun ol Abe Gardner
h> kmi|» as ;i burning oil, which is of a lower
Art ami Nature, Abbie S.
South ThomasUm.
lie at the point of death.
tin-test Ilian 110 deg. Fahrenheit. Violations
Jacob Seek was The Study ol Physiology, Krnery
of
the Jaw mv punishable by a line of not |«ss
hurl.
Ida
M.
A Mr. Raker was hurt in
Sawyer, Prince of Wales, N. B.
seriously
liem
or imprisonment’
Music.
the back. The family ot J. Campbell, Nations
yot less than one
of the Past, I.aura A. .Jennvs, Swanvillc.
year, or both, at the discretion of the court.
near lveota. were injured and a Mrs. McCivil Government.
Reuel liartiette. Lunoim.
one
to
Any
sustaining danger
person or properMusic,
iv by reason of the use ot oil which is
Coy seriously hurt.
not of the
Karnestness,
Georgia Lawrence, Glu-rrvlield,
1('-;'l standard, can collect damages of the dealer
A gentleman who was near the tornado
in
Common
Drawing
-Schools,
who
sold
the
oil.
[Boston Globe, 9th instant.
Rosa -M. Brown. Dustin".
reports it was balloon-shaped, with the
Idle necessity lor such a law is
Music.
apparent from
small end to the ground, and moved at
tin* almost daily reconi of deaths by
Public Opinion,
Kloisc S. Butler, Appleton.
explosions
tht* rale ul twenty miles an hour.
It be- Valedictory,
ol kerosene lamps.
KIvira T. Leulesi, l nioo.
Here are two cases taken
Awarding ol Diplomas.
IE mi tlic dailies a day or two since.
gan it- tearful work near Keota, where it
Prayer—Doxology- Benediction.
B.v tlie breaking ot a kerosene lamp in the
demolished several houses.
We next
st• >r• <>l Henry Woodward,
Icai ol it about six miles northwest,
Esq., in Winthrop,
on Wednesday
The New York Eiquok Law. Gov.
evening, 1-ltli, lire was commuwhere it destroyed two or three houses,
nicated to bis stock of dry goods,
causing
and. as it passed on northeast, scattered Dix bus, in his veto ot the local option damage to the amount of $150.
Fully covered
the fine residences and barns of Alexander
by insurance.
liquor law. embodied some very sensible
In Biv.,kivn, Monday
night, 19th, Mary E.
Gibson, J. A. Rackeoek and J. C. Callingideas upon the subject.
He says
Hall wa> burned to death by the
explosion of a
ham.
It also levelled the
dwellings of 1).
kerosene lamp.
The bill submits to the people of the
Cancer, F. II Walters, Mr. Canninger
I he sale of uninspected oil
subjects the seller
and Mr. Kerr.
The lives of many persons towns and cities of the State the question t > a heavy line. See extract from the laws, unwhether
the
use
of
der
the
advertisement of Portland Kerosene
intoxicating liquors,
were saved by their hastily getting into
the cellars ol houses.
Sad havoc was except for special purposes, shall he pro- nil Company, which furnish the only oil into law, in this State, and
recording
hibited
within
their
Il
limit-.
spected,
made with all kinds ot stock. From the
respective
w hi'di in
every ease stands several degrees
description of an eye-witness, il seems proposes to leave to the people the right above the legal test of 120 deg.
almost a miracle that any thing in the to determine for themselves in this reNow is the winter of our discontent, made
track escaped alive.
He says he could spect what is most conducive to their own glorious summer
by Hexrv's Carbolic Salv tc.
see large pieces ol limber hurled from the
good. I fully concur in the correctness Beware of counterfeits.
Genuine bears faccloud as though shot from a cannon. ot this proposition as a matter both of simile autograph and stamp of proprietor. John
Hailstones tell that measured nine inches principle and policy; and I never doubted V. Henry, s <fc 9 College Place, N. V. Sold by
all dealers in medicine.
in diameter.
Some were brought to this the propriety of adopting such measures
Here is hope for the unmated. In Wisconsin
city, and tour hours alter they were picked of legislation as are needed to secure this
It lies within the direction of there are .‘>2.102 more men than women. Go
up they were still ns large as lien's eggs. result.
The neiiiug of the tornado was fearful, popular liberty of the right of the people West girls, go West.
Hr. Ira A.
and could have been easily heard ten to regulate their local affairs in such man.Thayer, of Baconsburg, Oliio,
miles.
At lliis place, six miles away, it ner as they deem essential to their welfare. writes Hr. Pierce as follows: “l have been
icing
some
of
The
chief objection to the hill is that, it
your remedies in my practice and
was pertceHy
appalling, surpassing in
haw been very much pleased with them. I recontains a limitation of this principle.
It
terror anything ever heard
tiie
din
gard voiir Purgative Pellets as the best remedy
except
leaves to the people of the several cities tor the conditions
of a terrific battle.
for which you prescribe them
and towns only a partial and restricted ot anv 1 have ever used, so mild and certain in
A telegram from Keota, Iasi
evening,
ctlect, and leaving the bowels in an excellent
about operation in deciding what it shall be lawsays that live persons were kill
condition.
It seems to me they must take the
three miles from that place.
One child ful to drink within their respective liimiiplace of all other cathai tic pills and medicines.”
It
to prohibit
limits.
them
was torn to
eiple
compels
pieces. The reports received
081.
thus tar are from only a lew points along absolutely, or virtually to accept, by deThe wife of a Louisiana lawyer made a bustle
the line of lie* terrible destroyer, and the clining to prohibit, every beverage which <>l "omc
important legal documents, and court
amount of damage cannot be estimated, can by a possibility intoxicate. Il permits li I to adjourn until she could
go home and return wilh them in proper
but it must be many thousand dollars. them to express their wishes on a single
shape.
but
an
precludes
expression
Many more lives were probably lost than proposition,
Centaur Liniment.
It says to them in subthan those reported, and no estimate can on any other.
stance:
if
wish
to
the use of
I here K no pain which the Centaur Liniment
tie made of the stock killed.
prohibit
you
so
Nothing
terrible or violent has ever befallen this ardent spirits within your limits, you must
will not dieve, no swelling it will not
subdue,
prohibit ale, beer, and cider also, for
section of the country heretofore, and it
is considered a miracle that so few lives these have, by a decision of the Court of and no lameness which it will not cure.
This
were lost.
Appeals, been classed with intoxicating
is strong language, but it is true. Where the
on the other hand, you wish
If,
liquors.
Washington, Iowa, 24.
Additional dispatches of the tornado the inhabitants of your town or city to parts an not
gone, its effects are marvelous.
make the damages a great deal more than have the privilege ot drinking beer or
cannot
it
unless
have
make
cider,
It
has
you
you
heretofore reported.
Six more persons
produced more cures of rheumatism,
have died, making eight in all.
There the use ol ardent spirits equally Iree from
neuralgia,
lock-jaw, palsy, sprains, swellings,
restriction.
You
must
all
or
none.
prohibit
are many others whose lives are
despaired
of.
These are all reported within six or You cannot have the one without thoother. caked breasts, scalds, burns, salt-rheum, earThere may he and undoubtedly arc
eight miles on the line of the storm. To
ache, &c., upon the human frame, and of strains,
what extent the storm raged in other communities in which a strong desire
parts of the country is not yet learned. prevails to banish spirituous liquors, the spavin, galls, &e., upon animals in one
year
use of which is the source ot
An enormous amount of
property has been intemperate
so much vice and poverty, and in which
than have all other pretended remedies since
destroyed.
It is impossible to describe the scene the desire is equally strong to have the
the world began.
It is a counter-irritant, un
after tfie storm passed, it resembled a use of lighter beverages unrestricted. In
order to carry out me nrst named wish
tract
of
that
had
sudbeen
tong
all-healing pain reliever. (hippies throw away
country
under the hill they must renounce the hit
denly flooded and everything carried away,
their crutches, the hmie walk,
or if they carry out the latter they
ter,
poisonous l.ites
a.1 el as il (he water hud suddenly fallen
The hill,
and left everything in complete ruin. must renounce the former.
arc rendered harmless and the
wounded are
The force ot the storm was such that noth- therefore while professing to leave the
ing resisted it. Heavy ob jects were carried people the largest liberty, in this respect, healed without, a sear, ft Is no humbug. The
restricts them to the narrowest.
They recipe is
over a quarter of a miie and thrown to
published around each bottle. It is
the ground, with such violence as to halt are not permitted to have a choice as to
what
it
shall
be
lawful
use
to
selling as no article ever before sold, and it sells
beverages
embed them in the earth. Wagons and
The
tarm implements of all kinds were strewn within the respective boundaries.
because it does just what it pretends to do.
all around.
Even the spokes were broken bill is framed in the interest of restriction,
and not of freedom of choice.
I deem Those who now
out ot the wagon wheels.
sutler from rheumatism.pain or
this narrow view of the subject exceedA hog was tound
pierced through and
deserve to suffer if they will not use
swelling
unwise.
to
ingly
the
pinned
ground by a spike ot timber
two by lour inches.
Over 1,000 persons
Centaur Liniment. More than 1000 certificates
A poet shot past the youth who guards
from Washington visited the scene Friday,
the
to
our sanctum on
entrance
of
remarkable cures, including trozen limbs,
all
Thursday
the assistance in their
and rendered
afternoon. lie walked up to us, removed
power to the sufferers. A telegram from his
hat, made a profound bow, and said: chi.ic-rhemnatism, gout, running tumors.&e.,
Sigourney says that tit Lancaster every “Are
“Not much. have been received. We will
you the editor?”
house hut one was entirely destroyed, but
send u circular
He’s old. gray, and bald-headed, and he
no one was reported killed, though many
wears specks.
That
isn’t
us.”
“When
the
containing
certificates,
recipe, &c., gratis, to
were seriously hurt.
will he be in?”
“He won’t be in any
more.
He has just departed for his sum- any one requesting it. One bottle of the yellow
Woman Suffrage Association.
mer residence at, the North
Pole; but wrapper Centaur Liniment is worth one hunwe’ll telegraph
anything of importance
The fourth annual that you’ve got to communicate." “I dred dollars for spavined or sweenied horses
Boston, May 11.
‘gathering of the New England Woman have here a roll of MS. poems. None of and mules, or for screw-worm in
sheep. StockSuffrage Association in Tremont Temple them have yet been published. They are
attracted less attention in point of num- all original, and bubbling over with the owners—this liniment is worth your attention.
bers than usual.
President Julia Ward divinest spirit, to put it mildly, of true
Howe presides.
The speakers include poetry.” “Bring out the dog,” we shouted No t mily should be without Centaur Liniment.
many veterans in the cause, who show no to the attendant fiend. That youth dashed 1. 15. Rose »fc
Co., New York.
diminution of earnestness and hope of ulti- into an adjoining room, and soon there
mate triumph.
The Massachusetts Legis- was the most infernal rattling of chains,
Castokia is more than a substitute for Caslature is vigorously denounced for its reOil. 1l is the only safe article in existence
barking and growling of a dog that ever tor
is certain to assimilate the
cent vote, giving the suffrage advocates
food, regulate
greeted ears of a devotee of the muses; twhich
he bowels, cure wind colic and
produce natural
“leave to withdraw.”
and there was also the most demoralized Mccp. It
contains neither minerals, morphine
The only really antagonistic speech was poet that ever spoiled paper. He clutched or
alcohol, and is pleasant to lake. Children
that of S. S. Foster, berating the Republi- his MSS. tightly, drew his hat down over need not c.ry and mothers may rest.
cans who were declared unworthy
of his noble brow, and dashed out of the
\V anted, a farmer in
support in a resolution submitted by him. office without waiting to say “good-bye,” tor tlie
every town as agent
Collins Solid Steel Plows.
For terms,
The formation of a suffrage club was re- or even attempting to read a line of his write
to Collins &
Co., 212 Water streets, New
solved upon, and surprise was expressed poetry.
When the boy came out ol the ‘k3m
that the Colleges still persisted in depriv- room there was a smile on his infantile
*r samples i,y mai|_rl(> cts retaUqnjgjj for $10
i,
ing women of Iheir rights in the face of a face, and he said: “Didn’t I do the dog It.
L. WOLCOTT, 181 Chatham
Sq.,N. Y.
business bully ?"
growing public sentiment.
lyr26.
—
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<Portl_
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S Portland.

S I'A M 1'IlS'ti tor BK A 11)1 N(. and 1.MBB( *11*1 K
1 >one.
Agency for BI T 11*.KICK s BA I I.• BA I II K V
OK CIAKMKNTS.
A larye assortment «>t
pt i.
Style,- just received.
CAUTKK’S PKKKK< 111* III MM I I;
I i,.
Best Dross (ioods and Klaunel ll.mmei in tl.e m u
kct.
IK\ IT, PliH'K $!.(«*.
Attention is called !<■ I.l
l l l.’s
M Id'l l
SllAUPKN KU. POLISH KU and CAS I- comb.m .1.
tor sharpening and polishing all kinds nl m .II.
and to tin CKKSKNT BC 1"TON -HoLK Cl II. •;
cutting any size button-hole. Ixamino them
The best quality of Cotton, Silk, (Ml, Need!.
ami
attachments for all kinds ot Sewing Machine
k.
constantly on hand.

K^OPRI

BERRY,

W.

(Up Stairs)

DAMARISCOTTA,

ME.

la

«>niu^- until

N

*4.

IO

HORINOV.
:»0 Yflain Nireci.

Sole Proprietor,
nvtr.

even

o'clock.
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Over Carle & Mori.son'
Belfast Me,

llardwar> Sion*

I

..-

Sy

the

j true lci pati-'u'

Shore dt the Niver.

HV (IIRISToPHKK P. (/RANCH.

Through the gray willows the bleak winds
raving
Here

arc-

the shore, with its drift-wood and

on

sands;

the rivet* the lilies are waving.
Bathed in th sunshine of Orient lands:
Over the river, the wide, dark river
Spring-time and summer are blooming forever.

Over

Here, all alone on the rocks I am sifting.
Sitting and waiting,—my comrades all gone,—
shadows of mystery drearilv flitting
Over the surf with its snnowful moan;
Over the river, the strange, void river.
Ah! must I wait for the boatman forever?
Wile and children and friends were around me,
Labor and rw; re as wing- b> my soul;
Honor and love were the laurels that crowned
me;

Little I r eked how the dark waters roll.
But tht1 deep river, fiie gray, misty river,
-Ml that 1 lived for has taken forever!

I'*ilen!i> eame back a boat o'er the billows:
smafthilv grated the keel on the sand:
Ku-tling footsteps were heard through the

wil-

lows :
There the dark boatman stood, waving bis
hand.
Whispering, **I come o’er the shadowy river:
She who is dearest must leave thee forever.”

that were brightest and skies that were
bluest
Harkened and paled in the message he bore.
Yr ir after year w* nt the fondest the truest.
Following that beckoning hand to the shore,
Down to the river, the cold, grim iver,
< *ver whose waters they vanished forever.

Suns

in visions of grief haw 1 wandered'
Still have 1 toiled though my ardors have
flown.
Labor is manhood; and life is but squandered
Dreaming vague dreams of tie- future alone.
^ l from fin* tides of the mystical river
\
ire* of spirits are whispering ever.

Yet not

Lonely and oW,

the dust I am waiting,
Til! tf,■ dark boatman, with soft, muffled oar.
DIide> «.»'»■ the wave*, and I hear the keel grating
>'a ilcvlim. bn l.oning hand on the shore,
M airing me over :lie welcoming river
1
I" garden*
homes that are shining forin

Unfinished

Still.

and a skein of wool.
baby'*
Fa led and soiled and soft
< > id
things, v.m >av, and I doubt you’re right,
Lmind a seaman's ne- k this stormy night,
Fp in the raids aloft.
A

boot

Most like '(is folly.—but, mate, look here:
When 1 lit st went to sea,
\ woman st-.i.d on yon far-off strand,
\Y:th
wedding ring on the small soft hand
W iii- !. ring so elo>e to me.

“Most

in act; but

alas,

is too true, lady, that I have seen
and loved another; though my vow to
you lias kept me from saving so to her.”
“And who is it that you thus love ?”
“1 will be frank with you. and you will
keep my secret ?”

“Most religiously.”
“It is the Baroness Von WaldrotT, he
said with a sigh.
“And you really love her?”
“Alas ! only too deal Iv.” said the soldier

The link boot. 'i\v;i* unfinished sti’l;
I’he iangled sk in lay near;
Bui tlie kmtte iiad gone awav to rest.
Wit!: tlit- b::bv asleep on her quiet breast,
Down in tlie clmrohyard drear.

sadly.
•‘.xevcriitriess, i must noiti you to your

Lady.

I- was the Carnival Season in Paris;
and Colonel Eugene Merville. an attache
a
the great Xapoloon’s staff, who hail
won his way to distinction with his own
sabre, found himself at the masked ball
n the Fret: ui
Opera House. Hotter adapted in hi- tastes lo the field than the bou's
doir. he ilit
Imt litile with the gay figures
that cover the lloor, and joins but seldom
in the giddy waltz.
Hut at last, while
standing thoughtfully, and regarding the
assembled throng with a vacant eye, his
attenoon was suddenly aroused by the appearance of a person in a white satin

domino; the universal elegance of whose
figure, manner, and bearing, convinced
all lli.u her face and mind must be equal

promise. Here is the other half of the
ring; nan you produce its mate?”
“Here it is,” said Eugene Merville.
“Then I, too, keep my promise!” said
the domino, rising her mask, and showing

>

her per-ou in grace and loveliness.

"Xs. I am sure not.”
“Are you so >•<■/■_// confident ?”
“Yes. 1 f. j that you are beautiful—it
cannot be otherwise,”
“Don’t be too sure of that,” said the
domino. “Have you never heard of the
Irish poet Moore’s story of the veiled
prophet et Khorasan—how. when he dish's,-d Id' countenance, its hideous aspect
killed his bel wed out ? How do you know
that 1 si-all not turn out a veiled prophet
ot Khors-an I1”
Vli. lady, your every word convinces
ie
llie
ivitrarv." replied the enrap• ned
soldier, who e heart began to leel
is it had never I dl before; In was
already
in love.
Me' elude- hi- efforts at discovery ; bul
permits him to hand her lo her carriage,
which
Itivi
off in the darkness, and
tli MiiTi) in- throw- himself upon his fleetest horse, in
unable to overtake her.
Tin
French colonel becomes
young
moody In b is ’ost liis be.nl, and knows
not wha' to do
He wanders hither and
thither, shuns Ids former places of amuselin
u\ ■■
-bis mill; rv companions, and
in short.
miserable is a lover can well
; e
Hni- disappointed.
One night, jnsl after he had left hi- hotel on foot, a figure,
muffled to tbi■ \ cry ears stopped him.
“Well, monsieur, what would you with
me ?" asked the soldier.
■'You would know (be name of the white
domino ?” was the reply.
“I would, indeed,” replied the officer,
hastily. “How can it tie done?”
“Follow me.”
"iri

■■

tiring

me to

ilie

cartn,

il

it

will

her.”

“Bui you must In; blindfolded.”

1 nm :tt you command.”
Ami away rattled the youthful soldier
and his strange companion.
“This may
bc
trick.” reasoned I.ugene Merville,
“hut 1 have no fear ol personal violence.
I am arme 1 with this trusty sabre, and
can takcure of myself.
But there was
no cause for lear since he soon found the
vehicle stuped ; he was led, blindfolded, into the house.
When the bandage was removed Irom his eyes, he .found himself in
a rich v furnished boudoir, ami before him
stood the white domino just as lie met her
at the masked hall.
To fall upon his
knees ami tell her how much he thought
of her since their separation, that his

thoughts had never left her, that he loved
her devotedly,was as natural as to breathe ;
and he did so, gallantly and sincerely.
“Shall 1 believe all you say?”
“Lady, let me prove it by any test you
may put upon me.”
“Know. then, that the teelings you avow
are mutual.
Nay, unloose your arm from
my waist.

say.”

"Talk

on

have

forever,

something
lady!

more

to

Yon voice is

music to mv heart and ears.”
“Would you marry me, knowing no
more of me than you now do?”
“Yes, if you were to go to the very
altar masked !” he replied.
“Then I will test you.”

“How lady ?”
“For one year he faithful to the love
you have professed, and I will he yours—
as
truly as heaven shall spare my life.”

“Oh,

cruel

suspense!”

“You demur?”
“Nay. lady, I shall fulfill your

tions

as

I

promised.”
the expiration

injunc-

“If. at
of a year, you do
not hear from me, then the contract shall
lie null and void.
“Take this hair ring,”
she continued, “and when I supply the
broken portion I will be yours.”
He kissed the lit!le emblem, swore again
and again to be faithful, and pressing her
hand to his lips, bade her adieu.
He

conducted awny as mysteriously as he had been brought thither; nor
could he by any possible means diseovei
where he had been, his companion rejecting all bribes and even refusing to answei
the simplest questions.
Months roll on. Colonel Merville it
was

of Farmers’ and Drovers’ Bank,
(
i
Louisville, Kv,, April 7,1873.
This is to certify that, there is in the FARMERS’
AND DROVERS’ BANK, to the credit of the

Office

Third Grand Gift Concert for the benefit of the Public Library oi
FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND
DOLLARS, which has been set apart by the Managers to pay the gifts in fhll, and will be held by the
Bank and paid out for this purpose, and this purpose
R. S. VEECU, Cashier.
ouly,
(Signed.)
LIST OF GIFTS.

Ky.,

One Grand Gash Gift,
$100,000
One Grand Cash Gift,
50,000
One Grand Gash Gift,
25,000
One Grand Cash Gilt,
10,000
One Grand Cash Gift,
5,000
24 Casli Gifts of $1,000 each,
24,00')
50 Cash Gifts of
500
25,000
SO Cash Gifts of
400
32,000
300
100 Cash Gifts ol
30,000
200
150 Cash Gifts of
99,000
590 Cash Gifts of
100
59,000
10
9,000 Cash Gifts oi
90,000
...

Total, 10,000 Gifts, all Cash,
Only

or
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In the Great, Platte

at

Wreckers

of

Rugen.

The

witness ii.
Terrible as this retribution
was, the crimes which this family had
perpetrated for a number of years with

No. 10 Main

equal wickedness and audacity, and by
which scores of innocent people lost thenlives. would certainly seem to justify it.
Phi" family of criminals, John Bahlsen,
the lather. Arnold, the son, and Jane, the
wife, lived in a small cottage on the seacoast,a few miles troin the Capo of Arcona,
so dreaded
by the mariners of file Baltic.
The whole coast between Arcona and
Sagard is dangerous in the extreme, and
in stormy nights seamen anxiously hope
lor the bright glare of the Arcona lighthouse, which, however, is frequently inx isilde
owing to the dense fogs.
The Bahlsens, ostensibly fishermen, had
in reality followed the nefarious trade of
wreckers.
Tltev were assisted in their
infamous operations by the very sparse
of the neighboring country.
like hermits, they had few
visitors, it any. and people disliked to have
anything to do xvith them on account of
their forbidding manners.
The general
belief of the neighbors was that the

population
They lived

were

M8et“rr) Belfast,

t

!

Company

No. Ill Main St.,

BURGESS, Proprietor.

promptly attended to..y37

FV.

3D.

FRENCH,

MANUFACTURER AND DEALER

PARLOR,
Furnaces,

IN

COOK & CAMBOOSE STOVES!
Ranges, Tin, Brittannia, Japanned

aud Enameled Ware, Sheet Lead, Lead Pipe
and Sheet Zinc. Plumbing, Gas Fitting
and Fixtures, Pumps, &c., &c. Job
Work, Repairing, &c., &c.
No. iO Cliurc'h St..
Gm35
Helfawt, He

ELMER SMALL, M. D.,

Physician Surgeon
Belfast,

Maine.

office:

residence:

Corner of Miller &
gress Sts.

MOLASSES—Landed This

rive circular u
is your time
In
ami also a
Bend for o n
BOND, MAI

Choice

HHDS.,

AT

48

(

on

tf

Day.

TIERCES

Molasses

Cienfuegos

Just received per
and for sale by

HORACE WATERS*
A -Jii .M 1 err-.n f! son, ».m bw, n. y.
will dispose of ■*<»
t \os ,) O Itt. t \N ,,/•
tirvt claoh niukcrs, including WATERS, at.
extremely low prices for canli, or purl
cash, and balance in *niall montlilr payments.
Mew 7-Octave lirst-claM PlAMOm, all
iu odor ii improvementM. for
Cash. OrIIOI RI.E 1IEEO Oilgans
#»;».
t-lldt
«14ML 4 NT01>, fjdltL MUTOP,
and uptoards.

Brig Ella Vail from Cienfuegos.

B. SIBLEY & SON.

Hat and Bonnet

lb

Bleachery

I

Wall

Style

I'LL TELL!"

TRUNKS Hi.
Traveling Bags!

St.. Boston.

"pris-

A. J. HARRIMAN & CO.
KEK1'

Cheap Family Soap is now largely adulterated with
ground sand,and also marble dust.

CONSTANTLY ON HAND
ASSORTMENT OF

A

white pow-

“SUBSCRIBE FOR THE STATE.”

AT

WHOlIlilLE

OH

Representative Maine Newspaper. Devoted to
our material and social interests. Price, $2 per
year.
40 columns of choice reading. A live journal, independent of party or denomination. Sample copies
sent free. Address The State, Portland, Maine,

Belfast, Feb. 10, 1873.
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MACE & HURD

ACJEWTS WAIVTED for our Now
M
Charts, Books and Pictures, to-. Manufacturers of and Wholesale Dealers in Plane
and Fancy
with Sewing Silk, Linen Thread,
\/ M
Ladies’ Caskets and Golden Pens. $100 to $200
cleared per month by good, active men or women.
FOREIGN
Apply at once (by stamp) to D. L. GUERNSEY,
TOBACCO
AND
WRAPPING
•‘Pub,” Concord, N. II.
»

F^Maps,
^^gether

CONFECTIONERY,

FRUITS,

CIGARS,

PAPER, TWINE, SUGAR &. MOLAS
SES CORN
CAKES, CORN
CANDY, COCOANUTS, &C.

ROYAL HAVANA LOTTERY
OF cun A.

Win Air V
lHUHC I

Made Rapidly with Stencil & Key
Check Outfits. Catalogues and full
S. M. Spencer, 117 Hanover

(fC 4^ <T*OA Pertlay! Agents wanted 1 All
lU 4)lU classes of working people, of

either sex, young or old, make more money at work
for us in their spare moments, or all the time, than
at anything else.
Particulars free.
Address G.
STINSON & CO., Portland, Maine.
Dlft.lMO LKH IN has opened a line*4 CJIHRE”
Beacon Hill, Boston, Send tor Circular.

on

1

uorncr of Main

and Cross Sts., Belfast,

Is the nearest approach to a specific ever discovered
for Dyspepsia, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Gout,Gravel,
Diabetes, Kidney and Urinary Diseases generally. It
restores muscular power to the Paralytic. It cures
Liver Complaint, Chronic Diarrhoea, Piles, Constipation, Asthma, Catarrh and Brouchitis, Diseuses
of the Skin, General Debility and Nervons Prostration from Mental and Physical Excesses.
It is the
Greatest Antidote ever discovered for Excessive
Eating or Drinking. It corrects the stomach, promotes Digestion, and Relieves the Head almost
immediately. No houshold should be without it.
For sale by all Druggists.
4®“For a history of the Springs, for medical reports of the power of the water over disease, for
marvellous cures, and for testimonials from distinguished men, send for pamphlets. WHITNEY
BROS., General Agents, 227 South Front Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Gettysburg Spring Co.
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PTTRFU' A VT'ETAPLE PREPARATION,
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PLANTATION
Bitters

<
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T

A

THREE TRIPS PER

tho mr*»t (lesiraMc I murs am! Cnlluir
in the w-u-ld. They are intended acridly ua a

OYSTERS
served in every styleand at all times. Also MEALS
AT ALL HOURS. A large stock of Confectionery
of every description, Cigars and Tobacco always on
hand.
SCANNED FRUITS & .JELLIES a specialty.

fxTGlVE ME

A CALL

You will always °Bd everything that is usually kept
in a first-class Saloon.
A. R. CARTER.
Belfast, Dec. 24,«*ly25

bailie.

at

OKI I I,

It I I

••

•'

53 Park Place, New York.
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DYED OR CLEANXEJH

SEAT It AT it I) TO It I-

Garments, Coats, Bants ami Vests Cleansed
Dyed, Brown, Black. Blue-Black or Indigo Blue,
and pressed ready for we..*'. Gent’s Garments liepairing done at short notice.
Kid Gloves dyed Black, or Cleansed, evi. rv day.
Also new goods or heavy cloths dyed and finished hi

HANGED!
|1

the best manner, at V FRY l.OW PHicFs.
Goods sent
MONDAY.
every
Agency at
B. f-'. ll'E a.LMk’ Minimi’) and Fancy Good*
Store, No. 17 Main Street. Belfast Me.—lyBD

bliss in
tiim- o?

>

comparison to being sentence i to a lih
misery, and every young or- middle-aged

ni:ui or woman

is

the above sentmce
who doe--not profit by the warning* contained in
the new book out it ted 1 aft u res i>n SjoTim orriuea
or Seminal W*ukm -s, In.p.iten.-e, Onaiu-m. Me
turbatioi or S<
Abuse an
lis
>.
ual' My.':
It
th onl ■■ vi
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Id.’5 Court Street, Boston.
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HOUSE CLEANING.
As the house cleaning season i- at hand, the -ui.
scriber gives notce that he has
.'meed the price ..t
Warranted to !.••■ :irst
soap to $2.50 per barrel.
quality. Orders addressed through the Po-t-ollicc
will receive immediate attention.
.1. L. \Y< K) [ >.
South Belfast, April 2. I".':*..—<\v:w*
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EMILE BARBiER, Proprietor.
This \\ell known establishment, w iri. it- admirable
facilities, is conducted by a lirst-das FliFNCII
DYFK. Dying and Cleansing done in .1 m in::, r tu
give PFKFFCT SATISFACTION.
Ladies’ Dresses, Sacques, Velvet, Bibb.mm, &c.;
Dyed, Cleansed and Pressed witiiesit ripping or
d ami
taking off trimmings, f ace Curtain- Cl.
done equal to new.
Carpets Cleansed and Color

We the undersigned having made large contracts
with Boston Parties for manufacturing Clothing,
are now ready to supply our old hands with work.
An unlimited number of good vest makers will be
wanted after the hrst, ol January.
They can be
supplied wi'h work from .,ur store at Belfast or
FIFTY GOOD VEST M A K CBS will be
Monroe.
wanted to work in our Shop, beginning on or about
the lirst of January.
We nave a tine assortment of Dry Goods, Boots
and Shoes which we offer at low prices.
POTEft QUIMBY.
Belfast, Dec. 13—1!24
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CORNETS,

ALTOS,

BARITONES,

BA.->ES

CONTRABASSES, OKGH ESTRA C< )RN E l'S
ol Brass or (iermau Silver, Riston or
0
Rotary Valves;
Out'.'is, Cy.mrai.s, Feetes, Phvoi.os. Fit i.s,
Fr.Ai.Koi.KTKs, Clarionets, French ami

“ARCHIMEDEAN,”

THE CHAMPION

LAWN MOWER OF THE WQRLD.

fi lm;

German Accord eons, Violins ami gTARS, VlOLONt 'El.l.o.s I H'KI.K 15A-s I
Concertin as,Feetinas, 11 ,\ e.mon
h as, Ban.ios, Ursn
Boxes,
A lol.iN Y (ic 11 a i: S r in...
and all Mu-ieal Merchandise, is the well
known store
of
J. C. HAYNES & CO.,
•K» Conn Sr., Boston.
C»m43
(Opposite Court House. 1

Wanted for the
Book.

WILD LIFE

new

Winter

taken by one agent in
.1. LATHAM & C<>.,

two

Mass.—tw-H

hereby give

that I will be

at

the

>

I'.xtr.u't of Hoots and Herb- whicli most invariaablv cure the following complaints

day-. For term- address
Washington St., Bo-ton.

(»y*>iH>|Mi;i, Hear. Burn. Liver Complaint, ami
ol At petite cn:ed by taking a lew bottles.
-w Spirii
and Sinking Scii-ation

!
This beautiful mower is now so well known
throughout the United States and Europe, that it
requiret* no recommendation (over 10,000 sold in this
country alone'. The only balanced Lawn Mower
with AN ADJUSTABLE HANDLE.
10-inch cut, croquet mower, a beautiful little machine for small lawns, croquet grounds, cemetery
lots, easily operated by a lad or miss of lo years,
price, s^o; i J-iueh, $
; I f inch, standard si/e, s i5;
gs-iuch. pony, *loo; .{.'-inch, horse, for public parks
and large lawns,
Every machine warranted
to give perfect .-atisiaction.
We challenge (inworld to a trial, and to produce a machine its equal.
Try it, and you will buy no other.
Bend for illustrated Circular,
MANUFACTURED in

THE

COLT’S ARMORY HARTFORD CONN.
For Male lij
KEKDUl .V WlirnEY, l‘«rtla».l.

Leeds, Robinson & Co.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Wareham Nail Co.’s Cut Nails.
Robinson Iron Co.’s Cut Nails.
AGENTS FOR

Anderson & Woods Cast Steel.
Old

Colony Iron Co.’s Shovels.
DEALERS IN

ST.,

cor. of
Gm3s

3ST

JOHN,

BOSTON.

have put
public that
of HARRISON’S CELEBRATED
WE in
CORN MILLS for
and
we

one

Grinding
Grinding Rye, Oats &c.

Cracking Corn,

T his Mill is on Washington St., just above ,1. S.
Davis’ Blacksmith Shop.
We respectfully solicit a portion of the Milling
business.
Having purchased the wood-working machinery
belonging to Messrs. Field & Mathews, we are pre
pared to do all kinds of Irregular Moulding-,
Me roll anil straight Nawiiig, Turning-.
Ac. heretoforejdone by them.
tf.H
W*( ALL Ain ME E

HOWARD MANF. CO.

a

draws customers.

Salve which

Advertising
magnetic

stone ; it draws
his wife

to
a

it Fit

< m,.i.ecthr.

Belfast, St pi.
*famwr«Mr

E'Os

janx;a*.-ursgtusr^

.we r.

PROBATE IMOTIG S.
At a Probate Court held at Bed
tin* County of Waldo, on tIt*
May, A I>. lsr.d.

-t
o

within and for
iuiil fue-.tav ol

as

well

try

to make

at

W

should not be allowed.
ASA THU PLOUGH, Judge,
A true copy. Attest—It. P. Field, Register.

\ NN S. MONROE and ALFRED J. MON RoK,
A named Executors inacerlsiiu instrument pur-
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keep people from buying

of

liberal advertiser. This is the

has tried it.

of every
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The best medium
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LICAN JOURNAL.
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H( m it taut and ! liter mi I la n l-’ev its. o
many parts ot our entintrv completely
n
of the (Quaker Bitter-.

by tin

:

’S lie 4^4*«l lind in the Quaker Bitter .iud the
artie.e tin v -land iti need
in theirde-dining year-.
It uiiirkens the blood and t.ln-e;- the mind, and
pavi s t in passage down the plane ine'iined.
'4 o *2i>i»4* 'Mil tv main
with an iiieurabii- disea
ol the Quaker Bitter-.
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of

Poi Invention", frad*

P.ifcni"

Mark",

No. 76 State St., opposite

or

Designs,

Kilby St.,

Boston

pi; an i:\ii.NMVi pi;At nn; ,.t up
Ward-, ot thirty year-, continues to
.an
Patents in tin l uite'd .States: also in Great Brit in
I ranee, and other tori egn countries. < a\ eats,
an
lieation>, A-signim uts, and ail p i|
lor Pa! m
exeented on reasonable terms, with d. 'patch.
lb
-ea relies made to dr ter mi in- the
a lid it
and uii!::
of
Paleuts, of Inventions, and It a il and
advice rvietered i ii all matters touching tin- -mu
("phs ol the claims of any patent furnished Bv
ri iiiiiting
one dollar.
A-.-bguuieu; s record. 1 a
VV ishingtou.
No Agency in t le l ifiled states pos"esses superior
laeiiity tor obtaining Patent.- »r aseertainin, th
patent ability ot inv eutioiis.
All necessity ot a journey !o VV ishingtou to pro
‘•are a Patent, and the u tial gie.it delay then
w
here saved inventors.

Vfi

among

Ann iea.ii lade
i« I.I readily to the invalualdt
medicine, the Quaker Bitters.

eradii aletl

Soliritor

v

Kraiu'liitiH,
t<

Belfast. wit bin ami for
the second Tuesday of

AYER, Guardian of minor heirs of
Woods, late ot Unity, in -aid Count}
Waldo, deceased, having presented his first account of Guardianship lor allowance.
Ordered, That the said Guardian give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy ol this
order to be published three weeks
successively i u t he
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that tin v
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and lor said County, on t he second
I'm-day
of June next, at ton of the chick before noon,
and show cause, if any they have, why the same
Levi
PETER
of

nm-t

Eitlii'lilii;tti«iii
we 1
d .Lent- and o' .'-•'Intel ir Alda inn n Hum d m great iy ivlieveit by tins
innlu:.: i; medicine.

pear at a Frobat «< oitrl. t <> In held at Bella t, within
and for said County, on the second Tm-div
-I
June next, at
ten ot
the clock Indore noon,
and show cause, il any they have, why the prayer
of said petition should not be gram ml.
ASA Tin: PLOUGH Judy.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Fired Register.
!■

Ordered,That the said Ann S.and Alfred .J. give notice to all persons interested by causing a copy ot this
order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court,to be held :it Belfast",
within and lor said County, on the second Tuesday
of June next, fit ten of the clock before noon’,
and show cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be proved, approved :.nd allowed.
AS A T11U R LO L'G 11, .J udge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P Field, Register.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lor
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
May, A. D. 1*73.
A. CARLTON, widow of Daniel D. Carlton, late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo.
deceased, having presented a petition that her dower
may be assigned her from the real estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Sarah give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published throe weeks successively in the Republican .Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, ou the second Tuesday of
June next, at ten ol the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
said petition should not be granted.
ASA THURLOUGH Judge.
A true copy. Attest— B. P. Field, Register,

din ted
long unwell ,'u to1
alter taking a tew !"dtles
.,

TESTIMONIALS.
‘i regard Mr. Kildy as one ot the ino-t cupanh
.aicee-sful practit iouers wit h whom 1 have had
eial intercourse.
<’IP\h‘bps MAs«>.\
I'nmii.
sinner ot Pat ents.”
“I have no hesit.it i.mi in a-suriug inv. utm- the
more
they cannot employ a m
competent .mb
tpi-tworthy and more eapabl. ol putting their ip
plications in a torm to secure Rum them an hi A
and tuvorah.

eioisidi ration ;l: the Patent (Mho
I.D.Ml N '141 1,‘lvP,
Lute Poiumi'-ioie
ot Patent

M r. lb it. P. lb v has made tor me over r 11 It; I V
applications tor Patents, having been succes-Gil in
almost every case.
Such iinini-takabh pn oi
to
great talent and ability on II part, leads n
recommend \i.i. inventors to pply
liim
cure their patents, as they urn, !•■• sure »-i l.imi..
the most faithful attention be-a a
1 on their ca
and at very reasonable charges.
•i1' 11 N
l AGGABI
Boston, Jan. 1, l".*
ly b
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At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday

County oi
ing presented his fifth accounf'of Guardianship tor

allowance.

That the said Guardian give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in tlie
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be hold at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
ot .June next, at ten of tlie clock before noon, and
show cause, it any they have, why the same should
not be allowed.
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.
subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that she has been dulv appointed
and taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix
of the estate ot James B. Williams, late of 1 slesboro,
in the County ot Waldo, deceased, by giving
bond as the law directs; she therefore requests all
persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate
to make immediate payment, and those who have
any demands thereon, to exhibit the same tor settlement to her.
PRUDENCE WILLIAMS.
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At a Probate Court held
the County ot Waldo,
May, A. D. 1873.
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:n w it In-ui t he
Xpelb-d 1*|>1II lie
1-a t dilbeiilty; a tew bottles are -ullicient lot the
most obstinate ca-e.

FUKBUSH, wi b w ol William Fur
bush, late of Monlville, in said Count $ ol
Waldo, deceased having presented a petition l u
allowance from tiie personal -late ol .-aid deceased.
Ordered, That the said Mary E. give notice to ail
persons interested by cau-itu a copv ol 11.i oid< to
be published three weeks >ueces-i\.-h in lie- it.
publican .Journal, printed at Belfast, that tlmv ma\ ap-
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linluey. 1.
ii ii.i ti>> ipta!

mi nimost sceptical,
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for this
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cured readii'. Iy !<dUi\ving the dinctionit
'.he
bottle.
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o'f

everybody and of May, A. D. 1873.
DONNELL, Guardian of Stephen (i. Donof
right up to the point. AJ.nell, inminor heir of George Donnell, latehavsaid
Waldo, deceased,
Searsmont,

might

dead

a

I*. Al., lor the pnrpo-o
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Probate.

GRIST MILL!
wish to inform the
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Nsihuni
porting to be the last will and testament
Parker Monroe, late of Belfast, in said Count) .it
Waldo, deceased, having presented said will lor

w

E

li.i^sinule, 1
cured at bin e.

to the
ns of B. Mast
ic
I Oakes An. b .• Saturday

store

until

At a Probate Court held sit Belfast, within and tor
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
May, A. I). 1*73.

SCRAP IRON.
75 NORTH

notice

It mgor and all Station Hast.
Trains wiil be due ii. IP Pa-'t from Bo-ton, I o
land, and all Staieoi- ;nt tmediate at -".o P. M
Mixed Traill trout Burnham' ohmvting vviih trio
from Bangor at 1
A >1.
The N ew I iue be! w« n D:. m i I ii and Cumberland,
will then be 'pen giving pa --ei;_.-rs tor Portland ata
wi bout elmugb
opportunity to go eitlc-i
cars.
I.. I.. l.liNPi »LN, Si»| i.
Nov. 9, 1"7 J.
tor

Illustrated

OTICE !

afternoons, from
receiving taxes.

1872-73

AND Ai m; NOV PMBP.i: i:.t!i, Passm.gm
will lc.,m- Belfast for Port land .n

l-oss

•JTI

Arrangement,

st.

ONTrains

FAR WEST

thk

(i:\Tim. it.

Mix*.
places intermediate on this read at "AM.
I'rain at it P. M., connecting at Burnham w
Mixed Train for \\ ihrviMe, ;md Passenger I. u

Thirty years of adventure- among t lie l mli.tns, efc.
Thrillingly interesting and las' veiling. .u orders

You
A. R. CARTER respectfully informs his numerous
friends and customers that he is still at the old
stand, CITY SALOON, where lie will always be
ready to welcome all.

A

ugiiNta,

Awarded First Premium

$500,000 Worth of Clothing Destroyed.

is like the celebrated

RESTAURANT.

E

I. 1 \ |.;

O

lO^UNT GrOH

ni

DYE HOUSE!

GREAT FIRE IN BOSTON.

Advertising is
GARTER'S

T

$2.5

^*rAll treij.dit mu l>. accom|..iiiii d by BillU,HUK "» duplicate. All irei-rdt bill* imiM b. ,
delivery ot ipaods.
i,F.<». i,. Whi.I.S Ad
Bella !, .May lo. I'....

■

And if any person manufacture or sells such oil or
burning fluid not so inspected and marked in this
State, or that has not been so inspected and marked
as unsafe for illuminating purposes, he shall pay a
tine not exceeding five hundred dollars or be imprisoned six months in the county jail, upon indictments therefor.
Portland, Me., April 21, ]>?.;.

Beg leave to inform their friends and the public
generally that they are now prepared to wait upon
them at short notice.
ALL ORDERS BY MAIL
PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.
T. L. MACK.
tf41
A. A. HURD.

GETTYSBURG

Katalysine Water!

t

continue to

We quote from chap. 3h It. S. 1871, the title of said
chapter being “Inspection and sale of Manufactured
Articles.,Sect. 31.
Every person and corporation engaged
in manufacturing petroleum, coal oil or burning
fluid, shall cause (-very cask or other vessel thereof
to be so inspected and marked by a sworn inspector.

RETAIL.

No. 60 Main Street.

The

particulars FREE.
St., Boston.

they

prevalence of a large quantity of inferior and
dangerous oils in the market,at a cheap price—many
of which are little belter than Naptha itself—and the
existence of false reports in regard to the Portland
Kerosene Oil, render it a matter of justice to our'-elves, as •.veil as safety to consumers, that some notice >hou!d be taken of these facts.
Therefore, we
again present an advertisment, and would call attention to the high standard of our Oils, Tin; Refined
Petroleum, the tire test of which is lgg; The
Portland Kerosene, the tire test, of which is lg5
degre- s Fahrenheit, and often reaches considerably
higher; also, we would say, that we are determined
to maintain their long established reputation.

FULL

Hardware, Iron and Steel, Cutlery,
Paints, Oils, Varnishes, Nails.
Carraige Woods, Trimmings,
Agricultural Implements,
&c., &c.

ATTEST YOUR FAMILY SOAP

Prospectus for 1873 now ready. Address GEORGE
UPHAM, No. 9 Weybosset Street. Providence, R. 1.

that
Manufacture

Paper!

First-Class Tailoring Establishment.

^-housekeeper” BEWARE r

1

Cannot be cur. d !>;, -nulls, wash.
In. ,il appli.-11 ions.
11 is a weakness >f the const ituti.m le
loping itself in the nasal organs lirst, afterwards
temling to throat and lung-, ending gin. rally in
if
not
checked by proper remedi.
Consumption,
Pains in head, back, loins and weakm
ot kidn-\
are its attendant diseases.
.More people have Ca
tarrh than any other disease
It is easily cure1.
Thqpsands of ca-es, some ol tiiirty-tiv- year-' -la m
ing, have been entirely cured in New Mumpshir. the
past three years by the (.'onstUntiniial ( atarrh
Remedy. Certificates to back the above, and a
treatise on Catarrh in a :;>page pamphlet, sent tree
011 application to Littlefield N. llaye-, druggist.-,
Semi mini, on a
proprietors, Manchester, N. H.
postal card, and it will cost only a cent. Prim $:
per bottle.—.‘linos 10

Agents

BOOTS & SHOES

F^

public,

in Gold, Satin, White and Brown, selling very low
it J. (’. THOMPSON’S Furniture, Crockery Ware
and Room Paper Store, Cor. Main and High. Streets,
Belfast, Me.

A necessary part of every person’s education in this
adanveed age is the art of Telegraphing. Apply to
the undersigned lor Smith’s Manual of Telegraphy,
the best work published on this subject.
Price, flu
cts.
Also for every description of Telegraphic Instilments itnd Battery; Nitro Chromic Battery tor
Electroplating. L. G. TI LLOTSON & CO., 8 Dey
St., New N ork.

my

inform the

15.000 ROLLS

TELEGRAPHY.

»

1873.—3mos34
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11 you want your old stylo 1IATS s;.
BONNETS made as good as new.
I
^S^^plcase
pass them right along to the/W^
-=a*=~‘
of
the
STRAW
East
Side
of
sign
WORKS,
the River.
&ijr'N.B. flats lelt at the Milliner’s Stores in
this city, taken from and returned without extra
3m41
S. A. BLACK.
charge.

the most Beautiful in ntyle and perfect
in ton** over made.
The COMCEHfO
STOP is the lieHever placed in any Organ. It is produced by a third set of reeds peculiarly voiced, the El'FECl' of which is
MfOfc'r CHARMIMO and MIlL-iiTIR.
IU MO, while its 1.0 ITATIOM or the HI
M AM VOIC E is AHPEIIB.
Ternid lil»ILL USTRA TEI) CA TALOGCES M. I II.eral.
EI) for one strmp. A liberal discount to Ministers,
('h arches. Sunday Schools, Lodges, etc. .4 O EIMTft*

a

CENTS EACH.
apply to the undersigned,
C. R. MERRILL.

-y

are

if

Winterport Village.

HILLS

May 13, 1873.— :Sw45*

\nms CONCERTO PARLOR ORGANS

see

25

!’>'

>

LOWELL,

—

>
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CATARRH

PORTLAND KEROSENE OIL COMPANY.

Over Caldwells’ Book
Store, Main St.

the bottom.

LINIMENT

Fortlaud Kerosene Oil.

(Up Stairs,) Belfast. Mr.

G. W.
Irders

<
W
It
HOI \
leave l'.elf,. ( f«»r Boat oil e\i r\
Monday V\
I hui'.I .v and Satnrdav. at : o’clock, I*. V
Will leave l.o>ton
Keturinng
rv
Mond
l‘uf.-day, T'hur>day and Friday, it o’clock. 1*. \I

Will

«

PRICE,

E A M E R

I

nesday,

I s a positive cure ior So .i iea. lihewmat in, Neural
gia, Spinal Complaint, Contracted Cords, Fame
It has cured ea-es given up In
Back, ."plains, &e.
physicians as hopeless and is tiik «»n i.v • i:k a n
« uni:
l-oli Sciatica.
Tr> it, ii will c ire you.
Always procure large bottles for severe cast
Large
bottles $1.50, small bottles 75 ets.
Mold by
d!
F. W. KVPKK K SON
druggists.
l'loprietm
.Semt stamp tor
IBn -khoi.d
Boston, Mass,
Cash Hook ,m
lyrdoejw

TREES.

ion

KATAHDI1T

The

se

at

BISHOP SOULE’S

I*,

I

»j».

s

n
YEARS OL I), of grafted fruit.
Farmers why will jon buy Western
r»iit trees, of which you know
notl ing. when you can lor half
the price purchase trees raised in your own State,
wlticli nec<
a.'ily must be adapted to the soil and
climate, and naturally must, il properly transplanted, thrive and bring forth fruit.

PLUMMER.

Job Printing Office

p-ivman Oil Cl
parries who wi

der settles

CAMBRIDGE

The Subscriber oilers lor sale the
Elliot Farm, so called, situated on
the old stage road from Frankfort Village to North
Searsport, about three miles from tin: former place.
This Farm contains 1 Do acres ol land; cut last
year
tons of hay; has an excellent orchard, raised last
season you bushels ol grafted fruit ol nice
quality;
has 75 acres of young hard wood growth ; lias excellent pasture, is well fenced, ha. a meadow
bearing a
good quality ol grass, and with little expense can be
much improved; good buildings, an excellent well
of. water. Price $2,\.\>0. Possession can be given
immediately. For further particulars inquire of the
subscriber at West Winter].ort.
B. PI UMMKR.
W. Winterport, April 17th, !S73.--tf42

AH'LE

WEEK !

S T K A M E II

(

6000

ON THE ROUTE

TRIPS PER

Farm for Saie.

Would

West Winti:p.i*ukt,

STEAMERS

FOUR

Prospect, Feb. 4,1873.—3<tl

THE PORTLAND

ADVERTISER

paper which
Eureka C'hrot
and agents an1
One <.f !-r ui
and oth. r* »
It
in-w and

by dissolving in hot water, and

subscriber oilers for sale bis
in Prospect, one mile and a half
west from the village. Consisting of one hundred
and sixty acrjgs of land, with buildings, well wooded and watered, with good orchard of grafted fruit.
For particulars inquire on the premises,
ISAAC T. SMI 1 II.

For sale

B.

TWO

Over Tuttity Yr .rs ago Lyon's TTathaIron for
Hair v asurttplae. :1 iu the market by Professor
F. Thomas I-yon. a graduate of l’rim-etun College.
The name is derived from the Greek “Katfho,”
rignifying to cleans.-, purifty. rejuvenate, or restore.
The favor it has received, and the popularity it has
obtained, is unprecedented and incredible! It increases the Growth and Beauty of tho s1 air.
It is
a delightful dressing,
it eradicates dandruff. It,
prevents tho Hair from turning gray. It keeps tho
head cool, and gives the hair a rich. soft, glossy appcarancH. It is the 8 cmk in Quantity and Quality
as it was over a Quarter of a
n ury Ago. and is
sold by all Druggists and Country .Stores at only 50
Could per Bottle.

Farm for Saie.

KEROSENE OIL COMPANY

at

1873. Arrangement for the Season of 1873.

Tin

The

l l SUPER PHOSPriATE!
by the Subscriber,

promote; Uao GROWTH, PRESERCOLOIi, :mt? increases llui
V igor a ml BEAUT Y o i the UAlit*

VES Hit*

Persons indebted to the subscriber arc requested
to call and settle immediately, A. D.FRENCH.

Feb. 20th

DEPARTURE

On the 12th of November last a Swedish
pleasure yacht arrived from Malmoe at
Purtbus in liugen.
It was manned by
three sailors and Lieutenant Greenberg,
ot the Swedish navy, who owned the
yacht, and who was accompanied by his
The Baltic was
young wife, Caroline.
very stormy, and his little craft was
wrecked within a pistol-shot from where
the Bahlsens had kindled their deceptive
fire. His wife and two of his men perished. lie himself and the third sailor were
swept ashore in an almost insensible condition.
The poor fellows, bruised and
chilled as they were, were unable to move
until morning; but this did not prevent
Lieutenant Greenberg from noticing the
fire on the rocks above him; and, when
daylight at last made its appearance, he
saw that the two Bahlsens were
removing
such debris of the wreck as had been
washed ashore.
He called out to them,
and saw that they were startled. The
old man finally came up to him, but gave
confused and evasive answers to his questions, and even refused to give him any
liquor to warm him. Lieut. Greenberg
finally, assisted by his sailor, succeeded
in crawling up the hill.
Upon reaching
the cottage ot the Bahlsens, who had disfound
it locked. With in
appeared. they
finite trouble they reached
Sagard, where
were
they
kindly cared for. On the folthe
officers who had been sent
lowing day
to arrest the Bahlsens, returned with the
whole family, heavily ironed. A search
of the cottage of the Bahlsens had led to
the discovery of a large sum of gold,
hidden in the cellar. The two male
oners were downcast and taciturn, while
old Jane Bahlsen loudly bewailed her
misfortune, and emphatically protested
her innocence.
Old Bahlsen steadfastly
denied that he had done any wrong; but,
by dint of skillful questioning, the examining magistrate involved him in repeated contradictions. Arnold Bahlsen,
the son, after refusing to answer any
questions at first, but suddenly he burst
into tears, and said he would make a full
confession.
He said the fire device had been first
used by his father a few months after
their arrival in liugen.
His mother had
helped the old man. Sometimes they had

It

A. D. FRENCH.
tl40

Belfast, April 10, 1873.

at

April 2G, 1*73.—tf43

MARKET IN THE WEST!
The
great mining regions ol Wyoming, Colorado, I. tali
and Nevada being supplied by the farmers in the
Platte Valley.

"YOU ASK!

business in Beliast.

For further information

Call and See
very poor and the shabby
Els good an assortment of
and ragged elolhes which they wore, even
WOOLENfcGOODS of u
grades, usually found in a
when they went to the Sagard market,
seemed to confirm this impression. Every
month either the father, or his son Arnold,
Also Trimmings to correspond, which are being
manuhictured to order by first-class wouicmen at as
would drive a wagon, heavily loaded, to
low prices as the times will a Herd.
the Stralsund Ferry, and return a day or
CUTTING attended to in all its branches by mytivo afterward.
There were, indeed,
self. 1 have also a fine assortment of
rumors I hat the Bahlsens were smugglers ;
<T", N,»
IN BOOKS.)
FURNISHING GOODS
but, inasmuch as ail the fishermen of
4g «-nt« w anted. Exclusive territory given. The
Rugen sin more or less in that direction, book will sell itself. Lather, Mother, Sister, Brother, of ail kinds. PAPER COLLARS, 10 cents a box
little or no attention was paid to it, and Minister, Merchant. Manufacturer, Farmer, Miner. or 3 boxes tor 25 cents, in all sizes and all the othe
tl41
ILL. LORD.
the custom house officers of the district Mariner and Yourself all want it. 'There is Money better grades ot Collars.
in it.
Send tor Circular.
CHESTER.MAN &
positively denied the assertion.
WEBSTER, 00 North 0th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
In stormy and foggy nights, when tlie
Arcona White Eight was almost invisible,
V,
they would light on the rock-bound shore
near their cottage a bright tire,
ostensibly
for the purpose of smoking fish by it.
Gusts of wind, they had observed, would
every now and then rend the fog, so that
the glare of their fire would be plainly Breech-Loading Shot Guns, $40 to $300. Double
$b to $100
—ATSingle Guns, $:* to $20.
visible when the Arcona light-house would Shot Guns,
Rifles, $8 to $75. Revolvers, $0 to $20. Pistols, $1
CITY BLOCK, HIGH ST.
constantly be enveloped in a dense mist. to $8. Gun material, Fishing Tackle, &c. Large
Captains ol ships oil'the coast would mis- discounts to dealers or clubs. Army Guns, RevolLAID h and well selected stock of the above
bought or traded tor. Goods sent by extake the treacherous fire of the fishermen vers, etc.,
A articles constantly on hand and lor sale at the
press C. O. D. to be examined belore paid for.
VERY LOWEST PRICES.
for the Arcona light and drive their vesAlso Leather Shoe
3m4l
W. 1. COLBURN.
Findings.
sels upon the rocks of Sugard, when the
2 Brilliant Books for Canvassers
Bahlsens would almost invariably reap a
rich harvest.
Since 1804 nineteen vessels And Salesmen / Bryant’s lAbrary of Poetry and
Sony, and Miss Beecher’s New Housekeeper's' Manwere thus wrecked without the
Both selling fast and far. Exclusive Territory;
slightest ual.
liberal terms. J. B. FOUL) & CO., 11 Bromtield
aroused
the
Bahlsuspicion being
against
Bahslens

wishing to close out his
Belfast, offers his entire stock for
sale, consisting of Stoves, Tin-Ware, Scc., &c., including fools, Shop and Store.
The iibove is well located and presents a good opportunity tor any one wishing to carry on he stove

j BOSTON & LOWELL

...

50 Cents per Bottle.

Only

SUBSCRIBER
rpHE
JL business in

BRADLEY’S

BEST

*t

..

For Sale I

>

at Law!

Attorney

IS I
and TEN YEARS’ CREDIT AT 6 EE It ('ENT,
No ADVANCE INTEREST REQUIRED.
Mild and healtiir i, climate, fertile soil,
AN A RUN DANCE OF (ii)Ol) WATER.

/> RR

E. JOHNSO N,

G.

CSVEN A

The

-FOR-

Beliast, April 21,1873.-—tf42

New York.

XVlaple Syrup
MITCHELL’S.

Valley.
3,000,000 Acres in Central Nebraska
Now for sale in tracts ol forty acres and upwards on

T1IE

Kv.

j

The Josiah Farrow house, on High Street, recent
ly occupied by Mrs. linker. Inquire of Asa Faunce,
Esq., at Beliast Savings Bank.
JOSEPH F. HALL.

For Sale!

cheapest Land in market for sale by the

Union Pacific R. R.

Broadway,

<'•09

!

Cheap Fai-lps

Louisville,

THOS. II. HAYS & CO.,

ACRES!

12.000,000

$500,000

lew tickets remain

unsold,and they will be
lurnished to the iirst applicants at the following
prices:—Whole tickets, $10; halves, $5; quarters,
$3.50; 11 wholes for $100; 50 for $500, 113 lor $1,000,
and 575 fur $5,000. For tickets and full information,
TUGS. K. BRAMLKTTK,
apply to
a

IR0N&STEEL!

••Very well.”
“Step into tliis vehicle.”

1

Will be
at Louisville, on Tuesday, .JULY 8, 1873, at which
time TEN THOUSAND GIFTS, amounting to a
grand total of $500,000, all cash, will be distributed by lot to ticket-holders.
No reduction in
amount of"giftslat this distribution, but each gift will
be paid IN FULL.

his astonished view the face of the Soldiers Entitled to a Homestead of Kit) Acres!
Baroness Von Valdroff!
She had seen and loved him for his THE BEST LOCATIONS FOR COLONIES.
manly spirit and character, and having
FREE HOMES FOR ALL! Millions of acres ot
found by inquiry that he was worthy of choice Government
I^ands open for entry under the
Homestead
her love, she had managed this delicate
Law, near this Great Rai road, with
markets and all the conveniences ot an old
good
intrigue, and had tested him, and now settled country.
Free passes to purchasers of Railroad Land.
gave him her wealth, title and everything.
Secitouul M aps, showing the Land, also new ediThey were married with great pomp, tion
of Descriptive Pamphlet with new Maps Mailed
and accompanied the Archduchess to Paris. Free everywhere.
Address
Napoleon, to crown the h ippiness of his
O. F. DA\ IS,
favorite, m*de him at once a general of
Land Commissioner U. V. Ii. Ii.,
division.
Omaha, Neb

Rugen.

and it was some time before the young
soidier found eouragi to speak to her.
Some alarm being given, there was a
violent rush of the throng toward the
loor; where, unless assisted, the lady
would have materially suffered. Eugene
Merville offers his urn), and with iiis
broad -boulder- and stout frame wards off
the danger.
It wa- a delightful moment;
the lady spoke the purest. French, was
witty, fanciful, and captivating.
“Ah! lady, pray raise that mask, and
reveal to me tin charms of feature that
must accompany so sweet a voice and so
graceful a form as you possess?”
•You would, perhaps.be disappointed.”

IN AID OF THE

Public Library of Ky.,
given in the great hall of Library Building,

..-

I

To Let r

TO BE PAID IN FULL.

THE THIRD 6RAND GIFT CONCERT !

to

people of Bergen, on tin; island of
in the Baltic, close to the coast of
Though in so mixed an assembly, still Pomerania, had on the 2d of April, 1873,
there was a dignity and reserve in the the melancholy spectacle of the execution
manner of the white domino that rather
ot a man over sixty years ot age, lus aged
repulsed the idea ol a familiar address, wife and only son being compelled to
t

GIFTS

JJch) Jbbcrtismcnts.

“It

CASH !

$500,000

I fear not

“Indeed.”

The voyage w .s over; 1 came ashore:
What, think you. found I there?—
A grave tdaisies had sprinkled white.
A cottage emp y and dark as night.
And tiiis be* ide the chair.

Masked

truly

happy

in heart 1”

My wife—Hod bless her! The day before,
She sat beside my foot:
And flu sunlight kissed her yellow hair.
Am: the dainty lingers, deft and fair.
Knitted a hab\'s boot.

The

fc the antici- not had a wreck in a whole year, but in
'eve
Suddenly he was ordered i i860 there had been five. The goods,
,m an embassy to Vienna, the gayest of
j etc., that had been washed ashore, they
all the European capitals, about the time had concealed in a cave in the rooks, and
that Napoleon was planning to marry the he. or the old man had taken them to
Archduchess Maria Louisa. The young Stralsund, where they had sold them to a
colonel is handsome, manly, and already man named Braunfeld. They had always
distinguished in arms, and becomes at hoarded their money, and they could not
once a great favorite at court, every effort
have accumulated less than fourteen or
being made by the women to captivate fifteen thousand dollars. The wretched
him—but in vain ; he is constant and true young man added that he and his father
to his vow.
had long been sick of the dreadful busiBut his heart is not made of stone ; the mass, but that bis mother had constantly
wry fact that he had entertained such instigated them to persist in it, and in the
tender feelings for the white domino, had night during which Lieutenant Greendoubtless made him more susceptible than berg’s yacht was lost, she had taunted
before.
them into kindling the fatal fire. When
At last he met the young Baroness old Bahlsen was confronted with his son
Caroline Von Waldroff, and in spite of his his firmness likewise gave way, and he
vows she captivates him : and he secretly
| confirmed what Arnold had confessed.
Jane Bahlsen, however, persisted stubcurses the engagement he had so blindly
made at Paris. See seems to wonder at bornly in her denials. John Bahlsen was
what she believes to be his devotion—and sentenced to he beheaded,'Jane and Aryet the distance he maintains! The truth nold Bahlsen were sent to the State Prison
for file, but were to witness the execution
was. that his sense ui honor was so great,
that, though he felt he loved the young ot the old man. Old Bahlsen received his
baroness, and even she returned his aftec- doom in gloomy silence; his son cried
tion. still he had given his word, and it bitterly, and his wife, in a shrieking
was sacred.
voice, denounced the judges in unmeasThe satin domino is no longer the idea ured terms.
On the 3d of April, at 10 o’clock in the
ot his heart, but assumes the most repulsive form in his imagination; and be- morning, the sentence of the law was
carried into effect. When everything was
comes, hi place of his good angel, his evil
ready on the scaffold, Arnold and Jane
genius !
Well, time rolls on ; he is to return in a Bahlsen weie taken to it. Both were
lew days—it is once more the Carnival heavily ironed, and supported by jailers.
Reason ; and in Vienna, too, that gav city. Arnold was very pale and very weak.
He joins in the festivities of the masked His mother, though evidently greatly exball, and wonder tills his brain, when cited, tried had to look indifferent. Then
about the middle of the evening, the the aged culprit was led out.
When he
white domino steals before him in the caught sight of his wile and son he heaved
same white satin dress lie had seen her a deep sigh, to which his son responded
wear a year before at the French Opera
by loud sobs. He then surrendered himselt into the hands of the headsman, and
House in Paris.
Was it not a fancy ?
“1 come, Colonel Eugene Merville, to in a minute or two afterward all was
hold you to your promise,” she said, lay- over.
ing her hand lightly upon his arm.
An Indianapolis man took his boy up
“Is this a reality, or a dream ?” asked
stairs to whip him as requested by his
the amazed soldier.
but his tender feelings pre“Come, follow me, and you shall see stepmother,
and be told the urchin to take his
that it is a reality,” continued the mask, vailed,
coat off, hang it up and yell lustily while
pleasantly.
it was whipped. The boy obeyed orders,
I will.”
but spoiled his chances for future similar
“Have you been faithful to your promise?”
asked the domino, as they retired into a clemency by telling his experience to the
whole neighborhood.
saloon.
Ir.s tow and

in

Oil.

DKV AN1) iilioi.Nl> /IN,
L1TIIAKGK. II F.l
I-FA <, LI AD PI PISIII KT I.KAD. I IN
1TLK. 11N I1NKD P1PL, IKON I’ll’l
cN FITTINGS, PI MPS. &c„ &.c.
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White Lead, both dry and ground in oil.
to be n t rinly pure, mil <■[
\ n
e
lineness, body and durability, it i- not -ur
passed by any Lead in the market, either foreign
Our Pure

Disease,

the best

Physicians.

Wo do not hesitate to say it will cure the follow
ing symptoms, t hough most of them have bo n do' j
I
dared incurable

PalpitutiHii, IJiil.ir;t*nit‘iit, M|ia«nnt, Oi
•tiliralion or (Sony Formation of the
Heart. ISliniiuati^iit. €-ener.«l Hehilitr.
llatcralMMit tlie Heart. Ninkiii"- of the
hpiritN, lkaioN in the Kirie or Client. Oiz/iiient.NlHggiith Circulation of the Blood
ami 71 omentarv
K(o]i|iag« of the Action
of the Hcart.
Oui agent, on
will furnish you with
application,
our circular,
giving lull descript ion of the disease,
ami also a number ot testimonials of cures; and it
you would like further proof from the parties who
have given the testimonials, write them and s« e
what they say.
We have sold many thousand bottles of the II kart
Regulator, and the demand is still increasing. We
are confident we are doing the public a benefit, and
not trying to impose on them a worthless preparation.
The price of the Heart Regulator is one dollar per Bottle, and can be obtained of our agent,
S. A. IIOWE8 & CO., Druggists, Belfast.
ly7

".

warrant

(hat for
Americ

tn.

order to protect our -Ivi -. wehav, adopted
trade-mark an eight point< d red star, with our
corporate seel in the centre. This i-. on every p u-k
age ot our Pure Lead. Nonegenuine with, lit it
as our

_iy«3
Belfast

Savings Bank.

NOW IS THE TIME TO DEPOSIT

“A Penny

Saved is a
made
will be

Penny Earned."

before the 1st ot any
month,
plac’d upon interest evm
inocth, except Ma> and November and interest
computed upon the sunie in June and December.
Deposits received daily at the Hanking Room,
trom 9 to 12 A. M., and 2 to 4 P. M.
Saturdays from
9 to 12 A.M.
JOHN H. CjriMKY. Treas, ASA FAUN
CL, Prcst.
Belfast July 13, 1S70.

DKPOSITS

on

or

WHEN YOU PiilNT,
use

the

perfectly pure

WHITE LEAD!

THE

manufactured by
I O It SAL E IN

m

p.
SAMI'El.

BEL FA ST

w o o

BY

1y1

nnoi-K.

WARD & (JO., 1‘ropr’s, Boston

BURGESS, FOBES

&

CO.,

Portland, Me.
This lead is Warranted Pure, and is unsurpassed
in Body, Durability and Fineness.
;m3s

